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ABSTRACT
Species that are rare yet widely distributed are among the most challenging to
conserve. The mountain ecotype of woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus) is declining
because of apparent competition with non‐caribou ungulates (NCU) such as moose
(Alces alces). I experimentally assessed whether reducing NCU could facilitate caribou
recovery by taking advantage of a government policy to reduce moose abundance with
increased hunting. First, I used microsatellite markers to evaluate the evolutionary
significance of the mountain ecotype, and determined whether previously identified
subpopulations were demographically distinct. I found that subpopulation structure was
mainly caused by genetic drift in small populations. The demographic isolation of many
subpopulations suggests that they are appropriate as management units for recovery
planning. I then developed an ecological target for recovering caribou by estimating the
abundance of moose that would have occurred in the absence of forest harvesting. I
incorporated this target into predator‐prey equations to make predictions about the
risks and benefits to caribou. Predictions suggest that reducing NCU without reducing
predators could negatively impact caribou. The predicted impact was greater if there
was a time lag of the predators’ numerical response, but gradually reducing NCU could
mitigate this impact. Once the moose reduction was initiated in the field, the decline in
moose numbers was greater than could be explained by the hunting treatment alone. I
contrasted several hypotheses to explain the rate of decline, including density
dependent, depensatory, or compensatory predation by wolves (Canis lupus). I found
that depensatory predation best explained the moose decline, but hunting was the
catalyst. Reducing moose appeared to reduce wolf numbers, with dispersal the likely
mechanism. Remaining wolves spent more time in caribou habitat, but based on scat
and kill‐site investigations, there was no evidence that wolves shifted their diet to
caribou. In the treatment and reference areas, the caribou response was mixed, with
the larger subpopulations stabilizing but smaller ones continued to decline. By
combining theoretical predictions with empirical manipulations I conclude that reducing
NCU and predators concurrently is a prudent approach to recover caribou. Few broad‐

scale manipulations exist to recover endangered species, but are needed to evaluate
recovery options.
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CHAPTER 1
PERSPECTIVES ON FACTORS LIMITING WOODLAND CARIBOU ABUNDANCE AND HOW TO ATTEMPT
RECOVERY

How does one approach the recovery of an endangered species? Clearly there is
no one‐size‐fits‐all approach because the factors limiting population growth can vary
enormously among species and ecosystems. Yet, Graeme Caughley reminded us that
there are certain basic principles that can be applied when a species is in decline
(Caughley 1994). The iterative steps of determining the agent(s) of decline, removing
the agent(s), transplanting if necessary, and monitoring the population response, have
intuitive appeal because of their simplicity. The medical community understands this
approach implicitly when attempting to cure a patient. Such a simple recipe, however,
almost trivializes the difficulties involved at each step, although this was not the intent
of Caughley’s review. By his own admission, there had been few successes
implementing these steps, and they were most easily applied to small‐scale island
systems (Caughley 1994). For large mammals that may be naturally rare and dispersed
at a continental scale, obtaining the necessary evidence to discriminate among
competing hypotheses to explain a population decline is seldom trivial. Entire essays
are devoted to the topic of how to identify limiting factors, with methodological debates
about the merits and shortfalls of studies based on time‐series, observation, natural
spatial comparisons, or manipulations (Hurlbert 1984, Underwood 1990, Walters and
Holling 1990, Boutin 1992, Carpenter et al. 1995, Roush 1995, Beckmann 2011, van Oort
et al. 2011).
Fortunately, for the organism I study my predecessors did much of the heavy
lifting when it came to identifying the agent of decline. This knowledge allowed me to
focus on the subsequent steps: testing recovery options for an endangered ecotype of
woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou), while investigating many associated
components of the ecosystem including their predators, sympatric cervids, and the
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vegetation that influences their abundance and distribution. The agent of decline for
many woodland caribou populations across North America appears to be excessive
predation (Festa‐Bianchet et al. 2011) through a process that is termed apparent
competition (Holt 1977). Apparent competition describes a situation where two or
more prey species appear to compete for a resource, but their interactions are
mediated through a shared predator. Predictions from this hypothesis are that prey
species with a lower reproductive rate or higher vulnerability to predation can have a
lower equilibrium or will go extinct. The reason this can occur is that predator numbers
are mainly influenced by the more abundant primary prey that are more fecund or
resilient to predation, so as the secondary prey decline, there is little or no feedback to
predator numbers. Because caribou tend to be less fecund (Shackleton 1999) or more
vulnerable to predation relative to other cervids (Haber 1977), they are often the victim
of apparent competition.
A historical account of how the evidence accumulated for predation as the agent
of decline is especially relevant because it helps contextualize the difficulties in
achieving scientific consensus for the first step in the recovery process. Early caribou
researchers in British Columbia (BC) and elsewhere focused on bottom‐up processes,
specifically how reducing the amount and distribution of lichens, an important caribou
forage, must be limiting caribou abundance. Lichens regenerate slowly so there was
intuitive appeal that disturbing them must negatively affect caribou. This reasoning was
especially pertinent for arboreal lichens that grow primarily on old conifers in the BC
interior, trees that are highly valued by environmental groups but also by the timber
industry. From work done in the area of Wells Gray Park in the 1950s, Edwards et al.
(1960) wrote “Survival of caribou in this area, therefore, depends in part upon the
availability of Alectoria [arboreal lichens] in winter….The abundance of lichen must be
an additional factor enabling caribou survival.” Predation was not mentioned as a
limiting factor, even though major changes to the large mammal community had been
occurring for 2 – 3 decades (Seip 2008). Wildfires and human disturbance were
considered to negatively affect caribou because they can reduce food supply and
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displace individuals from prime habitat (Edwards 1954, Klein 1971). But there was
another mechanism that may have been overlooked at the time. Wildfires and a
warming or drying climate can also favour moose (Alces alces) and deer (Odocoileus
spp.) abundance (Schwartz and Franzmann 1991, Dawe 2011), which in turn increases
predator numbers (Fuller et al. 2003). Many large wildfires occurred in the central
portion of mountain caribou range in the 1920s (McLellan 2010). Seip (2008) quotes
early settlers in BC as stating that when moose increased the caribou declined, but the
process confused them because: “…they don’t even eat the same kind of food, and yet
the caribou did start going down hill shortly after the moose arrived (Boudreau 1998
cited in Seip 2008).” Similar patterns were emerging elsewhere in BC (McLellan 2010,
Santomauro et al. 2012), but the process remained unclear.
Tom Bergerud was among the first wildlife biologists to argue that predation
could have a major limiting role on wildlife populations, particularly on caribou, and he
began to challenge the bottom‐up disturbance hypothesis (Bergerud 1974, Bergerud et
al. 1984). This idea represented a major shift in wildlife management because there was
a belief that predation tended to remove the “doomed surplus” (Errington 1946, Mech
1970). Bergerud also argued that in some regions, overhunting played a major role in
woodland caribou declines (Bergerud 1974, Bergerud et al. 1984), and McLellan’s (2010)
review of historic caribou hunting allocations supports this hypothesis. In one of
Bergerud’s most well‐known studies, he compared caribou density on the predator‐free
Slate Islands of Ontario, to nearby Pukaskwa National Park on the mainland where bears
and wolves existed. Caribou density on the Slate Islands was 100‐fold greater (Bergerud
et al. 2007). He also used a meta‐analysis to determine that 6.5 wolves per 1000 km2
represented the maximum wolf density where caribou recruitment would equal or
exceed caribou mortality (Bergerud and Elliot 1986).
However, this work was not universally accepted. Prominent ecologists referred
to Bergerud’s evidence as “circumstantial” (Krebs 1985, 1994, 2001). At a gathering of
managers and scientists in Vancouver, Canada in 1978 (Bunnell et al. 1978) there were
“400 people arguing against one” (Seip pers. comm.), because these ideas represented a
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new paradigm in wildlife management. Some of this skepticism may have been
justified. For example, Bergerud’s graph linking predation to caribou population trends
in BC was necessarily approximate (Bergerud et al. 1984). Much of the province was
surveyed for caribou in 1978, producing reliable estimates, but the estimates from c.
1960 and 1970 were less reliable (Bergerud 1978). These data did not meet the
standards of experimental ecologists. Nonetheless, he was the seed for many important
ideas including the notion that forestry roads could alter a predator’s functional
response by improving its foraging efficiency (Bergerud et al. 1984), which has been
supported by subsequent empirical studies (James and Stuart‐Smith 2000; McKenzie et
al. 2012). Over time, his data, and those of others, increasingly supported his
hypotheses.
The primary follow‐up to Bergerud’s work occurred when Seip (1992) used a
natural spatial comparison and a wolf removal experiment to show that caribou were
limited by wolves because of the apparent competition process. A subpopulation of
caribou with year‐round overlap with moose and wolves was declining, with wolf
predation the primary cause of mortality. An adjacent caribou subpopulation migrated
to a mountainous summer refuge in Wells Gray Park, where moose and thus wolves
were rare. These caribou were increasing in number with higher adult survival and
recruitment rates. Caribou recruitment improved following two years of wolf removal in
the area where caribou were sympatric with wolves year‐round. Yet, this approach to
science was still criticized for not addressing underlying mechanisms (Krebs 2002). Since
that study was done, even the Wells Gray subpopulation has declined (Wittmer et al.
2005a).
Other studies have continued to contribute evidence regarding the role of
predators in limiting caribou populations. In Alberta, wolves were the major source of
caribou mortality (McLoughlin et al. 2003), and wolves were more likely to be found
near human disturbances such as seismic lines (James and Stuart‐Smith 2000). In
Saskatchewan, Rettie and Messier (1998) found that adult caribou survival and
recruitment was low, and speculated that wolves were limiting the population. They
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reasoned that at 0.05/km2, caribou were too rare to sustain wolves within the study
area (Messier 1985), so wolves must be supported by more abundant primary prey that
may be linked to early seral forests (Rettie and Messier 1998). Again in British Columbia,
Wittmer et al. (2005b) used a hypothetico‐deductive approach to discern among three
hypotheses causing observed caribou declines: food regulation, predator‐sensitive
forging (PSF), and predation as an outcome of apparent competition. The latter
hypothesis predicts a density independent per capita growth rate (r), with predation as
the major agent of mortality. The food regulation and PSF hypotheses both predict
density dependent growth rates, with the difference being malnutrition as the dominant
mortality source caused by food regulation, but predation the primary source in the
case of predator‐sensitive foraging. Based on a meta‐analysis of population growth (r)
among 18 caribou subpopulations, they found that subpopulations with the most food
per individual declined at the fastest rate, which supported the apparent competition
hypothesis. McLellan et al. (2012) addressed lingering concerns from Wittmer et al.’s
(2005b) work by asking whether caribou killed by predators had less marrow fat, or
whether the amount of food per caribou influenced marrow. If food were the limiting
agent, then there should be a positive relationship between food per caribou and
marrow fat, whereas if caribou were taking greater risks to forage because of logging,
those killed by predators should be in worse condition. None of these hypotheses was
supported, with the variance in marrow fat best explained by gender: males in the rut
were in the worst condition. Body condition did not make caribou more vulnerable to
predation and there appeared to be enough forage to support populations that were 2 –
5 times more abundant only 15 years prior. In an elegant natural experiment, Latham et
al. (2011) used a time‐series approach by comparing caribou growth rates before and
after the invasion of white‐tailed deer in northern Alberta. Deer increased 17‐fold and
both the distribution and abundance of wolves in caribou range increased. Caribou were
stable then began to decline coincident with these changes. Collectively, these studies
encompassed a range of scientific methods including mensurative, experimental, and
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time‐series approaches, and arrived at the conclusion that apparent competition with
other cervids was the proximate cause of woodland caribou declines.
In 2009, Bergerud’s primary results were reproduced within Krebs’ textbook
(Krebs 2009), along with figures from other studies of predator‐mediated apparent
competition and woodland caribou (Wittmer et al. 2005b). If we use this “textbook”
measure as a yardstick, it has taken three decades to achieve consensus on this topic.
However, some skepticism remains (Brown et al. 2007, Theberge and Walker 2011,
Wasser et al. 2011, 2012), which is a healthy component of the scientific process.

THESIS OBJECTIVES
Conserving a species that is rare and declining, but that also covers a broad
geographic area, is extremely challenging. Woodland caribou range across most of
Canada’s boreal forest, and a large portion of Canada’s temperate and montane forests.
Their survival is linked to large tracks of undisturbed, older forests, primarily because
these areas contain fewer non‐caribou ungulates, but also because lichens are most
abundant in these stands (Serrouya et al. 2007, Wittmer et al. 2007).
My thesis was focussed specifically on mountain caribou in British Columbia and
Idaho, which are considered a distinct ecotype of woodland caribou (Heard and Vagt
1998). These animals are divided into 18 subpopulations (Wittmer et al. 2005a), with
two recently having gone extinct and 11 subpopulations numbering under 100
individuals. The term “mountain caribou” is misleading however, because many caribou
herds live in the mountains, but not all are exposed to deep snow (2 – 5 m snowpack)
that distinguishes this ecotype (Fig. 1.1). The deep snow means that they forage almost
exclusively on arboreal hair lichens of the genus Alectoria and Bryoria because ground
forage is buried, and the snowpack provides the lift needed to access these lichens that
are most abundant in the tree canopy (Serrouya et al. 2007). I refer to these caribou as
deep‐snow or mountain caribou interchangeably in this thesis. The
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Figure 1.1. Map of the three ecotypes of woodland caribou in British Columbia and
Alberta. I use deep‐snow and mountain caribou synonymously in this thesis.

work of Edwards (1954), Seip (1992), Wittmer et al. (2005a, b), McLellan et al. (2012),
and many others, all occurred on this caribou ecotype.
The primary hypothesis I tested was whether the apparent competition
mechanism could be reversed by reducing moose abundance as a means of indirectly
reducing wolf abundance, and in turn reduce the rate of caribou decline. Moose have
become more abundant in southern BC, and landscape disturbance is likely a
contributing factor (Chapter 3). The key to testing this hypothesis was that the BC
Government implemented a program to reduce moose abundance across a broad area
to increase recreational opportunities for hunters and to reduce damage to cedar
plantations (D’Eon et al. 2003). The opportunity arose to transform this new policy into
an experiment, allowing evaluation of this strategy as a recovery option for mountain
caribou. My approach was to combine concepts from adaptive management along with
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Caughley’s recipe to recover a declining population. Many essays have been written on
the successes and challenges with implementing adaptive management (Walters 1986,
Walters and Holling 1990, Gregory et al. 2006, Gunderson and Light 2006), so I will not
review these issues here. I will however highlight some of the key principles my
colleagues and I tried to implement. First, adaptive management involves using
management actions to learn, and for most natural resource challenges this means
applying treatments at a broad scale. The management action(s) can’t be arbitrary
however, and must be set up to clearly test the hypotheses most relevant to the
problem. To do this properly, one must get into the habit of linking managers and
researchers early on in the process. As the change in policy was being discussed, in
2004 I gathered a dozen managers and researchers from southern BC to an initial
meeting with the goal of identifying the primary hypotheses, the scales to investigate,
and attempted to standardize the response metrics. This opened the door for
collaboration, funding, and regular communication.
I attempted to use active adaptive management, which means using a
perturbation to test a hypothesis and comparing the outcome to other areas where
other policies are implemented. I did this by using a spatial reference area where a
moose reduction was not initiated. This design is considered an improvement over
passive adaptive management where the approach is based on a time series with no
reference area, but is often the only option (Walters and Holling 1990). I also made use
of computer simulations to predict outcomes of treatments, because the opportunity
for replication or to correct errors is severely constrained when experimental units
encompass large areas. Another key piece of advice I gleaned from Walters and Holling
(1990) was to use a nested design whenever possible, because a factorial approach is
impractical when experimental units are limited. For example, in the treatment area I
took advantage of variations in moose density and linked this to wolf diets and
recruitment.
By combining the advice from Walters and Holling (1990) and Caughley (1994), I
describe six steps to implement a recovery program for woodland caribou:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

determine the cause of decline,
identify the scales and subpopulations to implement recovery,
set ecological targets for recovery,
make quantitative predictions based on these targets,
remove the limiting factors, and
monitor the outcome.

Steps 2 to 6 roughly correspond to the chapters in this thesis. Although these
steps are presented in an ideal order, in reality moose were being reduced (step 5)
before I could finalize steps 2 to 4. Nonetheless, it was useful to present these steps to
help frame the problem, to use for subsequent iterations of the cycle, or to apply in
other situations. In Chapter 2, I established caribou demographic units for conservation
using population genetics. I evaluated whether the mountain caribou ecotype was
distinct based on neutral genetic markers (Ryder 1986), and whether existing
subpopulation bounds were appropriately defined as demographic units. This was a
critical step because several subpopulation bounds corresponded to the boundaries of
the experimental units, and if caribou movement occurred between these areas then
any response to the experimental treatment would be confounded. Next, I established
an ecological target to recover caribou, by asking the question: How many moose would
have been in the ecosystem had it not been logged (Chapter 3)? This value can be used
as a target for both moose and wolves under the assumption that these historic
conditions were more suited to caribou persistence. In the fourth chapter I used the
target from Chapter 3 to make quantitative predictions using Rosenzweig and
MacArthur’s (1963) theoretical predator‐prey model represented as a system of
ordinary differential equations (ODEs). I used the ODEs to predict the population
response of caribou by varying the rate and magnitude of reducing primary prey, as well
as the intensity of reducing predators. In the fifth chapter I described how the change in
government policy was used to reduce moose abundance, but the resulting moose
decline occurred more rapidly than could be explained simply due to the increased
hunter harvest. To find out why this happened, I used the hypothetico‐deductive
method by developing alternative hypotheses based on predator‐prey theory, and used
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the moose data as the arbiter to distinguish among them (Hilborn and Mangel 1997).
The hypotheses were that predation was compensatory, density dependent,
independent, or depensatory. In the last two chapters (6a and 6b), I evaluated the
degree that reducing moose encouraged recovery of caribou. In Chapter 6a I
determined how increasing the number of hunting permits reduced moose abundance,
and in turn whether this resulted in fewer wolves and more caribou. These metrics
represented the numerical response to the treatment. In the final data chapter (6b), I
focussed on the wolves’ functional or behavioural response to the manipulation. I argue
that both aspects were needed to understand why the system responded in the manner
it did, and why monitoring abundance alone may overlook important mechanisms that
led to the observed patterns (Krebs 2002).
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CHAPTER 2
POPULATION SIZE AND MAJOR VALLEYS EXPLAIN MICROSATELLITE VARIATION BETTER THAN
TAXONOMIC UNITS FOR CARIBOU IN WESTERN CANADA

1

In the current era of rapid loss of biological diversity (Sala et al. 2000),
designating population units for conservation below the species level continues to gain
importance (Moritz 1994, Crandall et al. 2000, Fraser and Bernatchez 2001, Green
2005), particularly when decision‐makers are forced to prioritize which units to conserve
(Schneider et al. 2010). The Evolutionarily Significant Unit (ESU) is a common term used
to describe groups of organisms that have undergone sufficient genetic divergence from
conspecifics to represent unique and significant adaptive potential relative to the
species as a whole (Ryder 1986). How to designate these units continues to be debated
(Moritz 1994, Paetkau 1999, Fraser and Bernatchez 2001), yet recognized subspecies,
varieties, and ecotypes (sensu Turesson 1922) are often candidates for unique
recognition.
Although existing taxonomic units can act as a basis for listing, in most cases
there is incomplete genetic information to validate these designations. To deal with this
uncertainty, additional criteria were developed to define units, including demographic
or geographic isolation, bio‐geographic uniqueness, and conservation status (Green
2005). Variants of these criteria have been reflected in several legal frameworks (Green
2005). Given the diverse approaches used to define intra‐specific units, it has become
increasingly important to understand the geographic and ecological factors that
influence population genetic structure, so that population units and corresponding
conservation status can be appropriately defined. By contrasting the relative influence
of geographic features (mountain ranges, valleys, or distance) with existing taxonomic

1

A version of this chapter has been published as: Serrouya, R., D. Paetkau, B. N. McLellan, S. Boutin, M.
Campbell, and D. A. Jenkins. 2012. Population size and major valleys explain microsatellite variation better
than taxonomic units for caribou in western Canada. Molecular Ecology 21:2588‐2601.
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designations, we can learn whether current classifications are appropriate, or whether
new ones should be considered.
Gauging the importance of existing taxonomy and landscape features is
complicated by population size, a factor that is particularly relevant when dealing with
endangered species. Among larger populations, where the rate of genetic drift is low,
classical genetic methods would not be sensitive to connectivity declines in the last two
or three generations, but in smaller populations one might encounter significant
changes in allele frequencies from one generation to the next (Wright 1931). The high
rate of genetic drift in small populations might mask the historic contributions of
taxonomic boundaries or landscape features to population structure. To date, most
landscape genetics studies have incorporated factors that are limited to geographic
correlates (Manel et al. 2003) and may not have considered how population size could
affect these interpretations.
Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) in North America are a good example of the
challenges faced when identifying conservation units. They have multiple subspecies
designations, are broadly distributed across a variety of ecosystems, and exist in
subpopulations that range in abundance over five orders of magnitude, many of which
are in rapid decline (Wittmer et al. 2005a, Festa‐Bianchet et al. 2011). Caribou are
distributed from treeless deserts of the high arctic (<20 cm precipitation/yr), to
temperate rainforests where precipitation exceeds 200 cm/yr, with most falling as snow
(14 m/yr). These climatic extremes are matched by differences in foraging and
antipredator behaviour (Bergerud et al. 2008) and influenced their taxonomic
classification. Subspecies in North America include migratory Peary (R. t. pearyi) and
barren ground (R. t. groenlandicus; Banfield 1961), animals that spend at least part of
the year north of treeline, and woodland caribou (R. t. caribou), which live in forested
ecosystems. In addition, there are three recognized ecotypes of woodland caribou in
western North America (Heard and Vagt 1998): 1) boreal caribou, which are found
across the boreal forest and dig through shallow snow to access terrestrial lichens
during winter, 2) shallow‐snow mountain caribou, which spend most of the year in
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mountains and also dig through shallow snow for terrestrial lichens, either on mountain
ridges or adjacent dry forests, and 3) deep‐snow mountain caribou, which remain high
on the mountains during winter where they walk on top of a very deep snowpack (2 – 5
m) to access arboreal lichen in the canopy of conifers (Seip and McLellan 2008). The
latter group’s exclusive use of arboreal lichens has led to their designation as a unique
ecotype (Edwards 1960), but it remains unknown if there is genetic support for this
classification. This ecotype is the most endangered of the three, where 20 yr of radio‐
telemetry has revealed 18 subpopulations (Wittmer et al. 2005a), two having recently
been extirpated and another 11 numbering < 100 individuals.
My goal with this chapter was to present caribou as case study to evaluate
existing taxonomy using microsatellite markers, but to contrast the magnitude of this
pattern with population size, a mechanism that can clearly influence spatial structure.
My specific objectives were threefold. The first was to assess existing classifications of
subspecies and ecotypes using microsatellite alleles and to contrast taxonomy with
landscape features that were independent of taxonomic designation. If allele
frequencies corroborate the taxonomy, then assessing conservation status for each of
these groupings is supported. The second objective was to investigate the relationship
between genetic differentiation (FST) and population size. I expected that smaller
populations would be more genetically distinct relative to their neighbours compared to
pairs of populations that were large, while controlling for geographic distance. If this
result was confirmed, then population size would be of importance to incorporate into
estimates of spatial population structure. The final objective was to determine if the
structure estimated by microsatellite markers was supported by tracking a large
proportion of the endangered deep‐snow ecotype using radio telemetry. Comparing
estimates of movement using marked individuals relative to indirect estimates of gene
flow (e.g., Ehrlic 1975, Slatkin 1987) can be revealing because indirect estimates will lag
behind contemporary barriers to movement, particularly for larger populations where
the rate of drift is lower. Yet, if the population genetics confirm the structure identified
using radio‐telemetry, the implication is that the structure is older, perhaps predating
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recent anthropogenic landscape changes. Thus, contrasting the two approaches
provides more complete understanding of the timing and thus mechanisms governing
population structure (Boulet et al. 2007, McDevitt et al. 2009).
METHODS
Sample collection
The samples encompassed three of the world’s eight recognized
caribou/reindeer subspecies (Flagstad and Røed 2003): Peary, barren ground, and
woodland. These samples represented a broad diversity of ecosystems in western
North America, ranging from northern Idaho, USA, to Bathurst Island, Nunavut, Canada,
spanning a distance of > 3000 km. This area included wet, old‐growth forests of the
Columbia Mountains where natural disturbances are rare, drier forests from the Rocky
Mountains where fires are relatively common, boreal forests where fires are also
frequent but the topography is subdued, and areas north of treeline to the high Arctic.
Blood and tissue samples were collected during caribou live‐capture as part of
previous research on deep‐snow caribou (e.g., Wittmer et al. 2005a). Additional fecal
samples were collected during winter within 48 hr of deposition by swabbing the
surface with cotton swabs. Samples from northern and western British Columbia and
barren ground caribou were from tissues collected during hunter harvest, and samples
from Peary caribou were from antler sheds. Samples from the boreal ecotype and the
Purcells were provided by McLoughlin et al. (2004) and Zittlau (2004), but I increased
the number of genotyped markers to 18.
DNA was extracted using DNeasy kits from QIAGEN using their specified
methods. Fecal swabs were clipped and treated as other tissue samples. Hair samples
were processed by clipping roots from up to 10 hairs and then analysed following
standard protocols (Paetkau 2003). Analysis of microsatellites used ABI’s detection
system on 310 automated sequencers, while genotypes were scored using Genotyper
software (ABI). Genotype profiles were assigned a low‐confidence score if they failed to
satisfy thresholds for legibility and strength. The use of these thresholds has been
shown in other studies from both hair and fecal samples to produce initial rates of
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genotyping error well below 1% per locus (Kendall et al. 2009, Poole et al. 2011). As per
Paetkau (2003), samples that produced low‐confidence scores for > 50% of markers on
the first attempt at analysis were culled from the dataset based on the logic that their
low DNA concentration would elevate rates of genotyping error (Taberlet et al. 1996). In
other cases, low‐confidence scores were re‐analyzed to confirm the weak initial result,
using 60% more template DNA than during the first attempt. Samples that still had low‐
confidence scores for > 1 marker after this phase of re‐analysis were also culled from
the dataset, once again eliminating the most error‐prone samples. Eight PCR reactions
were used to amplify the 18 loci. Markers used were Rt1, Rt5, Rt6, Rt7, Rt9, Rt24, Rt27
(Wilson et al. 1997), BL42, BM4513, BM6506 (Bishop et al. 1994), BMS1788, BMS745
(Stone et al. 1995), CRH (Moore et al. 1992), FCB193 (Buchanan and Crawford 1993),
NV16, NV30 (Røed and Midthjell 1998), OhemD, and OhemQ (Jones et al. 2000). We
tested each marker for deviations from Hardy‐Weinberg equilibrium and for linkage
disequilibrium using Genepop v. 4.0.10 (Raymond and Rousset 1995).
Genetic structuring among subspecies and ecotypes
I conducted population genetic analyses at several spatial scales. The broadest
scale included samples from all three caribou subspecies and the three ecotypes of the
woodland subspecies. The program FITCH (Fitch and Margoliash 1967) within the
PHYLIP 3.69 package (Felsenstein 2005) was used to represent a matrix of FST values as a
bifurcating, hierarchical 'tree'. Within the tree I differentiated subspecies and ecotypes,
and along with a map this enabled broad comparisons of genetic and geographic
distances in relation to subspecies and ecotypes (Appendix 2.1 represents FST divided by
geographic distance). I included all available Peary and barren ground subpopulations
within the sample area, but selected a subset of woodland subpopulations that were
representative of their geographic area (i.e. centre of the range or geographic
endpoints) to reduce complexity in the tree. Therefore, this analysis included one Peary
caribou subpopulation (Bathurst Island), three barren‐ground subpopulations
(Southampton, Dolphin & Union, and Qamanirjuaq), six deep‐snow mountain
subpopulations (Hart, Cariboo, Wells Gray, Columbia North, Columbia South, Purcells),
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five shallow‐snow mountain subpopulations (Jasper, Graham, and
Kennedy/Quintette/Moberly [the latter three were grouped; McDevitt et al. 2009, and
see Results]), and five boreal subpopulations. Jasper samples have been classified as
separate herds (Tonquin and Maligne) but were treated as one because they were
similar based on microsatellite markers (McDevitt et al. 2009). The Southampton
samples were from a caribou population restricted to an Island in Hudson Bay that was
founded from 48 caribou that were transplanted from Coates Island (also R.t.
Groenlandicus) in 1968. We excluded two deep‐snow subpopulations that received
transplants (Monashee South and South Selkirk) because they originated from different
ecotypes and therefore may confound interpretation.
My second scale of investigation was restricted to one subspecies, woodland
caribou from British Columbia and Alberta, but included samples from all putative
subpopulations for which data existed, including those from the previous analysis. The
additional subpopulations included 12 shallow‐snow mountain herds (Atlin, Horseranch,
Level‐Kawdy, Rabbit, Muskwa, Frog, Tsenaglode, Pink Mountain, Wolverine, Spatsizi,
Tweedsmuir, Itchas‐Ilgatchuz), and five deep‐snow mountain subpopulations
(Barkerville, Frisby‐Queest, Groundhog, Kinbasket, Central Selkirks/Duncan, South
Selkirks), totalling 12 of the 18 deep‐snow subpopulations identified by Wittmer et al.
(2005a). To increase sample size, Horseranch and Level‐Kawdy were grouped, as were
Spatsizi and Tsenaglode (these were large herds with contiguous ranges).
I used the program STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000), which assumes no a‐priori
group membership, to identify groups of individuals. STRUCTURE runs had a burn‐in of
100,000, a Markov Chain of 800,000, and were based on the admixture model. I tested
for K (the number of populations) from 1 – 10, and repeated these 15 times. I used the
methods of Evanno et al. (2005) to estimate the number of populations (K) that best
describes the system under study. I then plotted the population membership of each
individual on a map that outlined previously assumed ecotype designations. For each
individual, STRUCTURE provides the estimated proportion of ancestry in each putative
population (‘q’), so I categorized individuals based on their mean value of q (0‐0.6, 0.6‐
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0.8, >0.8) and report the proportion of assignments in each cluster where q > 0.8, as an
index of cluster strength.
I used Mantel analyses to test the hypothesis that ecotypes within the woodland
subspecies were genetically distinct units, while controlling for geographic distance.
This test measures the variance of alleles among subpopulations relative to the total
variance (similar to FST variance). Rousset’s (1997) genetic distance (FST/(1‐FST)) was the
response metric. Major landscape features were included as covariates and included the
North Thompson Valley, the Peace River Valley, the Fraser River Valley and the Rocky
Mountains (Table 2.1). All analyses involving landscape features or ecotype
membership were based on a matrix created for each covariate, with 1s indicating pairs
of subpopulations that were on the same side of a landscape feature or ecotype
membership, and 0s indicating pairs of populations that did not share that feature. This
coding ensured that if a feature was stronger than the effect of geographic distance (if
distance was indeed a factor), the Mantel r value would be negative. I combined the
Mantel analyses with multiple regressions (Legendre et al. 1994) to clarify the
importance of individual factors, and present r2 estimates using Legendre et al.’s (1994)
method. Mantel and regression analyses were performed using the ecodist package
(Goslee and Urban 2007) in R (R Development Core Team 2008). I also used Program
Arlequin version 3.11 (Excoffier et al. 2005) because this software partitions variance
within subpopulations (FST), among ecotypes (FCT), and subpopulations within ecotypes
(FSC). As a post‐hoc test, I used Arlequin and grouped caribou by landscape features
(instead of ecotype) identified as important from the Mantel and MR analyses. This was
done to act as a check of the Mantel and MR analyses, but also to compare the AMOVA‐
based variance explained from the ecotype (FCT) grouping, to groupings based on
landscape features (FCT). Arlequin was also used for FST estimates with 1000
permutations for significance tests, and all values presented are significant (p < 0.05)
unless specified (p‐values are in Appendix 2.2). If subpopulations contained fewer than
five samples they were not included in Mantel or Arlequin analyses (McDevitt et al.
2009).
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Table 2.1. Description of landscape features within the study area and included in the
Mantel, multiple regression, and AMOVA analyses.
Landscape feature
Description of features within the study area bounds
Rocky mountains
Mountain range that varies from 874 m to 3954 m in elevation,
with adjacent valleys as low as 600 m.
North Thompson
Broad valley surrounded by mountains and includes the North
Valley
Thompson river, Highway 5, a railway and several settlements with
<10,000 people.
Fraser Valley
Broad valley surrounded by mountains and includes the Fraser
river, Highway 16, a railway and several settlements with <10,000
people.
Peace River Valley
Broad valley including the Peace River, with a major dam and
reservoir in British Columbia, free flowing in Alberta but with
extensive agriculture.

Effects of population size on differentiation and heterozygosity
I conducted two analyses using population size to predict genetic patterns. First,
I investigated how population size could affect differentiation among neighbouring
subpopulations. For each subpopulation, I selected the subpopulation that was its
nearest geographic neighbour, and calculated Rousset’s FST divided by the geographic
distance between population centres and used this index of geography‐adjusted genetic
distance as the dependent variable. The independent variable was the harmonic mean
population size between pairs, which is commonly used in genetics because it weighs
smaller populations more heavily (Hartl and Clark 2007). I did a permutation test by
treating the subpopulation as the sample unit (because it may occur in >1 nearest‐
neighbour comparisons), similar to a Mantel test, to estimate the uncertainty of this
relationship. The second analysis was to quantify the relationship between expected
heterozygosity (HE) and population size. I used the nls function (non‐linear regression) in
R, weighting each subpopulation by the inverse of the HE variance, and bootstrapped
subpopulations to estimate if the slope was different from 0. Both analyses used data
from all subspecies and ecotypes within the sampling area, except those that received
transplants (Monashee, South Selkirk, Southampton) or those with few samples (< 5). In
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cases where the sample collection covered a period of time when population size
changed rapidly, the mid‐point of the subpopulation size was used.
Genetic structuring and migrant estimation within deep‐snow mountain caribou
To determine if population genetics supported the population structure of deep‐
snow caribou estimated by Wittmer et al. (2005a) using telemetry, I used program
STRUCTURE with the same simulation parameters as above but included one
neighbouring outgroup for comparison (Jasper, a shallow‐snow ecotype that occurs
adjacent to the deep snow range). I also sought to estimate the number of first‐
generation migrants using an assignment test (Paetkau et al. 2004) with Geneclass 2.0
(Piry et al. 2004) to determine the chance of demographic rescue of smaller and
declining subpopulations. This analysis was limited to estimating movement from the
larger northern populations to the smaller southern populations of this ecotype of
woodland caribou. However, such an analysis was only possible if there was sufficient
genetic structuring to assign individuals to their natal population, so I conducted this
analysis post‐hoc after the STUCTURE analyses, and if there was structure between
more abundant northern and less abundant southern subpopulations.
To clarify the population structure of caribou at the ecotone between the deep‐
and shallow‐snow ecotypes of mountain caribou in British Columbia, I used factorial
correspondence analysis (FCA) with program Genetix (Belkhir 1999). FCA is similar to
principal components analysis, and provides an objective depiction of groupings of
similar individual genotypes with no a‐priori assumptions of group membership. I
included four shallow‐snow subpopulations (Burnt, Graham, Quintette, Moberly and
Kennedy) that were nearby or adjacent to the northern distribution of deep‐snow
mountain caribou (Wells Gray, N. Cariboo Mountains, and Hart subpopulations).
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Figure 2.1. Classification tree based on genetic distance of pre‐defined caribou
subpopulations in western Canada. Legend shows colour for three caribou subspecies,
and three ecotypes within the woodland subspecies. Map shows collection locations,
highlighting major departures of geographic vs. genetic distances. The North Thompson
Valley and the Peace River are highlighted (see Table 2 for significance of these
features). The FST value between the Purcells and Peary was 0.22. Southampton samples
were founded based on transplants from 48 barren ground caribou. Sample size,
followed by population size (K = × 1000) are shown in brackets.

RESULTS
A total of 606 unique genotypes were identified, 590 from blood or tissue, and
16 from scat (all scat samples were from the deep‐snow ecotype). I had 20, 149, and 437
genotypes from Peary, barren ground, and woodland samples, respectively. Sample
sizes from each subpopulation are listed in each figure where appropriate. None of the
18 markers showed significant deviation from HWE. There were 127 cases of linkage
disequilibrium out of 2753 comparisons (4.6%; 18 markers across subpopulations) which
is expected by chance at a critical value of 0.05.
Genetic structuring among subspecies and ecotypes
At the broadest scale of analysis, only the Peary subspecies formed a distinct
clade (FST = 0.07 with its nearest neighbour) in the phylogenetic tree; all other
subspecies and ecotypes were interleaved (Fig. 2.1). The genetic distance between
some adjacent deep‐snow mountain caribou subpopulations was much larger than
differences among ecotypes and even among subspecies (Fig. 2.1). For example, the
genetic distance of the Purcell subpopulation to its neighbours < 250 km away (FST =
0.15) was greater than between some of the tundra/taiga herds that were separated by
>1000 km (i.e., Peary to Qamanirjuaq FST = 0.07; Fig. 2.1). Even the directly adjacent
deep‐snow mountain subpopulations of Columbia North and Columbia South (5 km of
separation, FST = 0.04) were more genetically distinct than large migratory herds
separated by almost 1000 km (e.g. Qamanirjuaq vs. Dolphin & Union, FST = 0.02).
Furthermore, the difference between Columbia North and Columbia South was of the
same magnitude as differences between subspecies (e.g. Graham vs. Qamanirjuaq; FST =
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0.04; Fig. 2.1). Similarly, the genetic distance between Wells Gray and Columbia North
subpopulations, which live as close as 5 km apart, was large relative to differences
among ecotypes and subspecies. Populations south of the North Thompson Valley were
relatively distinct from those to the north (FST ≥ 0.04, Appendix 2.2). The Peace River
was also associated with population differentiation, regardless of whether caribou were
separated by the portion flooded by the WAC Bennett Dam in British Columbia (shallow‐
snow mountain ecotype) or the undammed portion in Alberta (boreal ecotype).
The finer‐scale analysis was restricted to woodland caribou, and program
STRUCTURE suggested that the optimal number of clusters was five (Fig. 2.2), though
some subpopulations were not well classified in any of these clusters, e.g. Jasper and
South Selkirks. Four of 11 samples from the South Selkirks contained highly admixed
individuals (q<0.6); this deep‐snow subpopulation received transplants in the 1990s
from the shallow‐snow ecotype. The five clusters represented boreal caribou from
north of the Peace River, boreal caribou from south of the Peace River, shallow‐snow
mountain caribou samples from north of the Peace River, the mix of shallow‐snow and
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Figure 2.2. Genetic clusters of individual woodland caribou samples from British
Columbia and Alberta using program STRUCTURE. Cluster membership is shown by
colour, and classification uncertainty is shown by symbols. Also shown are a‐priori
defined ecotypes (colour‐shaded polygons), and subpopulation names of woodland
caribou. For reference, the FST value for cluster 2 vs. cluster 3 is 0.07 (see Appendix 2.3).
Sample sizes are shown in brackets.
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deep‐snow mountain caribou between the Peace River and the North Thompson Valley,
and the deep snow mountain caribou to the south of the North Thompson Valley (Fig.
2.2). The proportion of samples that were strongly assigned (q > 80%) to their
respective clusters was always ≥ 70% (70, 78, 92, 72, and 92% for Clusters 1 – 5,
respectively). However, two of 15 runs provided a moderately different clustering
pattern because iterations converged to a different (lower) local maximum on the
likelihood surface. In these runs 3 clusters were unaffected, but boreal samples north of
the Peace River in Alberta (Cluster 1) were lumped with shallow‐snow mountain caribou
samples from north of the Peace River in British Columbia, and samples from Wells Gray
formed a distinct cluster (Appendix 2.3). Because these alternate outcomes occurred in
<15% of the runs and produced lower likelihoods, I used average q‐values from the runs
that produced the more common pattern, as shown in Figure 2.2. The FST values for
these clusters ranged from 0.09 between cluster 3 and 5, to 0.03 for between cluster 1
and 2 (Fig. 2.2 and Appendix 2.4). At this scale the boreal ecotype of woodland caribou
was clearly separated into two clusters, on either side of the Peace River, consistent
with the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2.1). The shallow‐snow mountain ecotype of woodland
caribou was also separated into two clusters, again with an apparent break associated
with the flooded portion of the Peace River in British Columbia. Samples from western
British Columbia (the Itcha‐Ilgatchuz and Tweedsmuir) more closely resembled the
shallow‐snow ecotype south of the Peace River. The Wells Gray deep‐snow mountain
subpopulation contained animals from both the southern and northern cluster. The
main discontinuity in the deep‐snow mountain caribou was the North Thompson Valley.
A significant break appeared at this location, despite adjacent subpopulations having < 5
km of separation. FST values for all woodland subpopulations defined a priori are
provided in Appendix 2.2.
Mantel analyses within woodland caribou revealed that the ecotype designation
of deep‐snow mountain was weak (r2=0.13) but significant (Mantel r = ‐0.36, CI = ‐0.55
to ‐0.27; Table 2, Model 12). When corrected for geographic distance, the correlation
was weaker than its independent effect (Mantel r = ‐0.26, Model 10), but the CIs
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between the two models overlapped. Neither the boreal nor shallow‐snow ecotype
designations of woodland caribou were significant (Mantel r overlapping 0, Models 6
and 7, r2=0). When geographic distance was accounted for, the r2 for these models
(Table 2.2, Models 3 and 4) was similar to the r2 for geographic distance alone (r2 =
0.17), so boreal and shallow‐snow ecotype designations did not add any explanatory
power. The effect of the Fraser River Valley was almost identical to caribou classified as
the deep‐snow ecotype (Model 11), even though this valley transected the northern
20% of deep‐snow caribou range (see Fig. 2.2). In contrast to the ecotype designations,
the North Thompson Valley had the clearest influence on allele variation within all
woodland caribou from sampled subpopulations. The Mantel correlation value (r)
remained negative even when corrected for geographic distance, and the r2 was 0.44,
suggesting that a high proportion of allelic variation was explained by this valley. This
valley splits the range of deep‐snow caribou into northern and southern halves,
although c. 80% of the current population of this ecotype live north of this valley.
Finally, the Rocky Mountains were associated with population structure but the amount
of variation explained was minimal (Table 2.2). The variance partitioning from the
AMOVA suggested that 2.68% of the allelic variance was explained by the ecotype
designations (FCT) for woodland caribou. This value compared to 91.33 % for variance
within subpopulations (FST), and 5.98% for among subpopulations but within ecotypes
(FSC; all values significant at p < 0.001). With caribou grouped by landscape feature
(south of the North Thompson, between the North Thompson and the Peace River, and
N of the Peace River), 41% more variation was explained compared to ecotype grouping
(FCT = 3.80%).
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Table 2.2. Factors affecting the genetic distance (FST/(1‐FST)) among woodland caribou
subpopulations in BC and Alberta. Analyses were conducted using both Mantel and
multiple regressions (Legendre et al. 1994). Mantel analyses are represented by the r‐
value (with 95% CIs), whereas Legendre et al.’s (1994) multiple regression was used to
calculate r2 (MR r2). Asterisks denote significance of independent factors based on the
multiple regression approach. The effect of caribou ecotype is contrasted with major
landscape features (described in Table 2.1). For partial Mantel tests (e.g. when
geographic distance was included as a covariate) the interpretation is the effect of ‘X’
while controlling for geographic distance.
No. Model
Mantel r
Lcla
Ucla
MR r2
1
Geo_dist**
0.41
0.29
0.53
0.17
2
Peace_riv*
Geo_dist**
0.27
0.18
0.33
0.23
3
Boreal_ecot Geo_dist**
0.14
‐0.02
0.25
0.18
4
Shallow_ecot Geo_dist**
0.10
0.01
0.23
0.18
5
Peace_riv
‐0.02
‐0.16
0.06
0.00
6
Boreal_ecot
‐0.03
‐0.17
0.05
0.00
7
Shallow_ecot
‐0.03
‐0.20
0.08
0.00
8
Rockies**
‐0.16
‐0.32
‐0.04
0.03
9
Fraser_riv*
Geo_dist*
‐0.21
‐0.48
‐0.02
0.20
10 Deep_ecot** Geo_dist**
‐0.26
‐0.48
‐0.10
0.22
11 Fraser_riv**
‐0.36
‐0.53
‐0.19
0.13
12 Deep_ecot**
‐0.36
‐0.55
‐0.27
0.13
13 Nt_valley**
Geo_dist**
‐0.57
‐0.68
‐0.48
0.44
14 Nt_valley**
‐0.60
‐0.71
‐0.54
0.36
*p< 0.05, ** p <0.01
a
Upper and lower 95% CIs (Ucl and Lcl)
Geo_dist, geographic distance; Peace_riv, the Peace River; Rockies, the Rocky
Mountains; Nt_valley, the North Thompson Valley; Fraser_riv, Fraser River Valley;
Deep_ecot, deep snow mountain ecotype; Shallow_ecot, shallow‐snow mountain
ecotype; Boreal_ecot, boreal ecotype
Effects of population size on differentiation
Using data from all subpopulations including the three subspecies and ecotypes,
there was a negative exponential relationship between the harmonic mean abundance
of adjacent pairs of subpopulations, and genetic distance (Fig. 2.3; r = 0.74, CIs 0.72 –
0.77). The outlier at the bottom left was from a population pair that van Oort et al.
(2011) found was connected based on telemetry (Groundhog and Columbia North, i.e.
updated data from Wittmer et al. 2005a), so excluding this data point would increase
the r‐value to 0.91. Population size (N) positively affected heterozygosity (Fig. 2.4),
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where HE = 0.014 × ln(N) + 0.68, and the 95% CI of the slope was 0.010 – 0.023 (genetic
diversity data by subpopulation are in Appendix 2.5).
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Figure 2.3. Genetic distance, adjusted for geographic distance, as a function of the
harmonic mean population size between pairs of caribou subpopulations. Pairs of
subpopulations were based on their nearest geographic neighbour from sampled
populations in western Canada.
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Figure 2.4. Expected heterozygosity (HE) as a function of population size for caribou in
western Canada. Parameters were estimated using non‐linear regression, weighted by
the inverse of the HE variance. The subpopulations were bootstrapped (n = 1000) to
estimate uncertainty. Error bars are 95% CI.

Genetic structuring and migrant estimation within deep‐snow mountain caribou
Program STRUCTURE suggested six clusters within this ecotype of woodland
caribou, with Jasper, a shallow‐snow ecotype included as an outgroup, adding a seventh
cluster (Fig. 2.5). Program STRUCTURE grouped the 10 separate subpopulations
estimated by Wittmer et al. (2005a) using radio telemetry into six clusters. No
meaningful genetic differentiation was detected between the Hart Ranges and the
North Cariboo, nor among the Columbia North, Groundhog, Frisby‐Queest, and
Nakusp/Duncan subpopulations, but in the remaining cases the genetic analysis
supported the population structure estimated by Wittmer et al. (2005a).
I again expressed the strength of each cluster as a proportion of individuals that
were strongly (q > 0.8) assigned to their own cluster. Cluster 2 (Barkerville, 87%) was
the strongest, followed by Cluster 3 (Jasper, 84%), whereas Cluster 4 (Columbia
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North/Groundhog/Frisby‐Queest/Nakusp, 42%) and Cluster 7 (Columbia South, 54%)
had fewer individuals that were strongly assigned to their own cluster.
The structure within deep‐snow caribou confirmed that the North Thompson
Valley was a barrier to gene flow (Fig. 2.5). The post‐hoc analysis was used to estimate
the migration rate across and to the south of this valley (i.e. from the Wells Gray
subpopulation), where caribou are declining more rapidly (Wittmer et al. 2005a). Out of
48 samples collected from subpopulations south of the North Thompson Valley (i.e.,
Groundhog, Columbia North, and Frisby‐Queest), only one potential first‐generation
migrant originated from Wells Gray during this 17‐year time span (1992 – 2008; p =
0.002, all other p > 0.50).
My analysis of the ecotone between deep and shallow‐snow subpopulations
revealed that the Graham subpopulation, north of the Peace River, was distinct from
populations to the south. South of the Peace River, several subpopulations appear
indistinguishable, and these include both deep (Hart Ranges, North Cariboo) and
shallow‐snow ecotypes (Kennedy, Quintette, Moberly). To the south of these, the Wells
Gray subpopulation was distinct (Fig. 2.6).

Figure 2.5. Genetic clusters of individual woodland caribou samples from the deep‐snow
ecotype, including one outgroup subpopulation from Jasper, AB. Program STRUCTURE
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assuming no a‐priori group membership. Cluster membership is shown by colour, and
classification uncertainty is shown by symbols.

Figure 2.6. Ecotone between deep and shallow‐snow mountain caribou. All
subpopulations are on the edge of the deep and shallow‐snow ecotypes (see Fig. 2.2 for
population locations). The Peace River lies between the Graham subpopulation and
those to the south.
DISCUSSION
There appears to be little support for ESU designation using current taxonomic
definitions for caribou below the species level. With the exception of Peary caribou,
branches within the phylogenetic tree did not correspond to existing taxonomic
designations, as branch lengths among units were often shorter than lengths within
units. This lack of pattern was most pronounced at the level of ecotype within the
woodland subspecies, whereby genetic differentiation (FST) indicated less demographic
isolation than expected for populations with independent evolutionary trajectories.
Additional analyses suggested that landscape features and in particular major valleys
explained variation better than ecotype designation. The AMOVA, Mantel, and multiple
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regression approaches all support this conclusion. Finally, a visual inspection of the
STRUCTURE outputs (Fig. 2.2, Appendix 2.3) reveals breaks at two major valleys, and less
so at ecotype boundaries.
Mitochondrial analyses of caribou DNA suggest two main lineages, northern and
southern, roughly corresponding to the barren ground and woodland caribou
subspecies (Cronin et al. 2005), and both lineages have been documented within
subpopulations (Cronin et al. 2005, McDevitt et al. 2009). These lineages probably
reflect refugia north and south of continental ice sheets present during the Pleistocene
(Flagstad and Røed 2003). Although I sampled fewer subpopulations across subspecies
relative to ecotype, Weckworth et al.’s (2012) recent analyses at the mtDNA and nDNA
level support my findings that little differentiation occurs among some of the woodland
and adjacent barren ground subpopulations. Furthermore, there is little evidence that
ecotype designations within the woodland caribou subspecies evaluated herein are
supported by mitochondrial analyses (McDevitt et al. 2009; Weckworth et al. 2012).
Behavioural differences in foraging and seasonal migration patterns between ecotypes
(Jones 2007) are likely too recently derived and genetically complex to be manifested
through mtDNA, and may be rooted in phenotypic plasticity.
Population size and landscape features
In contrast to existing taxonomy, population size and specific landscape features
were strongly associated with genetic variation among subpopulations. That population
size had a non‐linear influence on population structure is a predictable result based on
the theory of genetic drift (Wright 1931). Although the relationship may vary among
species due to possible differences between census and effective population sizes, there
appears to be a threshold with caribou. Below a census population size of
approximately 150 animals, the magnitude and variation of differentiation greatly
increases between pairs of adjacent subpopulations. The fact that HE was also affected
by population size further suggests that drift was the mechanism that led to spatial
structuring among neighbouring populations (and see Côté et al. 2002). These results
demonstrate a genetic outcome of ecological factors affecting woodland caribou since
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at least the early 20th century (Seip 1992; Bergerud et al. 2008). Many subpopulations
have and continue to decline from unsustainable predation because of apparent
competition (Holt 1977) with moose (Alces alces) and deer (Odocoileus spp.) (Seip
1992). Continued declines are anticipated (Wittmer et al. 2010) because predator
numbers are not linked to the abundance of caribou. The resulting small populations of
caribou suffer more rapid genetic drift and populations become increasingly structured.
Therefore, these results demonstrate a link between community‐level ecological
processes and genetic population structure within caribou.
It is well established that heterozygosity is affected by population size (Frankham
1996; Courtois et al. 2003). However, the effect of small population size on population
structure is an important consideration, particularly when estimating the relevance of
factors such as highways and valleys settled by people that are often highlighted in
landscape genetic research (Manel et al. 2003). Including population size as an
explanatory factor may have broad applicability in the field of landscape genetics,
particularly when dealing with endangered species. This approach could explain
variation that was unaccounted for and more importantly, unmask spurious correlations
that may have been erroneously attributed to landscape‐level factors. For example, if
formerly contiguous populations contracted and became isolated due to overharvest,
predation, or competition, a retrospective landscape analysis may conclude that
landscape features such as human development caused the population fragmentation
by reducing movement, when in reality the mechanism was simply reduced abundance
and distribution (Gaston et al. 2000). Another consideration is that effects of population
size on genetic distance are likely to be complicated by time, because the longer a
population has been isolated, the greater the differentiation. Time at a given population
phase was not accounted for in my analysis, yet the results seemed robust to this
omission.
The effect of population size on genetic structuring helps contextualize other
ecological factors affecting differentiation. Arguments of uniqueness are ubiquitous in
the conservation literature and are often used to assign conservation priority to certain
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population units. Based on their unique behaviour among all Cervids of walking on top
of the > 2 m snowpack to access a food source that is otherwise out of reach (Serrouya
et al. 2007), deep‐snow mountain caribou were an interesting candidate to determine if
there was a genetic correlation with this foraging strategy as there is likely selective
pressure on an ungulate living under such extreme conditions. These animals must
respond not only to snowfall events outside the normal range for temperate ungulates,
but also to snow texture and consolidation when deciding to migrate to high elevations
in winter. Their limited dispersal behaviour and philopatry (van Oort et al. 2011), plus
living in rugged mountains that may naturally fracture populations and restrict gene
flow, provided intuitive support for taxonomic distinction. Yet, my results suggest that
deep‐snow mountain caribou as a group were not genetically unique, particularly when
geographic distance and landscape features are accounted for. The southern‐most
subpopulations such as the Purcells did stand out as unique (sensu Zittlau 2004), but this
is likely due to their very small population size and consequent rapid drift.
Two major river valleys were associated with genetic discontinuities. The effect
of the North Thompson Valley was reflected across a variety of spatial scales and
analyses. The Peace River was also associated with differentiation, similar to what
McLoughlin et al. (2004) documented. Population fractures at major valleys is likely a
result of these caribou generally preferring higher elevations (Apps et al. 2001) for
foraging as well as avoiding predation at lower elevations where deer, moose, and their
predators are more abundant (Stotyn 2008).
Historic vs. contemporary movement: demographic rescue within the deep‐snow
ecotype
Although there was little support for taxonomic subdivision in our dataset,
results suggest isolation of many subpopulations. By using an assignment test to
directly identify putative migrants and validate contemporary telemetry information
with longer‐term measures of gene flow estimated by indirect methods, deep‐snow
caribou exhibit structure consistent with little movement among subpopulations. These
subpopulations can therefore be considered separate management units as defined by
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Palsbøll et al. (2007). Furthermore, this structure suggests that fragmentation preceded
telemetry studies which began in the early 1990s.
While direct and indirect genetic methods can be used to show relative
demographic independence, a lack of genetic differentiation cannot be interpreted as
proof of demographic integration. For example, the subpopulations of Frisby‐Queest
and Columbia North appear genetically similar, but van Oort et al. (2011) documented
no interchange of individuals, despite intensive sampling (over time, > 40% of the
standing population size had been radio‐tagged). A telemetry data set from the early
1980s, however, found 4 of 9 collared animals moved between these two
subpopulations (unpublished data from Simpson and Woods 1987). Therefore, the lack
of genetic differentiation probably reflects a time lag resulting from a contemporary
barrier to gene flow (van Oort et al. 2011). This contrast between genetic data and
telemetry based movement is consistent with comparatively recent fragmentation. In a
second case, at the ecotone between deep and shallow‐snow caribou, several
populations of both ecotypes appear genetically indistinguishable. In this area Jones
(2007) found that individual caribou exhibited both foraging strategies (terrestrial and
arboreal) depending upon local and annual snow conditions, suggesting a degree of
plasticity in foraging behaviour.
The population structuring among deep‐snow mountain subpopulations has
immediate implications for conservation. The genetic structuring, radio‐tagged
dispersal estimates (van Oort et al. 2011) and the assignment test all suggest insufficient
movement to provide demographic rescue. From 1992 to 2008, 48 caribou adjacent to
but south of the North Thompson Valley were sampled, yet only one potential
immigrant was identified across this barrier from the large population (Wells Gray)
immediately north of this valley, for an immigration rate of 2.1%. During the same time
period, the populations south of the North Thompson Valley declined from 272 to 170
(Wittmer et al. 2005a; McLellan and Serrouya unpubl. data). Therefore, the immigration
rate estimated from the assignment test is approximately 1/17th the level needed to
provide sufficient movement to stabilize the smaller populations directly south of this
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barrier. Our genetic results support van Oort et al. (2011) in concluding that deep‐snow
mountain caribou are in a non‐equilibrium metapopulation and narrow the range of
management options to transplants and addressing the proximate cause of
unsustainable predation (Wittmer et al. 2005b). A risk with transplants is that any
undetected adaptation to deep‐snow conditions would be jeopardized, however, this
argument is academic when faced with the imminent extinction of many subpopulations
(Serrouya and Wittmer 2010; Wittmer et al. 2010). While the specific fitness
consequences are unknown, a previous transplant to the deep‐snow ecotype (South
Selkirks) appeared to stabilize a population decline (Warren et al. 1996), with alleles
from the shallow‐snow ecotype apparently persisting in subsequent generations (Fig.
2.2, Appendix 2.3).
In conclusion, neutral genetic data from microsatellite markers suggest that two
of three subspecies, and all three ecotypes of the woodland subspecies, lack the
cohesion and uniqueness of ‘evolutionarily significant’ groups, suggesting that current
classifications are inappropriate. By contrast, there was support in the genetic data for
the demographic independence of many of the deep‐snow mountain subpopulations
that were originally defined using radio telemetry data, confirming that it is appropriate
to treat these groups as demographically independent for management purposes.
Finally, moving beyond the caribou perspective, samples covered a large range of
population sizes, revealing the importance of population size in explaining the degree of
differentiation among subpopulations. This finding may be of broad interest to
landscape genetic studies seeking to understand population structure of endangered
species in particular.
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APPENDIX 2.1. MATRIX OF GEOGRAPHICALLY ADJUSTED GENETIC DISTANCE (FST/(1‐FST)) CORRESPONDING TO SUBPOPULATIONS SHOWN IN

FIGURE 2.1. TOP 5% OF VALUES ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN RED.
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1.0
0.6

0.4
0.5
1.1
0.7

0.2
2.3
0.5

1.3
1.1

2.1
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APPENDIX 2.2. FST VALUES (BELOW DIAGONAL, P‐VALUES ABOVE DIAGONAL) FOR PAIRS OF SUBPOPULATIONS EXAMINED WITHIN WOODLAND
CARIBOU.
Population
1 – Groundhog
2 – Wells Gray
3 – N. Cariboo
4 – Hart
5 – Columbia South
6 – Columbia North
7 – Central Selkirk_Dunca
8 – Purcell
9 – Barkerville
10 – Frisby
11 – Jasper
12 – Tweedsmuir_Itchas
13 – Graham
14 – Kennedy
15 – Quintette
16 – Ft. Nelson
17 – Caribou Mtns, AB
18 – Red Earth
19 – WSAR
20 – Cold Lake, AB
21 – Horseranch_Level
22 – Muskwa
23– Pink Mountain
24 – Spatsizi_Tsenglode

1
0.062
0.068
0.084
0.063
0.010
0.131
0.126
0.104
0.026
0.097
0.108
0.107
0.116
0.082
0.124
0.114
0.151
0.132
0.128
0.110
0.115
0.128
0.102

2
0.000
0.022
0.041
0.061
0.041
0.081
0.136
0.088
0.073
0.074
0.064
0.059
0.066
0.038
0.060
0.065
0.083
0.082
0.071
0.073
0.078
0.081
0.072

3
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.063
0.049
0.092
0.134
0.061
0.076
0.044
0.054
0.036
0.016
0.002
0.047
0.054
0.054
0.052
0.045
0.051
0.053
0.063
0.043

4
0.000
0.000
0.273
0.071
0.058
0.116
0.154
0.078
0.070
0.047
0.063
0.035
0.029
0.005
0.042
0.057
0.053
0.057
0.049
0.066
0.059
0.059
0.056

5
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.039
0.101
0.152
0.103
0.041
0.081
0.121
0.092
0.093
0.078
0.094
0.087
0.105
0.107
0.104
0.097
0.110
0.120
0.101

6
0.145
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.089
0.098
0.088
0.014
0.068
0.082
0.079
0.091
0.060
0.086
0.086
0.108
0.104
0.095
0.086
0.094
0.102
0.081

7
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.163
0.168
0.131
0.122
0.109
0.123
0.143
0.106
0.131
0.136
0.157
0.152
0.144
0.121
0.142
0.154
0.115

8
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.191
0.138
0.178
0.163
0.162
0.200
0.148
0.174
0.148
0.178
0.177
0.171
0.166
0.176
0.200
0.180

9
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.108
0.106
0.113
0.088
0.097
0.050
0.103
0.111
0.120
0.114
0.113
0.108
0.109
0.116
0.114

10
0.072
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.086
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.082
0.126
0.107
0.108
0.086
0.112
0.104
0.137
0.124
0.120
0.106
0.114
0.147
0.102

11
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.104
0.073
0.070
0.056
0.074
0.076
0.071
0.080
0.065
0.083
0.089
0.079
0.083

12
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.070
0.080
0.053
0.097
0.102
0.119
0.114
0.106
0.084
0.084
0.088
0.075

13
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.060
0.036
0.033
0.048
0.063
0.060
0.047
0.046
0.038
0.026
0.042

14
0.002
0.000
0.077
0.009
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.000
0.003
0.000
0.027
0.073
0.085
0.085
0.068
0.066
0.067
0.080
0.091
0.061

15
0.000
0.000
0.540
0.325
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.015
0.037
0.052
0.055
0.054
0.058
0.056
0.054
0.051
0.056
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APPENDIX 2.2 Continued
Population
1 – Groundhog
2 – Wells Gray
3 – N. Cariboo
4 – Hart
5 – Columbia South
6 – Columbia North
7 – Central Selkirk_Dunca
8 – Purcell
9 – Barkerville
10 – Frisby
11 – Jasper
12 – Tweedsmuir_Itchas
13 – Graham
14 – Kennedy
15 – Quintette
16 – Ft. Nelson
17 – Caribou Mtns, AB
18 – Red Earth
19 – WSAR
20 – Cold Lake, AB
21 – Horseranch_Level
22 – Muskwa
23– Pink Mountain
24 – Spatsizi_Tsenglode

17
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.055
0.071
0.060
0.072
0.049
0.040
0.070

18
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.021
0.020
0.075
0.080
0.068
0.078

19
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.024
0.060
0.080
0.067
0.061

20
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.055
0.062
0.044
0.055

21
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.036
0.046
0.000

22
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.013
0.033

23
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.009
0.000
0.001
0.003
0.000
0.001
0.018
0.004
0.003
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.156
0.042

24
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.558
0.001
0.001
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APPENDIX 2.3. GENETIC CLUSTERS OF INDIVIDUAL WOODLAND CARIBOU SAMPLES FROM
BRITISH COLUMBIA AND ALBERTA USING PROGRAM STRUCTURE.
This image shows the alternate clustering pattern that occurred in <15% of the
STRUCTURE runs. Dominant runs are shown in Figure 2.2. Cluster membership is shown
by colour, and classification uncertainty is shown by symbols. Also shown are a‐priori
defined ecotypes (colour‐shaded polygons), and subpopulation names of woodland
caribou. Sample sizes are shown in brackets.
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APPENDIX 2.4. FACTORIAL CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS REPRESENTING THE RESULTS FROM
PROGRAM STRUCTURE AT THE SCALE OF WOODLAND CARIBOU IN BRITISH COLUMBIA AND

ALBERTA, CANADA

Factorial Correspondence Analysis using the program Genetix (Belkhir 1999)
representing the results from program STRUCTURE at the scale of woodland caribou in
British Columbia and Alberta, Canada. For reference, the FST value for cluster 2 vs.
cluster 3 is 0.068, for cluster 3 vs. cluster 5 is 0.087, and for cluster 3 vs. cluster 4 is
0.039.
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APPENDIX 2.5. EXPECTED HETEROZYGOSITY (HE; STANDARD DEVIATION; SD) AND MEAN
ALLELES PER LOCUS (APL) FOR SUBPOPULATIONS USED IN ANALYSIS OF POPULATION SIZE (FIGURES

2.3 AND 2.4).
Subpopulation
Groundhog
Frisby_Queest
Purcell
Barkerville
Columbia South
CLAWR
Jasper
Kennedy
Columbia North
Central
Selkirk_Duncan
Peary (Bathurst)
Quintette
N. Cariboo Mtn
Red Earth
Graham
WSAR
Ft. Nelson
Wells Gray
Caribou Mts Alberta
Hart
Muskwa
Horseranch_Level
Kawdy
Spatsizi_Tsenglode
Itchas Ilgatchus
Dolphin & Union
Qamanirjuaq

Population
size
25
26
41
60
62
125
150
150
155

HE
0.65
0.66
0.59
0.73
0.75
0.79
0.74
0.74
0.77

SD
0.13
0.11
0.19
0.07
0.08
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.06

APL
4.4
4.3
4.8
5.4
7.1
8.3
6.5
5.6
8.2

n (sample
size)
6
6
16
13
30
30
17
6
37

160
187
200
275
275
300
350
360
450
450
600
1300

0.61
0.70
0.76
0.79
0.77
0.80
0.78
0.78
0.76
0.78
0.78
0.77

0.15
0.08
0.08
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.09
0.07
0.09

4.0
5.3
6.3
7.6
8.6
8.5
7.2
7.7
8.2
9.3
8.5
7.4

5
20
8
14
30
22
23
15
33
30
19
12

2100
3000
3300
30000
300000

0.81
0.79
0.71
0.82
0.86

0.05
0.07
0.10
0.06
0.05

8.8
7.3
5.3
10.0
14.1

16
7
9
43
52
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CHAPTER 3
DEVELOPING A POPULATION TARGET FOR AN OVERABUNDANT UNGULATE FOR ECOSYSTEM
RESTORATION

2

Restoring ecosystems after broad‐scale alteration by humans poses a
tremendous challenge to scientists and managers seeking to retain components of
community composition and structure (Dobson and Bradshaw 1997). When forested
ecosystems with rare natural disturbance (e.g. rainforests) are harvested, it can take
centuries for succession to achieve former levels of structure and biomass (Franklin et
al. 2002). Yet, ecosystem restoration has typically focussed on re‐establishing
vegetation with the assumption that processes at higher trophic levels will follow. This
approach is critical for the long‐term restoration of ecosystems but may not prevent
extinctions in the short term. Interim action at higher trophic levels may be necessary
to maintain key processes and species until conditions at lower trophic levels recover.
Temperate forested ecosystems with high precipitation (> 100 cm/yr) produce
climax stands of large, old trees. These ecosystems are highly productive (Meidinger and
Pojar 1991) and there is a substantial shift in structure when they are logged, as forests
with closed canopies and little understorey are replaced by openings with dense shrubs.
Consequently, harvested landscapes gain organisms that thrive in early‐seral conditions
but lose those adapted to late‐successional forests. One such ecosystem is the inland
temperate rainforest found from Idaho, USA, to central British Columbia (BC), Canada.
The mammal of greatest conservation concern in this system is the mountain
caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou), which is an endangered ecotype of woodland
caribou. Their numbers have been declining for many decades and were recently found
in 18 subpopulations; six have < 20 animals and two are now extinct (Wittmer et al.
2005a). Currently, the proximate cause of their decline appears to be apparent
2

A version of this chapter has been published as: Serrouya, R., B. N. McLellan, S. Boutin, D. R. Seip, and S.
E. Nielsen. 2011. Developing a population target for an overabundant ungulate for ecosystem restoration.
Journal of Applied Ecology 48:935‐942.
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competition (Holt 1977) with other ungulate species (Seip 1992, Wittmer et al. 2005b).
When shrubs become abundant after forest harvesting, moose (Alces alces) and deer
(Odocoileus spp.) increase in number (Rempel et al. 1997, Latham et al. 2011). Wolves
(Canis lupus) are strongly dependent on ungulate biomass (Fuller et al. 2003) so their
numbers correspondingly increase. Because caribou have lower fecundity than other
ungulates (Shackleton 1999), the incidental predation on caribou can cause population
decline without influencing predator abundance since they depend on other prey
species (Seip 1992, Wittmer et al. 2005b). This apparent competition mechanism is
consistent with many woodland caribou population declines across North America
(Bergerud and Elliot 1986, Schaefer 2003, James et al. 2004, Courtois et al. 2007), as well
as other species in other ecosystems (Norbury 2001, Courchamp et al. 2003, DeCesare
et al. 2010).
Given that most caribou populations will continue to decline or go extinct before
old growth forests are restored (Serrouya and Wittmer 2010, Wittmer et al. 2010),
maintaining caribou over the short term is reliant on managing at higher trophic levels
where there are two plausible recovery options (Seip 2008). The first option is to directly
reduce predators until their primary prey (non‐caribou ungulates) decline as existing
early seral habitats transition to older forests that have few preferred shrub species. The
second option is to reduce primary prey by sport hunting to indirectly reduce predator
abundance. Although predator reductions positively affect caribou recruitment and in
some cases abundance (Bergerud and Elliot 1986, Orians et al. 1997, Hayes et al. 2003),
predators quickly recover once control has stopped, and predator control is much less
acceptable to the public than it once was (Orians et al. 1997, but see Boertje et al.
2010). Given the social and ecological constraints, the best solution may be to reduce
both predators and primary prey concurrently (Courchamp et al. 2003). A critical
management question is to what level should these populations be reduced?
Eliminating predators and primary prey to allow recovery of mountain caribou is one
extreme but is not socially acceptable (Orians et al. 1997). An alternative target would
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be to reduce primary prey and predators to the number expected before alteration of
the system by human activities.
My objective was to estimate the number of moose that would have occurred in
an ecosystem prior to it being heavily modified by forest harvesting. This estimate could
be used to set targets for both moose and wolf abundance so a more natural predator‐
prey system can be re‐established, helping maintain caribou populations until the
vegetation recovers to a state where moose forage is less abundant. My ultimate
hypothesis was that these targets would be compatible with caribou persistence
because they are more likely to represent historic conditions in this rainforest
ecosystem.
METHODS
Study area
The study was located in BC, Canada, near the city of Revelstoke (51o 32’, ‐118o
31’). The Monashee Mountains to the west and the Selkirk Mountains to the east attain
heights of ≈ 3400 m. Between these mountains at 600 m is the Revelstoke Reservoir, a
portion of the Columbia River that was dammed in 1983, flooding 114 km2 of low‐
elevation forest. The overall study area was 6368 km2 and includes Revelstoke National
Park (Appendix 3.1). Average annual valley‐bottom snowfall was 396 cm (n = 100 yr, SD
= 120), and 1,427 cm (n = 39 yr, SD = 263, Parks Canada files) at 1,875 m (i.e. caribou
late‐winter habitat; Apps et al. 2001). Total precipitation is 200 cm/yr, and plant
communities were described by Apps et al. (2001). Deep snow restricted the winter
range of moose to 1,050 km2 at low elevations, but in summer moose dispersed to
higher elevations, covering about three times the area (R. Serrouya, unpublished
telemetry data). Mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), white‐tailed deer (O. virginianus),
mountain goat (Oreamnos americanus) and mountain caribou are present at low
densities, and carnivores include wolves, a few cougars (Puma concolor ; n<6, van Oort
et al. 2010), and bears (Ursus americanus and U. Arctos), which are more common.
Beginning in 2003, moose numbers were reduced using sport hunting to increase
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hunting opportunity and to reduce apparent competition with caribou, although no
population target was developed.
Four of 16 remaining subpopulations of mountain caribou are in the study area.
From 1994 to 2009, these subpopulations declined from 117 (105–130; 90% CI) to 10
(Columbia South), 232 (203–272) to 142 (142–200; Columbia North), 34 (27–47) to 12
(Frisby‐Boulder), and 17 to 3 (Central Rockies) (Wittmer et al. 2005a, McLellan et al.
2008).
During the study, the vegetation within the harvestable forest (areas outside
parks and economically viable to log) consisted of 46% primary (> 250 year‐old) forest,
33% regenerating cutblocks, 6% “mid seral” (30‐80 years old), and 6% was 140 to 250
year‐old forest. The remaining 9% included natural openings such as avalanche paths
and marshes. Additionally, forests that contain old trees but are uneconomical to
harvest covered 35% of the study area. Above these forests are alpine areas, glaciers
and rocky peaks that cover 27% of the study area. As a result of legally‐binding land‐use
plans, 67% of the remaining old harvestable forest is protected for mountain caribou,
which corresponds to 48,000 ha in the study area (RHLPO 2005).
Analysis
My analyses were based on creating a habitat‐based population estimate for
moose (Boyce and McDonald 1999). I used 1994 to 2010 moose censuses using
stratified‐random block (SRB) surveys and pellet transects to estimate the abundance of
moose under current, human‐altered landscapes (see Appendix 3.1 for detailed
methods used to monitor moose abundance). I then created a resource selection
function (RSF; Manly et al. 2002) using these censuses and ecological covariates thought
to be important to moose habitat selection. Covariates were represented as spatial
databases in a geographic information system (GIS). I validated the RSF using
independent data from moose fitted with radio collars in the same area but collected
from 2004 to 2010. I then simulated a landscape in the same area that excluded human‐
caused early‐seral vegetation (cutting units and hydro‐electric powerlines), which I
termed the ‘pristine’ landscape. The final step was to apply the RSF to the pristine
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landscape to estimate the change in moose habitat quality and thus moose population
size, by using the ratio of RSF values of the pristine to the current landscape (sensu
Patthey et al. 2008).
Moose abundance in the harvested landscape
To back‐calculate moose numbers for the pristine landscape, I used the 2003
population estimate to represent the ecological carrying capacity under current
landscape conditions. The 2003 estimate was based on a SRB aerial census, with a
sightability correction factor based on a radio‐marked sample of moose (Quayle et al.
2001). I defined ecological carrying capacity as an abundance that is limited by a
combination of food and natural predation. I provide three indications that moose were
near ecological carrying capacity in 2003. First, moose had been lightly hunted (< 4%,
males only) for at least 12 years and were rapidly increasing prior to 2003. Secondly, I
compared moose recruitment in the study area after 2000, to earlier periods and other
areas because recruitment should decline near carrying capacity (Nicholson 1933). I
also compared recruitment to 65 other moose surveys in BC. Thirdly, I compared moose
densities in my system to those from other areas in BC.
Moose habitat model
I used logistic regression to model the RSF based on habitats selected by moose
in winter. The binary response was moose locations recorded during winter aerial
population censuses and random locations were considered “available” (i.e. Design I,
Manly et al. 2002). Random locations were distributed throughout the study area
(Appendix 3.1) and I increased their number until the proportions of habitat types varied
by <1% as new random locations were added. The RSF model can be summarized using
the equation:
W(x) = e(β x

1 1

+ β2x2… + βnxn)

eqn 3.1

where W(x) is the relative probability of occurrence as a function of the covariates x1, x2,
. .xn, and β 1. . . β n are the respective parameter estimates obtained from logistic
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regression. There is no intercept or asymptote to this function because it is considered
to predict the relative probability of occurrence, not an absolute probability (Boyce and
McDonald 1999).
I developed RSF models for the winter season. Although annual energy budgets
may limit ungulate populations (Parker et al. 1996), winter is considered the limiting
season in mountainous ecosystems because deep snow restricts their distribution and
movements and forage is least available (Poole and Stuart‐Smith 2006). In summer and
autumn, moose can remain in valleys or spread out into the mountains where there is
abundant forage.
I considered seven factors as potential predictors of moose habitat selection.
Two were human‐caused early seral habitats: cutting units (< 30 yr old) and hydro‐
electric transmission lines, which were combined into one variable called “human seral.”
Three factors represented natural types of early seral vegetation: marshes, avalanche
paths and wildfires < 30 yr old. I also considered age of the forest stand, and closest
distance to any early seral vegetation. The distance variable was included because
moose often forage in early‐seral areas but move in and out of adjacent forest. Finally, I
considered elevation because this variable influences many ecological processes in
mountainous ecosystems (Apps et al. 2001). I developed nine a priori candidate models
but did not include factors that were highly correlated (r > |0.7|). To assess model fit I
presented the area under the receiver operating curve (ROC). Although this metric can
be biased due to the use‐available design employed (Boyce et al. 2002), biases would
not compromise comparisons between models. To rank the relative weight of evidence
for each model, I used Akaike’s information criteria (AIC; Burnham and Anderson 2002).
I also validated the models with independent data by using locations from moose
fitted with GPS and VHF collars from 2004 – 2010 in the study area during the late
winter season (12 January to 22 April; Apps et al. 2001). I accounted for biases in GPS
collar fix success using D’Eon et al.’s (2002) equation, which was derived in the same
ecosystem as this study. For each late‐winter moose location I extracted the RSF value
from the census‐based model, then binned the RSF scores into 10 equal categories, and
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plotted the sum of the RSF value in each bin against the area‐corrected frequency
distribution of the telemetry locations. Then I calculated the Spearman correlation
between the RSF scores and the frequency distribution as the index of validation (Boyce
et al. 2002). I also used the telemetry data to summarize the proportion of locations
that were within or 200 m from human‐caused early seral vegetation, as a comparison
to the census‐based proportions.
To create the simulated ‘pristine’ landscape, I converted human‐caused seral
habitat (cutting units and transmission lines) to mature forest by assigning the age of
adjacent stands using a ‘nearest neighbour’ algorithm from Hawth’s tools (Beyer 2004). I
also calculated relevant GIS layers for the pristine landscape such as distance to seral
edge, to be able to apply the RSF to the pristine landscape. The RSF value was calculated
for each pixel, using the logit back‐transformation of the sum of the linear predictor
from eqn 3.1. This process was done for both the 2003 and the pristine landscape. I
then compared the sum of the RSF values for all pixels for the 2003 landscape to the
pristine landscape and the corresponding pristine population estimate using

⎛ j
⎞
⎜ ∑W ( x pristine, j ) ⎟
⎟× N
N pristine =⎜ i=1j
2003
⎜
⎟
⎜ ∑W ( x2003, j ) ⎟
⎝ i=1
⎠

eqn 3.2

where N is the moose population size, j is each pixel in the study area, and 2003 and
pristine denote the two landscapes being compared. To obtain robust confidence
intervals (CIs) of the relative change between both landscapes, I bootstrapped the 2003
census data 500 times. At each iteration of the bootstrap I obtained parameter
estimates from logistic regression, calculated the RSF for both landscapes, and finally
calculated the ratio between the pristine and the 2003 landscape as per eqn 3.2. I then
used the percentile method to report 95% CIs and the mean Npristine of the bootstrapped
values. These steps were programmed in R (version 2.11.1, R Core Team 2006; GIS‐RSF
linked bootstrapping R code is provided in Appendix 3.2).
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RESULTS
Moose population trends
Recent (2003 – 2009) aerial censuses and pellet transects indicate that moose
declined from 1650 to 447 individuals (Fig. 3.1). Aerial censuses from the 1990s suggest
lower moose numbers relative to the apparent peak in 2003. Adult male to female
ratios in 2003 were 77:100 (66–89, 90% CI).
The calf per adult female ratio in 2003 was 22:100 (18–27), compared to 69:100
(66–72) in 1994, when the moose population was increasing rapidly (Fig. 3.1). The 2003
census also revealed a low calf ratio relative to 65 other surveys in BC summarized by
Hatter (1999), where only four of these studies had calf ratios lower than 25:100
females. Calf per female ratios remained low in 2006 and 2007 (Fig. 3.1). Finally, at
1.58/km2, moose densities in 2003 were more than twice that of the next highest in
Hatter’s (1999) summary of 65 surveys (mean = 0.30/km2, SD = 0.22, range 0.26 – 0.73).
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Figure 3.1. Changes in moose abundance in the Lake Revelstoke Valley from 1994 – 2010. Three different methods are presented
(see Appendix 3.1): 1) Abundance estimates using a stratified random block design aerial census (SRB; circles); 2) relative change
based on aerial counts of moose from a sample of 5 survey blocks (open squares); 3) Relative change based on 17 pellet transects
(diamonds). Both relative indices were set to the 2003 SRB estimate as the initial value. Also shown are calf to adult female ratios
(triangles; secondary y‐axis). Error bars are 90% CIs.
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Moose habitat model
During the 2003 SRB census I observed 337 groups of moose, ranging from 1 to
10 individuals (mean = 1.9, median = 1, SD = 1.3). Once I accounted for the number of
moose per group and corrected for sightability (Quayle et al. 2001), 67.0 % of moose
were found in cutting units despite only accounting for 20.3 % of the study area.
Comparing moose to random locations revealed that moose were positively associated
with early seral vegetation created by humans, low elevations and marshes, but
negatively associated with avalanche chutes and increasing distance from all forms of
early seral vegetation (Table 3.1). Based on AIC weights, the most influential of these
factors were human‐created early seral vegetation, distance to early seral vegetation,
elevation, and avalanche chutes, whereas marsh areas were less important (Table 3.1b).
Both top models had high ROC scores (0.95), indicating a reliable discrimination
between used and random locations.
There were sufficient winter telemetry data from 28 moose (20 GPS and 8 VHF
collars) for independent model validation. The census‐based RSF bins and the area‐
adjusted frequency of telemetry locations were highly correlated (Spearman r = 0.93;
Fig. 3.2). During winter, 59.8% of the telemetry locations were in ‘human seral,’ and
18.5% were < 200 m from these young stands, thus 78.3% of the moose locations were
in 20.3% of the landbase associated with human‐created early seral conditions.

Table 3.1a. Logistic regression results for top models (0 – 2 AIC units) for factors
predicting moose habitat selection, based on census data from the Lake Revelstoke
Valley, January 2003.
ROC AIC
k
LogL
ΔAIC AICω
Model structurea
Human_seral+Seral_distance +
Avalanche_path + Elevation
Human_seral+Seral_distance+Marsh+
Avalanche_path+Elevation

0.95

835.86

5

‐412.9

0.00 0.54

0.95

837.85

6

‐412.9

1.99 0.20
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Table 3.1b. AIC weights (AICω) for each variable present in the top model, weighted
parameter estimates, and 95% confidence intervals (CIs; based on 500 bootstrap
iterations).
Parameter
Variable*
estimate** 95% CIs**
AICω
Elevation
‐0.81
‐0.72 to ‐0.93
1.00
Seral_distance
‐0.65
‐0.38 to ‐1.19
0.98
Human_seral
40.77
116.30 to ‐12.05 0.88
0.87
Avalanche_path
‐80.84
1.28 to ‐179.62
Marsh
0.53
34.71 to ‐30.14
0.37
* ROC is the area under the receiver operating curve, AIC are Akaike Information Criteria
units, k is the number of parameters, LogL is the log likelihood, ΔAIC is the difference in
AIC units between the top model and the ith model, and AICω are Akaike weights;
Human_seral is any early seral vegetation caused by humans; Seral_distance is the
distance to any early seral vegetation; Marsh is open meadows or marshes;
Avalanche_path is where snow avalanches occur regularly, maintaining early seral
vegetation; Elevation is elevation a.s.l.
** x 100.

Area‐adjusted frequency
(no./km2)

100
80
60
40
20
0
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5

10

15

Sum of binned RSF score
Figure 3.2. Independent validation of the moose winter habitat model. The winter
model was based on 2003 aerial census data (corrected for sightability) and the
validation was conducted using radio‐telemetry data from 2004 – 2010. Spearman r =
0.93.
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When I applied the census‐based model to the current landscape (Fig. 3.3a), the
sum of the RSF values for all pixels was 13074. The sum of RSF values for the pristine
landscape (Fig. 3.3b) was 2401, suggesting a decline in habitat quality of 81.6%.
Bootstrapping the 2003 census data resulted in 95% confidence intervals of 71.0 to
89.9%. Assuming a linear relationship between RSF values and population size (eqn 3.2;
sensu Boyce and McDonald 1999), and using 2003 as the approximate ecological
carrying capacity under current landscape conditions, then the pristine landscape was
predicted to have 303 (167 – 478; 95% CI) moose.
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A)

B)

Lake Revelstoke Valley
Lake Revelstoke Valley

(Columbia River)

(Columbia River)
Figure 3.3. Resource selection function (Table 3.1) for moose in a small portion of the study area (the Goldstream Valley is a
tributary of Lake Revelstoke) for: A) current (2003) logged landscape and B) a simulated pristine landscape. Darker green indicates
higher habitat quality, and speckled polygons are human‐caused early seral vegetation (clearcuts and hydroelectric transmission
lines). The effects of removing this vegetation can be seen by comparing the two maps. The moose habitat that remains in the
pristine landscape is from natural openings such as marshes and wetlands. Note how habitat quality decreases with increasing
distance from early seral vegetation and increasing distance from valley bottoms (i.e. elevation; Table 3.1).
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DISCUSSION

Restoration efforts benefit from having clear goals with associated targets to
help estimate achievement (Margules and Pressey 2000), yet there continues to be a
debate on how to develop these targets. Some argue for landscape conditions set to a
specific time period (Loh et al. 1998), whereas others suggest use of protected areas as
benchmarks (Arcese and Sinclair 1997). In this case I simulated a landscape free from
human‐caused disturbance and applied a model derived under current conditions to
estimate a target for restoration. Although the model was robust to independent
validation, I recognize that it is being extrapolated beyond the range of conditions from
its development. A substantial change in moose foraging behaviour in a landscape
dominated by old forests would change the selection coefficients I presented here and
thus affect the pristine estimate. However, alternative approaches to deriving targets
also have shortcomings. Protected areas in mountainous systems are often biased to
high‐elevation, scenic sites with less productive ecosystems (Margules and Pressey
2000, Scott et al. 2001) compared to the low‐elevation forests in my study area.
Protected areas are also rarely large enough to contain large mammal predator‐prey
systems (Noss et al. 1996). Given these challenges, the approach of deriving a
statistically based target moose population was likely the most appropriate (see Nielsen
et al. 2007 and Patthey et al. 2008 for similar examples).
There is disagreement whether moose were rare or entirely absent from
southern BC (Hatter 1950, Spalding 1990, Kay 1997) but it is clear that moose were far
more abundant during the past decade than historically. The prediction of 303 (167 –
478) moose in a pristine landscape is similar to 204 moose estimated in 1984 (Bradley
1986; a decade after broad‐scale logging began), but re‐sightability in that study was low
so the precision was poor (± 159, 95% CIs). Higher recruitment in the 1990s suggest that
moose were not regulated by forage at that time but when numbers doubled by 2003,
there appeared to be a density dependent reduction in recruitment to among the
lowest recorded in BC. Furthermore, the 2003 wintering density (1.58/km2) in this
system was the highest recorded in BC, > 5 times higher than the mean reported in
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Hatter’s (1999) summary. The 2003 density estimate was also above what is considered
“high density” habitat in Alaska (1.1/km2; Gasaway et al. 1992, Keech et al. 2000). The
central portion of my study area (Goldstream Valley) had a density of 4.8/km2 (35% of
the study area estimate), higher than the 50‐yr peak value from the unexploited island
system of Isle Royale National Park (4.5/km2, though the mean density since 1959 in Isle
Royale was < half this value; Vucetich and Peterson 2004). These recruitment and
density comparisons suggest moose were near ecological carrying capacity in 2003.
An assumption of my temporal habitat comparisons is that resources selected by
organisms reflect a positive fitness choice. Van Horne (1983) cautioned that this tenet
was incorrect, but since then many studies have shown that resources selected by a
range of vertebrates based on indices of animal density can have links to abundance
(Wheatley et al. 2002, Bock and Jones 2004). Van Horne’s (1983) concerns dealt with
areas modified by humans that can create ecological traps because animals had not
adapted to these novel habitats. Considering that moose evolved with early seral
vegetation and associated predators, it appears this vegetation is not novel habitat for
these ungulates. Therefore, the RSF I created probably reflects resource choice that
relates to the fitness of the animals (Boyce and McDonald 1999, McLoughlin et al. 2006,
2007). It is likely that the selection patterns are robust to a range of ecological
conditions including density and resource availability because my estimates of selection
were consistent using a variety of techniques. These included a broad representation of
moose using aerial census data, fewer moose but across time (and thus density) using
radio‐collar data, and match the outcome of a third study based on systematic snow
track transects (Serrouya and D’Eon 2003).
Several factors may cause an underestimate of historical moose numbers
including the habitat loss from flooding the Columbia River at Revelstoke in 1983.
However, considering the current abundance of clearcuts and existing natural openings,
habitat lost from flooding in 1983 amounts to only 1–2% of the current habitat area
(Utzig and Holt 2008, R. Serrouya unpublished data). Dynamic factors associated with
expanding moose populations could also affect the historic target. When organisms
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occupy a new region they sometimes exceed carrying capacity (Simard et al. 2008), then
drop below this level leading to dampening oscillations towards an equilibrium
(Caughley 1970). Although I provide evidence that moose were approaching carrying
capacity, if the 2003 benchmark was below or above this level the pristine estimate
would be affected correspondingly.
Processes associated with small populations were not considered in my estimate
of historic moose carrying capacity because I assumed a direct relationship between
habitat change and population change. For example, as some ungulate species decline,
so do their average group size, making them more vulnerable to predation and
contributing to a depensatory predation rate (McLellan et al. 2010). Moose group sizes
have shown declining patterns in my study area (McLellan et al. 2010). In addition,
given that moose habitat in the pristine landscape is more fragmented compared to the
current landscape, other demographic factors associated with isolated and small
subpopulations (Soulé 1986) could make moose viability more difficult under pristine
conditions.
There is uncertainty when estimating the number of moose expected in a
pristine environment, and consequently there will be further uncertainty when
estimating the number of predators. Using Fuller et al.’s (2003) equation to predict wolf
numbers from ungulate biomass, 303 (167 – 478) moose yields 9 wolves (6.5 – 12.1), or
a density of 8.1/1000 km2 (5.9 – 11.0/1000 km2). This wolf density is similar but slightly
higher than Bergerud and Elliot’s (1986) target of 6.5/1000 km2, which was based on the
wolf density where caribou mortality equals recruitment. However, my target estimate
is based on winter wolf distribution, so it is not directly comparable to Bergerud and
Elliot’s. When converted to a summer density, my target is roughly 1/3 the winter value
(c. 2.7/km2).
Now that a target population has been developed for the dominant ungulate,
the next step is to test the outcome of reducing the number of these animals to
determine if caribou survival and recruitment increases. This active adaptive
management experiment (Walters and Holling 1990, Chee and Wintle 2010) is underway
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with an adjacent reference area where moose numbers are not being reduced.
However, because some mountain caribou populations are in imminent danger of
extinction (Serrouya and Wittmer 2010), moose and predator targets may need to be
lower to further reduce extinction risk. If the smaller mountain caribou populations
recover, then this approach and target will be useful for decision‐making and adaptive
evaluation until the early‐seral habitat recovers. Furthermore, I suggest that the
approach developed here can be applied across ecosystems including the boreal forest
where woodland caribou are also declining (Festa‐Bianchet et al. 2011), and to caribou‐
deer‐cougar systems that are more prevalent in southern Canada and northwestern USA
(Kinley and Apps 2001).
The effort required to recover mountain caribou in British Columbia highlights
the importance of social values in making management decisions regarding predators
and valued game species. In Alaska, elected officials have decided to use ongoing
predator control to reduce wolf, grizzly and black bear populations so moose numbers
will increase allowing hunters to kill more moose (Boertje et al. 2010). Whereas in
British Columbia (adjacent to Alaska), moose populations are being greatly reduced so
wolf control will only be needed for a short time period to encourage the recovery of an
endangered ungulate. To allow recovery of caribou, a truly “ecosystem management”
(Grumbine 1994) approach would be to manage moose and predators at historic levels
until the habitat recovers completely. Complete habitat recovery may be unrealistic
given the economic pressure to harvest forests, but recent recovery plans have set aside
substantial old‐growth reserves to prevent their conversion into young forests and
additional forage for moose and deer, and plans include a strategy to recruit early seral
stands to old forests (RHLPO 2005). Despite these protection measures, it is unlikely
that a truly ecosystem‐based recovery approach will be feasible, and continued
management of moose to historic levels will be needed in perpetuity. However, the
intensity of this management should be reduced with newly enacted protection of old
forests. Furthermore, I suggest that liberalized sport hunting can be used to reduce
moose populations (Chapter 6), despite abundant moose forage (and see Rempel et al.
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1997). This approach appears more socially acceptable than predator control, at least in
British Columbia (C. Ritchie, BC Ministry of Environment, Pers. Comm.).
The multi‐trophic approach to caribou recovery in British Columbia is being
recognized by independent researchers to be among the most comprehensive in North
America (Hebblewhite et al. 2010, Festa‐Bianchet et al. 2011). Habitat protection,
without management of the predator‐prey system, will be insufficient and will result in
extinction of caribou subpopulations (Wittmer et al. 2010). These extinctions may lead
to returning large areas of old‐growth forest to short‐term rotation forestry (Serrouya
and Wittmer 2010). It is hoped that this multi‐trophic level approach to conservation
will be evaluated and adapted as the dynamics of the large mammals respond to the
treatments described here.
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APPENDIX 3.1: DESCRIPTION OF METHODS USED TO ESTIMATE MOOSE ABUNDANCE FROM
1994 TO 2010
Aerial censuses in 2003 and 2007 (Serrouya and Poole, unpublished data) used a
standard stratified‐random block (SRB) design to estimate total moose abundance
(Gasaway et al. 1986). The area was divided into 53 blocks averaging 19.7 km2 (±0.91
SE) with 21 blocks surveyed each year. Pre‐stratification flights were conducted using a
fixed‐wing aircraft to help minimize variance by placing each block into one of three
strata (Gasaway et al. 1986). A sightability correction factor was applied to each group
of moose observed by recording the oblique vegetation cover when moose were first
seen. This correction factor was based on a regression of vegetation and detection rate
of radio‐marked moose, developed in southern British Columbia (Quayle et al. 2001).
The correction factor ranged from 1.1 for moose in 0 – 20% oblique cover, to 41.8 for
moose seen in > 80% cover.
In addition to these SRB censuses, aerial censuses were conducted in 2006 and
2010 but, due to limitations in resources, fewer blocks were surveyed (five). I used these
surveys to track changes in demographic composition of moose (i.e. ratios of adult
females to calves and to adult males). Beginning in 2003, I also conducted annual pellet
counts along 17 transects distributed throughout the study area to monitor the relative
change in moose abundance (Fig. A3.1). Specifically, I used circular 100 m2 plots placed
every 50 m along each transect with an average of 25.5 plots per transects. Pellets were
recorded to species and cleared from the plots after each survey. The sampling design
for pellet surveys was based on a pilot study that was used to determine the optimal
sampling that minimizes the variance relative to sampling effort. I treated the transect
as the sample unit and bootstrapped these to obtain variance estimates. I calculated
the number of pellets divided by sampling effort (i.e. countable plots), because some
plots were removed from the sample if they were subject to active or recent
disturbance such as logging or flooding. Because pellet counts are suited to track
relative change, I set the pellet transect data recorded in 2003 to the 2003 SRB
population estimate, then present the annual change in moose abundance based on the
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relative change in pellets using 2003 as the benchmark starting value. I used the same
approach for the partial aerial censuses done in 2006 and 2010, to determine if the
relative change in moose seen mirrored the changes in pellet abundance. I present
population estimates of moose as absolute numbers but when appropriate convert
these values to winter densities (i.e., divided by 1050 km2, the winter distribution of
moose).
Prior to 2002, moose census data were available for the study area using the
same survey block boundaries used after 2002 (J. Krebs, Fish and Wildlife Compensation
Program, unpubl. data). These previous surveys, however, were not based on an SRB
design to estimate abundance, but were intended to monitor relative change in
abundance and composition. From the trend data (i.e. 2003 – 2010), I noted a high
corroboration between the relative change in abundance of pellets, the SRB estimates,
and moose seen in census blocks that were consistently sampled in 2003, 2006, 2007
and 2010 (see Figure 3.1). Therefore, I used the relative change in moose seen in the
same survey blocks sampled in 2003, to those sampled in the 1994 and 1995, to
estimate a population size for 1994 and 1995.
Comparisons of the same survey blocks covering 120 km2 in a portion of the
study area with the highest moose densities (Goldstream Valley) in 1994, 1995, and
2003, suggest an increasing population (130, 171, and 326, respectively; mean of 8.5
survey hrs in the 1990s, 9.5 hrs in 2003). In two survey blocks that were in the medium
moose density strata, 19 moose were observed in 1994 but 54 were seen in the same
area in 2003. Using this information, I estimated that there were 865 moose in 1995
(171/326 x 1650 = 865). In 1994, I estimated that there were 658 moose
([130+19]/[326+54] x 1650 = 658). These same survey blocks that were sampled in the
1990s and from 2003 onwards contained 35‐50% of the moose estimated during the
2003 and 2007 SRB censuses, suggesting that monitoring these core habitat areas will
best approximate substantial changes in the moose population.
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Figure A3.1. Map of study area showing locations of the 17 pellet transects (black lines)
used to monitor relative abundance of moose.
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APPENDIX 3.2: R CODE FOR GIS‐RSF LINKED BOOTSTRAPPING TO ESTIMATE UNCERTAINTY OF
THE ECOLOGICAL POPULATION TARGET

# GIS / RSF LINKED BOOTSTRAPPING CODE FOR UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATION IN A GIS
FRAMEWORK
# FOR DETAILS SEE: Serrouya, R., B.N. McLellan, S. Boutin, D.R., Seip, and S.E. Nielsen. 2011.
#Developing a population target for an overabundant ungulate for ecosystem restoration.
Journal of Applied Ecology.
#PART I, THE BOOSTRAPPED RSF
#clean up and libraries...
rm(list=ls(all=T))
library(MuMIn) # THIS LIBRARY IS FOR THE DREDGE COMMAND FOR MODEL AVERAGING ETC.
BUT SUBSET THE MODELS TO
#AVOID DATA DREDGING, SEE BELOW.
#sample sizes for initial data and boostrapping
#note: MAX_NUM matches the sorted excel file with column "USE" having the same number of
"ones"
# MAX_NUM IS THE SAMPLE SIZE OF THE "USE" DATA IN LOGISTIC REGRESSION (OR ANY
REGRESSION)
MAX_NUM = 337
#SAMPLES IS THE NUMBER OF BOOTSTRAP ITERATIONS
SAMPLES = 500
# NUM_ATTRIBUTES IS THE NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
NUM_ATTRIBUTES = 6
#INPUT FILE NAME
FILE_NAME = "moocenfor_R.csv"
OUTPUT_FILE = "bootstrap_results.csv"
#bootstrap numbers...
M = matrix(nrow = SAMPLES, ncol = MAX_NUM)
for (i in 1:SAMPLES)
{
x = sample(1:MAX_NUM, MAX_NUM, replace=T)
M[i,] = x
}
#M is now a fully populated matrix with rows as each 'Bootstrap iteration'
#output the results of the bootstrapping numbers
#comment following line to prevent file output, THIS IS FOR ERROR CHECKS
#write.csv(data.frame(M), "M_samples.csv")
#from this point, data_file remains unaltered
data_file <‐ read.csv(FILE_NAME)
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#loop through each row......note length(M[,1]) is equal to SAMPLES (bootstrap iterations)
#each row is a bootstrap run
#result data vector
result_data = matrix(nrow = SAMPLES, ncol = NUM_ATTRIBUTES)
HEADERS <‐ NA
for (i in 1:length(M[,1]))
{
#new copy of data_file to manipulate
temp_data_file <‐ data_file
#run through the sampled values:
#length(M[i,]) is equal to MAX_NUM
for (j in 1:length(M[i,]))
{
#replace the j‐th row of temp_data_file with the M[i,j]‐th row of data_file
temp_data_file[j,] <‐ data_file[M[i,j],]
}
#output temporary moose file
#comment following line to prevent file output, AGAIN USE FOR ERROR CHECKS
# write.csv(temp_data_file, paste("temp_moose_file_", i, ".csv"))
#temp_data_file=data_file
##########################
#execute inline calculations
# THIS IS THE MAIN MODEL CODE (example given, use (moose location) as a function of
covariates)
# USE are 1's or 0's
determine <‐ glm( USE ~ HUMSER + Seral_dis + DEM25_M + AVY + RIP,
data = temp_data_file,
family = binomial(link = logit),
#na.action=na.omit,
weights = WEIGHT)
#WEIGHT is the sightability correction factor for moose censuses
# DREDGE MAKES A MODEL FAMILY FOR AIC COMPARISONS
# to avoid doing all possible subsets(i.e., data dredging), specify candidate models below, and
learn the logical operators, but
# they are fairly obvious. Below are just examples
dd <‐ dredge(determine, subset =
(HUMSER & Seral_dis & DEM25_M & !AVY & !RIP) |
(HUMSER & Seral_dis & !DEM25_M & !AVY & !RIP)|
(HUMSER & Seral_dis & DEM25_M & AVY & !RIP) |
(!HUMSER & Seral_dis & DEM25_M & AVY & !RIP) |
(HUMSER & Seral_dis & DEM25_M & AVY & RIP) |
(HUMSER & Seral_dis & DEM25_M & AVY & RIP)
)
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top.models.1 <‐ get.models(dd, subset = delta < 10)
#DOES MODEL AVERAGING AND UNCONDITIONAL S.E. CALCULATIONs
model.avg(top.models.1) # get averaged coefficients
models <‐ coef(model.avg(top.models.1))
result_data[i,] = models
HEADERS <‐ names(models)
}
#result_data
#make data frame
final <‐ data.frame(result_data)
names(final) <‐ HEADERS
#final ouput of bootstrapped parameter estimates
write.csv(final, OUTPUT_FILE)
#### PART II: THE GIS COMPONENT ############
#NEED TO MAX THE MEMORY, GIS VECTORS ARE HUGE
memory.limit(3999)
INPUT_FILE = "bootstrap_results.csv"
bootstrap_file <‐ read.csv(INPUT_FILE)
#IMPORTS GIS ascii FILES FROM ARCVIEW 3.3 AS VECTORS
DEM <‐ scan(file("dem25.asc", "r"), skip= 6)
fcbase <‐ scan(file("fcbase.asc", "r"), skip=6)
seral_dis <‐ scan(file("seral_dis.asc", "r"), skip= 6)
natse_dis <‐ scan(file("natse_dis.asc", "r"), skip= 6)
#DEM IS ELEVATION FOR EACH PIXEL, FCBASE MEANS FOREST COVER BASE LAYER, "DIS" MEANS
DISTANCE TO SERAL
# VEGETATION (NATSE=NATURAL SERAL, SERAL=ANY SERAL)
#THE AVALANCHE CHUTE LAYER
av = ifelse(fcbase == 4, 1, 0)
#THE RIPARIAN LAYER
rip = ifelse(fcbase == 5, 1, 0)
#THE HUMAN SERAL LAYER
humser = ifelse(fcbase <= 2, 1, ifelse(fcbase > 10, 1, 0))
#THE HUMAN SERAL LAYER IN THE PRISTINE LANDSCAPE
humserpristine = 0
results = c()
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for (i in 1:length(bootstrap_file$AVY))
{
#sums RSF of pristine landscape over all pixels divided by 2003 landscape
# DOES THE STANDARD LOGIT BACKTRANSFORMATION W(X) = EXP (SUM OF LINEAR
PREDICTOR)
# BUT ALSO DOES 1 ‐ (PRISTINE LANDSCAPE RSF/2003 LANDSCAPE RSF) TO CALCULATE THE %
REDUCTION IN HABITAT
#QUALITY AT EACH BOOTSTRAP ITERATION AS PER EQ. 2 IN THE PAPER. "SUM" IS THERE TO
SUM ALL PIXELS IN THE LANDSCAPE
#The code loops through bootstrapped parameter estimates.
z <‐ 1‐sum(exp( humserpristine * bootstrap_file$HUMSER[i] +
natse_dis * bootstrap_file$Seral_dis[i] +
DEM * bootstrap_file$DEM25_M[i] +
rip * bootstrap_file$RIP[i] +
av * bootstrap_file$AVY[i]))/sum(exp( humser * bootstrap_file$HUMSER[i] +
seral_dis * bootstrap_file$Seral_dis[i] +
DEM * bootstrap_file$DEM25_M[i] +
rip * bootstrap_file$RIP[i] +
av * bootstrap_file$AVY[i]))
results = c(results, z)
}
results
write(results,"loopout.csv",ncolumns=length(bootstrap_file$AVY))
# THEN SORT THE CSV FILE AND USE PERCENTILE METHOD TO CALCULATE CIs.
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CHAPTER 4

USING AN ECOLOGICAL TARGET TO MAKE QUANTITATIVE PREDICTIONS TO INFORM AN
ECOSYSTEM EXPERIMENT

Understanding the population dynamics of large and vagile animals requires
observational or experimental studies that cover broad areas. This generalization is
particularly relevant for large carnivores because of the area needed to acquire prey
that are often dispersed or migrate seasonally (Fryxell 1991, Hebblewhite et al. 2008).
These broad scales constrain the ability of agencies and researchers to address
important ecological questions because replicating or even implementing treatments
comes with substantial logistical and social challenges (Walters and Holling 1990).
Furthermore, when management actions are implemented, fixing mistakes that
stemmed from uncertainty or unexpected processes can be costly, both economically
and ecologically. Unexpected outcomes are prone to occur in complex ecosystems
(Doak et al. 2008), and in some cases mistakes resulting from policy decisions are
irreversible (Carpenter et al. 1999).
To reduce the chance of unexpected or negative outcomes, predictive models
that reflect the ecological mechanisms that affect population change can be of great
value to highlight risks and uncertainty. Ideally, these models should be developed
before implementing management actions to understand the potential for unwanted
outcomes. They can also be used to predict outcomes of alternative policy scenarios to
help address management or conservation challenges. Using management to learn
about the merit of alternative policy options has become a recurring theme in the
natural resource literature (Gregory et al. 2006, Gunderson and Light 2006, Doak et al.
2008). In what has become a seminal piece of guidance, the “adaptive management”
paper by Walters and Holling (1990) states that “the best policy choice for any year will
be either to ignore uncertainty (passive adaptive) or to make a fairly dramatic and
informative experimental disturbance; minor experiments are not favored because they
erode average performance without significantly improving learning rates.”
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Although Walters and Holling’s essay focused on sustainable resource
management, the principles also apply to endangered species recovery. In the case of
woodland caribou there is general agreement that an unsustainable level of predation is
the proximate cause of woodland caribou declines (Bergerud and Elliot 1986, Seip 1992,
Rettie and Messier 1998, Wittmer et al. 2005b, Latham et al. 2011, McLellan et al. 2012;
but see Theberge and Walker 2011, Wasser et al. 2011). Yet, when it comes to
understanding the ultimate factors that facilitate elevated predation rates, there is
debate about the degree that habitat alteration due primarily from logging vs. global
climate change has had on supporting the apparent competition mechanism (Wittmer
et al. 2007, Dawe 2011). There is even greater uncertainty about which management
options will contribute to the recovery of woodland caribou. Relative to the research
effort placed on identifying causative factors of decline, few studies exist that have
actively tested recovery options for endangered caribou populations (Steenweg 2011,
Hebblewhite et al. in prep), and none have compared alternative approaches.
Given that woodland caribou are negatively affected by increases in primary
prey, several recent theoretical (Weclaw and Hudson 2004) and empirical publications
(James et al. 2004, Chapter 3) have suggested reducing primary prey as a means of
indirectly reducing predation rates on caribou. This management strategy provides an
alternative to predator control, which is now less appealing to the public (Orians et al.
1997). Furthermore, if predator control is implemented in the absence of other
measures, it will have to be intensive and long‐term, because predators will quickly
recolonize areas where they have been removed (Bergerud and Elliot 1998, Hayes and
Harestad 2000, Mosnier et al. 2008). Therefore, a reduction in primary prey is gaining
appeal as a management strategy, but there are risks with this approach. In particular, it
is likely that rapid and aggressive primary prey reduction may lead to predators
consuming more caribou until predators respond numerically to the decline in primary
prey. Models suggest that this risk is possible for rare species affected by apparent
competition (Courchamp et al. 2003, Zhang et al. 2006), and empirical studies suggest
that this risk is real (Norbury 2001, Wittmer et al. In press). The degree of risk may be
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affected by the time lag of the predators’ numerical response, the relative abundance of
primary prey to caribou, and the magnitude or rate of decline in primary prey. Each of
these factors essentially changes the ratio of predators to caribou, which has been
shown to affect predation rates in other predator‐prey systems (Vucetich et al. 2011).
Furthermore, gradually reducing the primary prey may mitigate or exacerbate the level
of risk, but no information exists on this topic.
In this chapter, my goal was to use theoretical predator‐prey equations to
forecast the outcome of a variety of management options to help recover endangered
mountain caribou populations. Such an approach may help to avoid costly mistakes that
would be applied over very large areas. The scenarios I developed were focused on
reducing primary prey to the management target identified in Chapter 3 (82 % less than
2003 levels), and to predict the response by caribou. However, I did not restrict
management options to this approach, but explored additional options such as reducing
predator levels concurrently, and varying the magnitude and rate that primary prey are
reduced.

METHODS
The apparent competition mechanism was represented as a set of simultaneous
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the population densities of two prey species
and their common predator. The model was a mathematical representation of
Rosenzweig and MacArthur’s (1963) graphical predator‐prey model, but with two
important modifications (Eqn. 4.1 – 4.3). First, a second prey species was added to
reflect the apparent competition scenario. The next modification was to make the
predator’s mortality density dependent. This modification was appropriate because for
territorial predators, such as wolves or cougars, there may be an upper density that is
set by social factors (Messier 1994, Hebblewhite 2013), independent of prey abundance.
Furthermore, preliminary analyses showed that this modification helped to dampen the
number and magnitude of oscillations during the transient phase of the model.
The model takes the following form:
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⎛ P⎞
dP1
a ⋅ P1 ⋅ C
= r1 ⋅ P1 ⋅ ⎜⎜1 − 1 ⎟⎟ −
dt
⎝ K1 ⎠ 1+ a ⋅ Th ⋅ (P1 + P2 )

eqn 4.1

⎛ P ⎞
dP2
a ⋅ P2 ⋅ C
= r2 ⋅ P2 ⋅ ⎜⎜1 − 2 ⎟⎟ −
dt
⎝ K2 ⎠ 1+ a ⋅ Th ⋅ (P1 + P2 )

eqn 4.2

⎞
⎛ b⋅ a ⋅(P1 +P2 )
dC
= C ⋅ ⎜⎜
− m⋅ C − h⎟⎟
dt
⎠
⎝1+a ⋅Th ⋅(P1 +P2 )

eqn 4.3

where the Pi are the densities of the two prey species, the Ki are the corresponding
carrying capacities, ri the intrinsic growth rates, C is the predator density, a the predator
foraging efficiency, Th the handling time of prey, b the conversion factor of prey to
predator density, m the natural mortality constant of the predator, and h is an
additional mortality imposed to the predator from management. The prey equations are
based on logistic growth minus consumption by the predator, represented as a Type II
functional response. Because there were two prey species, I adjusted the functional
response to include the handling time for both prey, similar to McLellan et al. (2010).
The predator equation is based on what prey is consumed (i.e., the Type II functional
response), with a conversion factor (b), minus a density dependent natural mortality
rate (m * C), and a density independent mortality rate (h) caused by management.
Hereafter, I treat P1 as the primary prey that has higher growth and/or lower
vulnerability to predation, and P2 as the secondary prey, or the “victim” of apparent
competition.
In the system of ODEs (eqns 4.1 – 4.3), the densities change in response to the
current state of the system. However, predator populations in nature often exhibit time
lags in their response to changes in prey populations (Mech 1977, Gasaway et al. 1983,
Krebs et al. 2001). I modified Equation 4.3 so that the rate of change in predator density
is a function of the prey densities Td units of time earlier:

⎛ b ⋅ a ⋅ (P1 (t − Td ) + P2 (t − Td )
⎞
dC(t)
= C(t) ⋅ ⎜⎜
− m⋅ C − h⎟⎟
dt
⎝1+a ⋅ Th ⋅ (P1 (t − Td ) + P2 (t − Td ) )
⎠

eqn 4.4
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Model assumptions
All models make simplifying assumptions and this one makes many. Because it is
a system of ODEs, events like reproduction and death occur continuously. Furthermore,
I ignored seasonal differences that affect the spatial overlap among prey and predators,
and did not account for any social organization of prey or predator. In other words, the
predators and prey were freely moving independent particles. The assumptions about
social organization are important when it comes to wolf – caribou systems. Wolves are
social animals that usually hunt as a pack, but in summer that structure breaks down
and varies substantially (Metz et al. 2011). Estimating a and Th in summer would be
impractical because the data do not exist in our system, and are only beginning to be
estimated elsewhere (See Chapter 6 and Sand et al. 2005, Metz et al. 2012).
Explicitly incorporating all the above factors could greatly complicate the model.
Therefore, I chose to parameterize the model for a simple system involving an asocial
predator, cougar (Puma concolor), and white‐tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) as the
primary prey, with caribou as the secondary prey. Cougar – deer systems predominate
to the south of my study area (i.e. south of the Trans‐Canada Highway), and are most
relevant at the southern limits of mountain caribou distribution (Kinley and Apps 2001).
Therefore, the inference from the model’s predictions could be applicable in those
areas. Because deer and caribou are approximately the same size, I used the same Th for
both species, again allowing the model to remain simple. I assumed that the predator
was equally efficient at capturing deer and caribou because there are limited data on
this process; therefor a was the same for both prey (but see Haber 1977).
An equally important reason for choosing cougar and deer is that a natural case
study exists where I could validate the model, at least qualitatively. In 1997 a severe
weather event suddenly reduced deer populations by 70 – 80% in southeastern BC, and
deer, cougar and caribou trend data exist to compare against the model’s predictions
(see Validation section).
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Parameter values
The parameter values for the simulations were estimated using a combination of
field data from Revelstoke (BC), information from the literature, and educated guesses.
In the case of the latter, I varied these less‐known parameters to determine how this
uncertainty affected the result. Intrinsic growth rates (ri) for deer and caribou were
obtained from Heard (1990) and Hennemann (1983). Hennemann specified r for deer as
0.48, but also presents a relationship indicating that larger animals have lower intrinsic
growth. The value 0.48 was for small animals (62 kg) that occupy productive habitats. At
the limit of their range in a deep‐snow ecosystem, this value would likely be lower, so I
used 0.39. The difference between 0.39 and 0.48 yielded results that were only c. 4%
different (and 0.39 was more conservative). The conversion factor of prey to predators,
b, was estimated by dividing the average number of cougar offspring per adult per year
by the number of deer eaten per year. Assuming predator satiation, Th was estimated as
the inverse of the number of deer eaten per year per cougar (~30; Bird et al. 2010,
Knopff et al. 2010).
Fryxell et al. (2006) estimated a for lions (Panthera leo) by taking the product of
their velocity, search buffer, and attack success, providing a value with the units km2 /
time. I took a similar approach using cougar data from Bird et al. (2010), which was
collected in my study area. The mean distance covered per day was approximately 2.9
km, and I assumed a search buffer of 300 m and an attack success of 0.1. Thus, I set a =
32 km2/yr. Yet, to deal with the uncertainty of a and to make the inference of the model
applicable to predators beyond only cougars, I varied a from 22 to 46 km2/yr. For
simplicity, Th and a were the same for both prey. The carrying capacity of caribou (K1)
was based on the number of caribou per area of old forest when caribou populations
were stable to increasing, in the early 1990s (Wilson 2006). Deer carrying capacity (K2)
was based on expert opinion. There is much uncertainty in the estimates of the Ki, but
more important than the absolute values is the ratio of K1 to K2. I varied the deer
carrying capacity (K1) and held the caribou carrying capacity (K2 ) constant because the
former was more closely linked to deer food production as a result of forest harvesting,
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and thus provided a link to management. In summary, unless specified otherwise, the
baseline parameters used for the model were: r1 = 0.39 yr‐1, r2 = 0.25 yr‐1, Th = 0.035 yr,
K1 = 1.0 individuals/km2, K2 = 0.4 individuals/km2, m = 30 yr‐1, b = 0.032, a = 32 km2/yr, h
= 0, and Td = 1 yr (unless specified). Th, m, b, K2 and the ri were always held constant, but
the other parameters were varied to incorporate uncertainty but more importantly to
address the specific objectives of this chapter (see Scenarios and Simulations section).

Scenarios and simulations
Before modelling different scenarios, I wanted to ensure that the model
correctly represented the process of apparent competition. This hypothesis predicts
that prey species with lower intrinsic growth rates and/or a higher risk of death once
encountered (i.e. foraging efficiency, a), would exist at lower equilibrium or be driven to
extinction (Holt 1977). Although I held a constant for both species, caribou have lower
intrinsic growth rates (r) relative to moose and deer (Shackleton 1999), likely because
they are adapted to living in resource‐poor environments. Therefore, having a higher
growth rate (r) for P1 relative to P2 (i.e., r1 > r2) was sufficient to evaluate the model’s
ability to represent apparent competition.
After this evaluation, the model was used to answers five questions relating to
the recovery of the rarer species, the secondary prey. Specifically, I wanted to know how
the abundance of secondary prey was affected by:
1. the magnitude of the reduction of primary prey,
2. the relative carrying capacities (K) of primary and secondary prey,
3. time lags of the predator’s numerical response (Td),
4. management of the predator (h), and
5. a gradual reduction of the primary prey (i.e. through hunting), as opposed to a
sudden decline (i.e. a stochastic weather event).
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To answer questions 1– 4, I reduced the primary prey abundance in one
instantaneous time step. First, I had to ensure that all populations were at equilibrium,
and I did this by running the model for 1000 years, which I called t1, and was always
sufficient to achieve a steady state for the parameter space I used. Then, I reduced the
primary prey abundance instantaneously by a specified percentage (0 – 90%). This
range included the 82% reduction (95% CI: 71 – 90%) suggested in the previous chapter.
This reduced value became a new initial condition for the primary prey, but the other
two species retained the values from the time step before the primary prey reduction.
After this perturbation, the system eventually goes back to its equilibrium. However, I
focused on the transient dynamic of the model and recorded the first minimum value of
the secondary prey P2min following the reduction of the primary prey. I then considered
the percent change of the secondary prey from its equilibrium value P2* as 100*(P2min –
P2*) / P2*, which was the primary response metric for all analyses.
To answer the 5th question, I repeated the above process but with one
modification. To evaluate the effect of gradually reducing the primary prey, I subtracted
a constant G from Equation 4.2, that was non‐zero only for n time steps between t1 and
t1+n. For a given n, I chose the magnitude of G, such that the density of P1 at time t1 + n
was at a certain proportion of the pre‐reduction (equilibrium) density. In other words, G
is the hunting rate necessary to achieve the management target after exactly n years.
This two‐point boundary value problem with an unknown parameter was solved using
the shooting method (Heath 2002). The model was implemented in R 2.15 (R Core
Team 2012), and the PBSddesolve package (Schnute et al. 2008) was used to solve the
differential equations (complete R code for the model is available upon request).
Following this perturbation, all simulations had an oscillation where prey and
predators increased in abundance beyond their equilibrium values before returning to
the equilibrium (see Results). I did not consider the portion of the transient phase
beyond the decline of all three species because there is little reason to believe that
temperate systems are equilibrium‐based and will always return to prior values
following a perturbation. I address this topic further in the Discussion.
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RESULTS
The model reflected the basic prediction of predator‐mediated apparent
competition because as the carrying capacity of the primary prey increased, so did the
equilibrium density of the predator, and the equilibrium density of the secondary prey
declined (Fig. 4.1).

Figure 4.1. Equilibrium densities of all three species as a function of the carrying
capacity of the primary prey. All other parameters were held constant.

Time series representations of the model with a crash of the primary prey
resulted in an initial decline of the secondary prey and the predator, followed by an
oscillation of all three species back to their equilibrium values (Fig. 4.2). The oscillation
lasted about one phase. In this example, an 82 % crash of the primary prey combined
with a 2‐year lag of the predator response resulted in a 17.9 % reduction of the
secondary prey (Fig. 4.2).
The magnitude of reduction of the secondary prey increased with an increasing
carrying capacity of the primary prey (Fig. 4.3), an increasing time lag of the predator’s
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numerical response (Fig. 4.4), but was inversely related to the predator’s mortality rate
(Fig. 4.5). In all cases, as the magnitude of the (instantaneous) decline of the primary
prey increased, so did the magnitude of decline of the secondary prey (Fig. 4.3 – 4.5).
The most severe reductions occurred when the primary prey’s carrying capacity
approached 2.5/km2 or if the time lag of the predator exceeded two years, and in these
cases the reductions ranged from 20 – 30% (Figs. 4.3 and 4.4). Predators with lower
foraging efficiency for a given prey species had less of an impact on the decline of the
secondary prey (Fig. 4.6), but the effect appeared unimodal because at very high
efficiency values, the effect on the secondary prey appeared to stabilize or decrease
slightly.
Increasing the time to reduce primary prey to the management target reduced
the magnitude of decline of the secondary prey (Fig. 4.7 and 4.8). The magnitude of
decline of secondary prey was lessened by the greatest rate if the primary prey decline
was spread out over 5 to 10 years, and if the predator’s numerical response lagged the
prey’s abundance (Fig. 4.8).
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Figure 4.2. A time series of the model simulation with an instantaneous 82% crash of the
primary prey. The change in the secondary prey’s density from its equilibrium value
represents a drop of 17.9%. In this case the predator’s numerical lag was 2 years.

Figure 4.3. Change in density of the secondary prey (as a percent of the equilibrium
value), as a function of the primary prey’s reduction (%) and the carrying capacity of the
primary prey.
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Figure 4.4. Change in density of the secondary prey (as a percent of the equilibrium
value), as a function of the primary prey’s reduction (%) and the time lag of the
predator’s numerical response.

Figure 4.5. Change in density of the secondary prey (as a percent of the equilibrium
value), as a function of the primary prey’s reduction (%) and the rate of predator
control, h.
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Figure 4.6. Change in density of the secondary prey (as a percent of the equilibrium
value), as a function of the primary prey’s reduction (%) and the foraging efficiency (a)
of the predator.

Figure 4.7. An illustration of a gradual reduction of the primary prey by 82%, spread out
over 20 years. The change to the secondary prey in this case is –6.8%, compared to –
17.9% from Fig. 4.2 where the primary prey decline was instantaneous.
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Figure 4.8. The percent change in secondary prey as a function of how spread out the
decline is for the primary prey. Results are stratified by an immediate numerical
response of the predator (Td = 0), along with a lag of 1 and 2 years (Td = 1 and Td = 2).

A qualitative validation of the model
I compared the model’s predictions to a case where deer populations declined
suddenly following an extreme snow event in 1997 (Fig. 4.9). Deer and cougar trend
data were based on catch‐per‐unit‐effort harvest (CPUE) indices. For deer, the index
was the percent of hunters successfully killing a deer, based on hunter survey data. Two
independent indices of cougar abundance were used, one based on compulsory
reporting of hunted animals, and the second was non‐hunting kills from conservation
officers. These abundance indices are known to have biases (Walters 2003, Peacock and
Garshelis 2006) and should be validated. However, the biases most often occur when
humans expand the area being exploited, so a higher CPUE can reflect increased kills but
not an increasing animal population (Peacock and Garshelis 2006). In my case I was
focussing on population decline, so there is less likelihood that a bias would occur in
these cases. The two independent cougar indices matched with a correlation of rpearson =
0.85, suggesting reliability of the trend. Other metrics of ungulate harvests have been
validated in my region, particularly for moose (Chapter 4 and 6). Caribou population
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estimates were based on censuses updated from Wittmer et al. (2005), and see details
in Chapter 6.
Following the deep snow event during the 1997 winter, the deer CPUE during
the next fall’s hunting season (fall 1997) was substantially reduced (Fig. 4.9), suggesting
a much reduced deer population. Cougar populations began to decline 1 – 2 years
thereafter. In 1998 there was a peak of cougars killed by conservation officers, likely
reflecting hungry cougars searching more broadly and having more human conflicts near
settled areas. From 1997 to 2002, the caribou populations in the Revelstoke area
declined by approximately 40%. From the time radio collaring began in 1992, to 1997,
129.1 caribou‐years of telemetry data were collected. During this period, one collared
caribou was killed by a cougar – in 1996 when the cougar population was near its peak.
In the two years following the deer crash, based on 65.3 collar‐years of data, three
collared caribou were killed by cougars.
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Figure 4.9. The abundance of abiotic and biotic components in the ecosystem. Snow fall
(cm) represents the difference from the mean value (mean = 396 cm, n = 100 yr), in the
City of Revelstoke, BC. Deer represents catch per unit effort harvest data for three
management units within and adjacent to the study area, two independent measures of
cougar abundance (hunter kills and conservation officer kills, r = 0.85) for the Kootenay
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region, and caribou abundance from winter censuses for subpopulations in the
Revelstoke area (Wittmer et al. 2005a). 1997 was an extreme snowfall year that
appeared to initiate some major changes in the ecosystem.

DISCUSSION
My objective was to use theoretical predator‐prey equations to answer five
questions to determine how to reduce apparent competition for an endangered species,
with a specific focus on reducing primary prey. The scenerios I developed represented
some of the key factors linked to the process of apparent competion affecting woodland
caribou throughout North America (Seip 1992, Schaefer 2003, Courtois et al. 2007,
Wittmer et al. 2007, Latham et al. 2011). By varying the carrying capacity of the primary
prey, I was representing either climate change or forest harvesting, both of which
influence the abundance and distribution of moose and deer (Rempel et al. 1997, Dawe
2011). Increasing the predator’s mortality rate reflects the option of conducting
predator control. Finally, a sudden reduction in primary prey could represent a
stochastic weather event, as was shown in the validation case study, whereas gradually
reducing the primary prey was more likely to reflect an intentional management action.
Reducing primary prey to counteract apparent competition is increasingly
suggested as a strategy to recover a secondary prey species that is at risk of extinction
(Courchamp et al. 2003, James et al. 2004, Weclaw and Hudson 2004, Steenweg 2011,
Wittmer et al. in press). But my analysis highlights important risks that may not have
been anticipated when this recovery option was suggested. My results predict higher
losses to the secondary prey when there are more primary prey, and a greater
instantaneous reduction of those primary prey. In biological terms, the more deer in the
system, the more predators can be sustained and switch to caribou if deer are reduced.
However, the model suggests that the magnitude of the caribou loss can be reduced if
predators are removed following periods of sudden collapses in primary prey. This
approach has also been proposed by Norbury (2001) for conserving native skinks
(Oligosoma spp.) in New Zealand following sudden declines in rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus) abundance, because of the predators shared by the two prey. Short‐term
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predator control may be even more effective when we consider that time lags of the
predator's response to a lower deer density greatly increased the modelled predation
rate on caribou. Predator time lags of 1 – 2 yr, or longer, have been observed in many
terrestrial systems (Krebs et al. 2001, Mech 1977).
Two other modeling exercises involving predator‐mediated apparent
competition (Courchamp et al. 2003, Zhang et al. 2006) suggested caution in reducing
primary prey in the absence of predator reductions, and my simulations matched their
predictions. The novel questions I addressed dealt with the time lag of the predator’s
numerical response, and whether spreading out the prey’s decline over a number of
years would benefit or harm caribou. Predictably, increasing the predator’s time lag had
a strong influence on the amount that caribou were reduced. Gradually reducing the
primary prey provided some benefit, though it was most pronounced if the reduction
was spread out over 5 – 10 years. Gains were modest if spread out over <5 years, which
is a typical management window for most harvest agencies. Of the 18 mountain caribou
subpopulations, only one exceeds 500 in number, and most are less than 100. With
these small numbers, any loss increases extinction risk (Shaffer 1981). Therefore, a
concurrent predator reduction would be of greater value than relying solely on primary
prey reduction, even if the prey reduction is spread out over a number of years. This is
an important result for management agencies that are considering a broad‐scale
manipulation of the predator‐prey system to try and recover endangered caribou or
other species at risk from apparent competition (DeCesare et al. 2010).
In Chapter 3, I suggested that moose numbers could be reduced by 82% to
approximate an ecological population target. The species involved in this chapter were
different, with parameters based on deer and cougar because they were more likely to
meet the model’s assumptions, parameter estimates were more readily obtained, and a
natural, sudden, and severe deer reduction existed to help validate the model.
Changing the carrying capacity of the primary prey and the predator’s attack rate makes
the model and its predictions applicable to a variety of species, possibly including moose
and wolves. Once more information is gained on the attack rate of wolves, particularly
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in summer where such data are rare (see Chapter 6, and Metz et al. 2012), this model
could be revisited. Nonetheless, the qualitative predictions of the model are relevant,
particularly in the southern third of mountain caribou distribution. These predictions
suggest that a substantial reduction in primary prey (> 80%) could produce a loss of
seconday prey by 10 to 30%, depending upon the primary prey’s carrying capacity, the
predator’s time lag and its efficiency at consuming a given prey.
My qualitative attempt at validation suggests that the model underestimates the
magnitude of reduction for the secondary prey. For an 80 to 85% reduction in primary
prey, the model predicts a 12 to 19 % reduction in caribou, depending if I assume a 1 or
2 year lag of the predator’s numerical response. In comparison, the caribou population
in my study area declined by >40% following the collapse of deer populations over a
similar time period. Mountain caribou are affected by more than just deer‐cougar
dynamics, because they are also consumed by bears and wolves (Wittmer et al. 2005a).
These mortality sources are likely cumulative because mountain caribou are far below
their forage‐based carrying capacity, when density dependent changes in vital rates are
unlikely to occur (Fowler 1981, Wittmer et al. 2005b). Moose populations doubled from
1994 – 2003 (Chapter 3), likely resulting in increased wolf abundance during the time
period that coincided with the deer collapse and subsequent cougar decline. These
important ecosystem dynamics were not captured with the simple model used here.
Allee effects have also been documented with these same mountain caribou
populations (Wittmer et al. 2005b), and this mechanism was not included in the ODEs,
again leading to an underestimate of impacts. Finally, I used the same predator foraging
efficiency for both deer and caribou, though there are indications that caribou are more
vulnerable than other cervids once encountered by a predator (Haber 1977). The
simulations suggest that a higher foraging efficiency on a given species would increase
its losses following the perturbation. A combination of these factors probably explains
why the model underestimated the magnitude of decline in real caribou populations.
Two improvements to the model could be made to add realism. First, by
ignoring the spatial separation that occurs between caribou and predators for about
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25% of the year (Stotyn 2008, Bird et al. 2010, Appendix 6.2), the model likely
overestimates impacts to caribou from reducing the primary prey. A spatial component
could be added to estimate how much spatial separation would buffer the impact to
caribou. On the other hand, by assigning the same predator attack success for both
primary and secondary prey, impacts to the secondary prey (caribou) were likely
underestimated. The relative benefit to caribou of spatially separating from predators,
compared to the caribou’s increased vulnerability to predation, could be clarified with
sensitivity analyses. These modifications would help refine predictions, but would not
change the qualitative conclusions derived from the model.
A key assumption of this work is that the density‐independent reduction of the
primary prey occurs when all species are at coexistence equilibrium. However, caribou,
other ungulates and their shared predators may not be at equilibrium when the primary
prey reduction occurs. Due to changes in climate and habitat, all densities are subject to
continuous change (Andrewartha and Birch 1954, Chesson and Case 1986).
Consequently, the sudden or gradual reduction of primary prey might be superimposed
on a changing density, which makes it more difficult to attribute impacts of the deer
reduction to caribou. Future work could be to develop techniques for quantifying
indirect effects of perturbations to systems that are changing concurrently.
My approach may be criticised because I focussed only on the declining portion
of the transient phase, not the subsequent oscillation including population increase with
the eventual return to equilibrium. In reality, the management intent would be to
maintain P1 at the reduced level and not let it recover to the previous equilibrium. I did
not specifically simulate this because the result would be as predicted in Figure 4.1 – an
improvement for caribou. However, any return to equilibrium is predicated on the
concept of ‘balanced’ equilibrium systems, which ecologists have questioned repeatedly
since Charles Elton first pointed out this simplistic view in the 1930s (Andrewartha and
Birch 1954, Connell and Sousa 1983, Chesson and Case 1986, Connell et al. 1997). If
systems are dominated by changing environments with frequent destabilizing events,
then focussing on the initial transient phase becomes increasingly appropriate. This
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contemporary view of community ecology has become particularly relevant in a world
where the magnitude and frequency of environmental stochasticity is expected to
increase (Easterling et al. 2000). Even if increases in stochastic events fail to materialize,
there is growing recognition that stochastic pulses can play a key role in shaping
community structure (Holt 2008).
Ultimately, reducing primary prey is expected to increase caribou abundance, as
Figure 4.1 illustrates. This conclusion essentially ignores any transient dynamics and is
an oversimplification. Reduced population sizes generated during the transient phase
are subject to stochastic processes and Allee effects. An extension of the model that
accounts for both of these factors could be used to quantify the change in extinction risk
that occurs during the transient phase.
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CHAPTER 5
TESTING PREDATOR‐PREY THEORY USING BROAD‐SCALE MANIPULATIONS AND INDEPENDENT
VALIDATION

A primary goal in ecology is to identify principles that are general enough to
transcend ecosystems, but useful enough to make predictions within specific study
areas (Levins 1966, Krebs 2009). This undertaking is particularly challenging in field
ecology because complex and often unpredictable relationships can obscure our basic
understanding of how natural systems operate (Strong 1986, Doak et al. 2008). Yet, if
ecological relationships can be applied across systems, even when parameterized with
independent data, then this approach constitutes one of the strongest means of
validating whether the theory is an accurate portrayal of the observed patterns.
Predation is a fundamental ecological interaction and its effects are continually
debated in the literature (Schmitz et al. 2000, Shurin et al. 2002), even within a specific
study system (Post and Stenseth 1998). The impacts of predation have reportedly
ranged from compensatory (Errington 1946, Vucetich et al. 2005), to limiting (Gasaway
et al. 1983), to regulating prey populations (dependent on prey densities; Messier 1991,
1994). These distinctions have important implications for the structure of ecological
communities. If predation is completely compensatory, then it does not have an effect
on the equilibrium abundance of prey, whereas equilibrium prey density is reduced if
predation is limiting (Sinclair and Pech 1996). Finally, if predation is regulating, it is
possible that multiple equilibria can be established (Messier 1994), and predation
becomes a key mechanism promoting the coexistence of predators and prey due to the
feedback between the two trophic levels.
For vagile and large‐bodied animals, the most relevant scale to investigate factors
limiting population growth is at the ecosystem level, and in recent decades ecologists
have been urged to use management experiments to achieve this goal (Walters and
Holling 1990, Doak et al. 2008). Several ambitious management experiments have been
attempted to quantify the effect of predation on large‐mammal communities (Hayes et
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al. 2003, Hurley et al. 2011). Although there are notable exceptions (Hurley et al. 2011),
predator removal experiments often result in increased recruitment or abundance of
prey, particularly when predation is a substantial component of prey mortality
(Bergerud and Elliot 1986, Hayes et al. 2003, Krebs 2011). However, although predator
removal experiments reveal the degree that predation is compensatory or additive, they
do not address whether it is regulating (Boutin 1992). An alternative experiment that is
only recently receiving attention involves manipulating prey numbers to evaluate the
role of predation. This experiment is important for two reasons: 1) By varying the
abundance of prey, its per‐capita predation rate (PCPR) can be estimated across a range
of prey densities. This approach will help resolve whether predation is density
independent, dependent, depensatory (i.e. inversely density dependent), or
compensatory; and 2) A number of species are endangered because of predator‐
mediated apparent competition between prey (DeCesare et al. 2010), and it remains
unknown whether reducing the overabundant prey will help reduce predation on the
rare and declining prey (Serrouya et al. 2011, Steenweg 2011, Wittmer et al. 2013).
In my system, I made use of a broad‐scale experiment to evaluate the impact of
wolf (Canis lupus) predation on moose (Alces alces) by reducing moose density using
sport hunting across a 6,500 km2 area. The treatment was to increase the number of
moose hunted by a factor of 10 for three years, with an associated reference area where
moose harvests were comparatively stable. Because the moose population continued
to decline substantially after the hunting treatment was reduced, it became clear that
factors other than hunting were influencing moose population dynamics. What was
unclear was the relative importance of these factors. Therefore, my objective was to
contrast a set of hypotheses, expressed as mathematical models, to explain the
continued decline in moose following the cessation of high human harvest. I tested four
hypotheses as to the role of wolf predation in the system: it was completely
compensatory, density dependent, density independent, or depensatory (i.e. PCPR
increased as moose densities declined; Fig. 5.1). The last hypothesis is of particular
interest because its prediction was modeled by Messier (1994) as a unimodal predation
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rate, but has received little field validation (but see Hossie and Murray 2010). For each
of these models I took a reductionist approach by decomposing the PCPR into functional
and numerical responses, because it was these fundamental relationships that were
used to generate the PCPR curves (see Fig. 5.1). My fifth hypothesis was that hunting
was not a factor in the decline, but the decline was driven solely by predation, so to be
conservative I modeled the most severe form of predation, where it was depensatory.
The strength of my approach was that I compared alternative hypotheses using
functional and numerical response models that were parameterized with independent
empirical data (i.e. data collected outside my study system) from meta‐analyses with
spatial replication (Messier 1994, Fuller et al. 2003). If these independent equations
could reliably predict moose population dynamics in this experimental system, then not
only would their generality be supported, but so would the theoretical relationships that
are used to predict the magnitude of predation. This type of independent validation
rarely occurs in field ecology (Vucetich et al. 2011), particularly for large mammal
systems.
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Figure 5.1. Predation‐related hypotheses of the moose decline based on different per
capita predation rates (PCPR), generated from varying the form of the functional (FR)
and numerical response (NR). PPW is prey consumed per wolf and WD is wolf density.
See text for details. A) a Type I FR and Type 0 NR yields a density independent PCPR; B) a
Type I FR and Type II NR yields a density dependent PCPR; C) a Type II FR and Type II NR
can transition from a depensatory PCPR to a density dependent PCPR. For scenario B,
this can also be achieved by reversing the forms of the FR and NR (i.e. a Type II FR and
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Type I NR). Dotted arrow and red arrow respectively indicate the hypothetical moose
population at the beginning and latter part of the moose reduction.

In addition to the basic relationships presented above, many other factors can
affect predator‐prey dynamics including time lags of the predator’s numerical response
(Gasaway et al. 1983), alternative functional response relationships (e.g., ratio
dependent; Jost et al. 2005), body condition mediated by winter severity (Hurley et al.
2011) or summer nutrition (Brown 2011). Including all these possible combinations
would result in many candidate models to apply to a single study system with the
possible criticism of data dredging (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Therefore, I restricted
the initial analyses to the five hypotheses presented above, but then conducted post
hoc, heuristic analyses to incorporate time lags and alternative functional responses. I
also include wolf functional and numerical response data from my study system
(Chapter 6) to determine if local information improved the outcomes predicted by the
independent data of Messier (1994) and Fuller et al. (2003). Finally, I discuss my results
in the context of other systems that have been subjected to increased human
exploitation, but where there was little consideration of how changes to the per capita
predation rate may have contributed to population decline.

STUDY AREA AND METHODS
The study occurred in a 9400 km2 area along three parallel mountain ranges
oriented N‐S in the interior of British Columbia, Canada: the Selkirk, Monashee, and
Cariboo mountains. The treatment area was 6500 km2, and was bounded by the Selkirk
and Monashee mountains (which are part of the Columbia Mountains). The reference
area was 2900 km2, was between the Monashee and Cariboo mountains (Fig. 5.2), and
had similar ecosystem characteristics (precipitation, temperature, forest composition;
Meidinger and Pojar 1991). These areas range from 500 m asl in valley bottoms to
mountain peaks reaching 3500 m. The climate is wet, with >200 cm of annual
precipitation, most of which falls as snow. Forests are highly productive and consist
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primarily of western red cedar (Thuja plicata) and hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) trees at
low elevations, and subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa) and Englemann spruce (Picea
engelmannii) at higher elevations (> 1300 – 1500 m asl). Regenerating cut blocks
include willow (Salix spp.), cottonwood (Populus balsimifera), red‐osier dogwood
(Cornus stolonifera), huckleberry (Vaccinium membranaceum), falsebox (Paxistima
myrsinities), thimbleberry (Rubus parviflorus), and Indian hellebore (Veratrum viride).
Large mammals consist of wolves, black and grizzly bears (Ursus americanus and U.
arctos), and moose. Cougars (Felis concolor), mule and white‐tailed deer (Odocoileus
hemionus and O. virginianus), mountain goats (Oreamnos americanus), and woodland
caribou (Rangifer tarandus) also occur but are uncommon. Moose densities in 2003
were 1.58/km2 in the treatment area. In 2007 moose were surveyed in both the
treatment and reference area and density estimates were the same, at 0.96/km2
(Serrouya and Poole 2007).
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Figure 5.2. Study area, with the moose reduction treatment area outlined in red and the
reference area in blue.

Moose reduction and hypothesis testing
The moose reduction began in the treatment area with a 10‐fold increase in hunter
harvest from 2003 to 2005, followed by a much reduced harvest level (Table 5.1).
During the decade preceding the increased harvest, the moose population doubled
(Serrouya et al. 2011, Chapter 3), and harvest was light (<4%, males only). No major
change to moose hunting allocations occurred in the reference area (Table 5.1), and
wolf harvest was not manipulated in either area during the study. Moose abundance
was estimated in the treatment area based on aerial censuses and annual transects
where pellets were counted and cleared each spring in 100‐m2 plots (details in Chapter
3 and Serrouya et al. 2011). In the reference area, only one moose population estimate
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was done (Serrouya and Poole 2007), so I relied on catch per unit effort (CPUE) data to
compare population change between reference and treatment areas. CPUE is fraught
with biases (Walters 2003, Peacock and Garshelis 2006) that are rarely evaluated, but I
had the ability to independently assess the reliability of the CPUE. This evaluation was
done by correlating moose population estimates in the treatment area with CPUE data
for that same area, and the correlation was r = 0.91 (Appendix 5.1). The comparison of
moose trend between the treatment and reference areas served to determine whether
the moose decline in the treatment area was initiated by hunting, or broad‐scale
climatic factors that are known to affect large‐mammal predator‐prey systems (Post and
Stenseth 1998, Vucetich et al. 2005, Murray et al. 2006, Brown 2011).

Table 5.1. Harvest levels of moose in the treatment and reference areas. The moose
reduction treatment began in 2003.
Year Treatment Reference
2000 18
9
2001 19
8
2002 13
10
2003 164
11
2004 250
19
2005 128
17
2006 46
16
2007 29
8
2008 27
10
2009 49
13
2010 27
11
My approach was to use difference equations to represent competing hypotheses
to explain the magnitude and causes of the moose population decline (Table 5.2). The
equations included variables with both known (i.e., estimated) and unknown values.
Estimates included the annual moose population size, ratios of adult females, calves and
adult males, hunting mortality and natural, but non‐predation mortality (i.e., accidents
or poor condition; Table 5.2). Condition‐related mortality included malnutrition,
potential disease or old age. The difference equations were programmed in MS Excel
and can be used as a tool by managers to potentially predict short‐term moose
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population dynamics with certain key inputs obtained from the field, including recent
harvest estimates and calf:cow ratios.

Table 5.2. Model structure for each hypothesis used to explain the decline of moose.
Calf
deaths

Condition
deaths

Hunting
deaths

Wolf
predation
deaths2

Hypothesis1
Births
Hunting caused the
decline, no predation Nt+1= Nt + Nb
– Ndn
– Ndc
– Ndh
Hunting, and
Predation is DI (Fig.
1a)
Nt+1= Nt + Nb
– Ndn
– Ndc
– Ndh
– aNC0
Hunting, and
Predation is DD (Fig.
1b)
Nt+1= Nt + Nb
– Ndn
– Ndc
– Ndh
– aNC2
Hunting, and
Predation is DD and
–aNC2/
DEP (Fig. 1c)
Nt+1= Nt + Nb
– Ndn
– Ndc
– Ndh
(1+aNTh)
Predation is DD and
– aNC2/
DEP, but no hunting
Nt+1= Nt + Nb
– Ndn
– Ndc
(1+aNTh)
1
DD is density dependent, DI is density independent, and DEP is depensatory
2
a is the attack rate for the Type I or II functional response, Th is the handling time from
the Type II functional response, N is moose abundance, C0 is wolf abundance that does
not change with moose abundance, C2 is wolf abundance that changes asymptotically
with moose abundance (equation from Messier 1994).
Recruitment and sex/age composition were estimated from aerial censuses, and
births were estimated by multiplying the pregnancy rate (89.7 %) by the number of
adult females. The number of adult females was obtained from composition data based
on aerial surveys, and ranged from 47 to 57 % of the population. Calf recruitment (CR,
ratio of 8‐month‐old calves to adult females) was found to be density dependent based
on data from Serrouya et al. (2011) and was represented by CR = –0.21 × ln(MA) + 1.75,
where MA is moose abundance. I calculated the number of calf deaths by subtracting
the number of 8‐month‐old recruits (based on the CR equation above) from the number
of births (Table 5.2). These calf deaths were likely caused by a variety of factors (bears,
wolves, nutrition) that were not estimated separately, but were simply treated as calf
deaths. Hunting deaths were estimated by the BC government using annual harvest
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questionnaires and compulsory reporting from guides and resident hunters (BC
Government data files; values are in Table 5.1).
Condition‐related mortality was estimated based on radio‐collar assisted mortality
investigations and analysed using the Heisey‐Fuller approach (Heisey and Fuller 1985).
Condition‐related deaths may have been caused by poor nutrition, disease or old age
but were grouped to estimate natural (but non‐predation) mortality. To help reduce
possible biases associated with differential mortality risk throughout the year, I chose 12
risk periods corresponding to each calendar month. Annual survival rates were
calculated from the product of the 12 monthly rates. Monthly survival rates were
calculated by exponentiating the daily survival partitioned within each month, by the
number of days within that month. Daily survival was calculated as 1 – (no. deaths) / (∑
monitoring days in the corresponding month). Annual survival rates were used to
determine whether survival and recruitment values could corroborate the observed
population decline, but annual survival was not required in the difference equations
(Table 5.2). Uncertainty was calculated using 1000 bootstrap replicates using Pop Tools
(Hood 2010) in Excel using the individual animal as the sample unit.
The unknown value in the difference equations was predation deaths due to
wolves, and the magnitude of predation was treated as competing hypotheses based on
the forms in Fig. 5.1, with the equations detailed in Table 5.2. I used an approach based
on first principles by varying the type of the FR and NR to obtain the predation rates,
using existing equations from the literature. The per capita predation rate was
calculated as PCPR = (FR × NR)/ Prey density (Holling 1959b, Messier 1994). Predation
was density independent if there was a Type I FR and a Type 0 NR (Fig 5.1a, Table 5.2).
The wolf abundance was set at 33.2 for the Type 0 NR, based on 1650 moose and the
equation from Fuller et al. (2003). Predation was density dependent if there was a Type I
NR with a Type II FR, or if there was a Type II FR with a Type I NR (Fig. 5.1b). Predation
was depensatory if both the FR and NR were Type II, but transitioned to density
dependent at lower prey densities (Fig. 5.1c; Messier 1994). Parameters for the Type I
and II NRs were obtained from Fuller et al. 2003, and Messier 1994, respectively.
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Parameters for a and Th (the attack rate and handling time, respectively; Holling 1959a)
for the functional response were estimated based on Messier (1994) (See Appendix 5.2
for details).
I also tested the hypothesis that predation was compensatory by completely
removing wolf predation from the model. Because wolf diets in the treatment area
consist mainly of moose (Stotyn 2008, Chapter 6b), removing this source of mortality
from the model implies that wolf predation was compensatory. Similarly, I removed
hunting from the model to test whether this factor was compensatory. This approach
allowed me to compare the relative influence of predation vs. hunting to explain the
magnitude of the moose population decline. In summary, five alternative hypotheses
with associated predictions were compared, four involving predation of various forms,
and the fifth included only hunting (Table 5.2).
Heuristic models
In addition to the primary hypotheses outlined above, I considered the following
modifications: time lags of the wolf numerical response, a ratio‐dependent functional
response, a function accounting for compensatory predation that was density
dependent (i.e. stronger at higher moose abundance, rather than dichotomously
compensatory or not, Appendix 5.3), and derivation of parameters from my study
system as opposed to the literature (Appendix 5.2). I included a 1‐year time lag of the
wolf numerical response by setting the wolf population as a function of the previous
years’ moose abundance, and predicted that this would increase the predation rate
because moose were declining. The ratio‐dependent functional response was
calculated as kill rate = (a MA) / (P + a MA Th), where P is the predator abundance
(Abrams and Ginzburg 2000).
To determine if local data improved the general predictions from the broader
research (Messier 1994, Fuller et al. 2003), I included FR and NR response data from the
treatment area. I obtained a new functional response curve by estimating parameters
for a and Th, using Messier’s data but supplemented with 11 winter kill rate estimates
from five wolf packs during the moose decline in the treatment area (see Appendix 5.2
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for parameter estimation). I also estimated a and Th using the local data only, though
fitting a disc equation curve to 11 data points may be suspect. In any case, I assessed
the influence of including local data in two different ways, once by adding them to the
Messier data, and once by treating the local data on their own. I also used empirical
wolf abundance estimates from my system (Chapter 6a) that were available from 2007 –
2012 instead of the independent predictions from Messier’s (1994) Type II NR and Fuller
et al. (2003) Type I NR, again to determine if local data improved predictions. I assessed
each hypothesis using predicted vs. observed plots of population trajectory, using three
criteria: slope and intercept closest to 1 and 0 respectively (i.e., perfect fit or accuracy),
and by comparing the residual sums of squares (RSS) among models. This approach was
preferable to the AIC metric because I was dealing with independent validation,
whereas AIC makes use only of RSS, and does not account for model accuracy (i.e. slope
and intercept).

RESULTS
Based on the CPUE data, moose declined in the treatment area 4.6 times more than
in the reference area (Fig. 5.3), and the decline was highly significant in the treatment
area but non‐significant in the reference area (slopes were –6.27 [–8.10 to –4.60]
compared to –1.35 [–3.58 to 1.11], for the treatment and reference areas, respectively).
In the treatment area, radio‐collar data indicated that annual adult moose survival was
0.815 (0.723 – 0.886, 95% CI). This estimate was based on 89.6 moose‐years of
monitoring 54 moose (39 F, 15 M). For just adult females, the survival rate was 0.828
(0.713 – 0.925). For larger cervids, this survival rate, coupled with observed calf:cow
ratios that ranged between 22 and 35%, is suggestive of a declining population
(DeCesare et al. 2012) and corroborates the trend observed in the treatment area.
Seventeen moose deaths were recorded (11 F, 6 M), with six (35.3%; 3 F, 3 M) caused by
hunting, five from predation (29.4%; 4 F, 1 M), four were from unknown causes (23.5% 3
F, 1 M), one from an MVA (5.9%; 1 M) and one from poor body condition (5.8 %; 1 F).
Unknown deaths were not caused by vehicle collisions, but were likely caused by either
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predation, poor nutrition, or natural accidents. To be conservative and not
overemphasize the top‐down effects of predation or hunting, I assigned one unknown
cause, that may have been an accident, as a natural (non‐predation) death. Thus, the
annual death rate from condition/accidents was 0.024 (0 – 0.066) and was treated as a
density independent rate in the difference equations (Table 5.2).
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Figure 5.3. Catch per unit effort (CPUE; % hunter success) of moose harvest in the
treatment (solid circles) and reference (open circles) area. The slope of the treatment
area is –6.27 (–8.10 to –4.60), but non‐significant for the reference (–1.35, –3.58 to
1.11). CIs were obtained from bootstrapping years (n=1000). CPUE data were validated
with empirical abundance data from the treatment area (Appendix 5.1).

Hypotheses explaining the moose decline
Models that excluded either hunting or predation failed to predict the
magnitude of the observed moose decline. However, models that included predation
(without hunting) produced a much more realistic population decline compared to the
effect of hunting without predation (Fig. 5.4). Including hunting, without any effects of
predation (i.e. compensatory predation), produced the least plausible explanation
because it predicted an increasing moose population (Fig. 5.4). Of the models that
included predation, those using a Type II NR and FR provided the best explanation of the
decline, indicating that the predation rate was depensatory (Fig. 5.1c) for the initial
phase of the decline (from 2003 – 2006). Evidence supporting the depensatory
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hypothesis was strongest because its goodness‐of‐fit plot included a slope closest to 1,
intercept closest to 0, and lowest deviation from predicted values (lowest RSS; Fig. 5.5a).
Models that included predation, but without a depensatory component did not predict
the same magnitude of the moose decline (Fig. 5.4, Fig. 5.5a). These models
overestimated the moose population by at least 70%, based on abundance values in
2011 (Fig. 5.4).
The heuristic models including variations such as predator time lags, a ratio‐
dependent functional response or local data produced two improvements over the basic
models (Fig. 5.5a vs. 5.5b). The model with depensatory predation that was
supplemented with a function that accounted for density dependent compensatory
predation mortality (i.e. compensation that was strongest at high moose densities;
Appendix 5.3) produced an accurate prediction of the moose decline. Relative to all
other models, this model had the lowest RSS (147656) and a slope closer to 1 (Fig. 5.5a,
b). The model with only the local FR and NR data from the treatment area produced a
similar slope (1.32), but it was less precise (RSS = 317016). The models that included
local FR and NR data to supplement Messier’s Type II FR (Table 5.3b) did not produce
any improvement over the models with only Messier’ data (Fig. 5.3a). Considering all 15
models, those that had a depensatory predation component (i.e., Type II NR and Type II
FR) had slopes closer to 1 and a lower RSS. Models with time lags or the ratio‐
dependent functional response were not well supported (Fig. 5.3b).
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of model predictions to observed moose abundance. Hypotheses are: hunting caused the decline (thus
predation was compensatory), predation caused the decline (FR2 NR2) and no effect of hunting, or hunting and predation but
predation was 1) depensatory (FR 2, NR 2); or 2) density independent (FR1 NR0); or 3) Density dependent (FR 1 NR 2 or FR2 NR 1).
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Figure 5.5. Observed vs. predicted validation plots for competing hypotheses used to
explain the moose population decline in the treatment area. Panel A shows the initial
hypotheses, with FR and NR parameters from outside the study system (i.e. Messier
1994 and Fuller et al. 2003). Panel B shows the heuristic models: COMP FUNCTION =
compensatory predation function, RATIO = a ratio‐dependent functional response, 1 yr
lag = a 1‐yr lag of the predator’s numerical response to moose abundance. FR = function
response, and NR = numerical response, with numbers indicating the Type. S, I and R
represent the slope, intercept, and residual sums of squares (RSS), respectively of the
goodness of fit (GOF). Models are more accurate with a slope closer to 1 and 0
intercept, and more precise with a lower RSS. Red line is the GOF plot, and black line is
the idealized 1:1 plot.
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DISCUSSION
My approach was to use predator‐prey theory, parameterized with functional and
numerical response data from elsewhere, to determine which hypotheses could be used
to predict population dynamics at a local scale (Hilborn and Mangel 1997). Although no
equation was perfect, it was notable how well some independent relationships
predicted population dynamics within the study system. Furthermore, the spatial
reference area allowed me to establish that the moose decline observed in the
treatment area was not caused by broad‐scale climatic processes, but was initiated by
the hunting treatment.
Models that included a depensatory predation rate were best able to predict the
decline of moose in the treatment area. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis
proposed by Messier (1994) who suggested that the combination of Type II functional
and numerical responses would produce a unimodal predation rate (Holling 1959b) with
a depensatory phase (Fig. 5.1c). Although Messier’s functional and numerical responses
were parameterized from meta‐analyses, the resulting predation rate he modelled has
not been specifically evaluated, yet has been suggested as a primary mechanism of
moose‐wolf dynamics by researchers in both Europe (Jedrzejewski et al. 2002) and
North America (Gasaway et al. 1992). The underlying mechanism for a depensatory
predation rate is that at high moose density, wolves are satiated by the limitation
imposed by handling time. Also at high moose density, wolf numbers are constrained,
possibly due to social factors associated with territoriality or strife among packs. Then,
as moose are reduced, a similar number of wolves consume a similar number of moose
(on a per wolf basis), but out of a smaller moose population, thereby increasing the per
capita predation rate on moose. This pattern holds until the inflection point on either
the Type II FR or NR is achieved, at which point the predation rate is relaxed.
An unexpected outcome of this work was that supplementing independent
predictions with local data (FR and NR of wolves) failed to improve model predictions,
despite enormous cost and effort to collect these data. The local data, without the
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inclusion of data from the literature, helped to refine the accuracy of the predictions,
but did so less precisely. These results may be viewed as a failing but also an
opportunity: if approximate and short‐term predictions are all that are required, then
the task of managers is greatly simplified. Using basic parameters that are often
collected by management agencies (age and sex ratios and harvest statistics of prey),
short‐term moose dynamics can be predicted in the absence of local wolf behavioural
and numeric data, which are far more difficult to collect. If environmental changes
occur that facilitate disease or condition‐related mortalities (Murray et al. 2006), then
the models’ predictions would not hold. Periodic radio‐collaring of moose to estimate
mortality causes can help safeguard against this risk.
My results are not in agreement with some other large mammal predator‐prey
systems. Following the reintroduction of wolves in the Yellowstone ecosystem, wolf
predation was found to be primarily compensatory when the magnitude of an elk
(Cervus elaphus) decline was similar to our moose decline (Vucetich et al. 2005).
Vucetich outlines several plausible reasons for why predation may have been additive
vs. compensatory, yet I suggest an additional explanation that in Yellowstone, wolf
predation was a relatively minor component of elk mortality (< 9% but most often <5%,
as an annual PCPR; Vucetich et al. 2011), whereas in my system wolves may be a greater
source of adult moose mortality (15 to 19% PCPR). These differences highlight the need
to focus on major limiting factors when attempting to generalize predator‐prey
dynamics among ecosystems (Sinclair 1989, Krebs 2009).
The models may be criticised for failing to explicitly incorporate nutritional and
climate‐related factors that are known to influence population dynamics of large
herbivores (Post and Stenseth 1998, Vucetich et al. 2005, Murray et al. 2006, Brown
2011). Yet, several lines of evidence suggest that nutrition and climate were not primary
factors of the moose decline, including few mortalities caused by body condition, the
adjacent reference area did not show a population decline in the absence of an
increased harvest, and the treatment population was initially more abundant but
reduced with hunter harvest.
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The results from this study have important implications for any organism that is
preyed upon but that also has, or will be, subject to increased human exploitation. If
sustained harvest models fail to account or at least assess the potential for depensatory
predation, then yields may be excessive. The outcome would be a negative feedback
loop of increased per capita predation and harvest that would be difficult to reverse
even with a substantial reduction in harvest. North Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) stocks
were driven to historic lows because of overharvest, but predation by seals continued,
which did not decline proportionately in abundance during or after the cod collapse.
This would theoretically result in a depensatory predation rate that would accelerate
the decline and even inhibit recovery, and evidence of this phenomenon is emerging (Fu
et al. 2001, Frank et al. 2005, Trzcinski et al. 2006). To my knowledge, harvesting models
do not explicitly account for increasing per capita predation rates and I suggest this
would be an important avenue for future work, particularly for systems that are subject
to increased harvest by humans or perturbations from other factors.
In the last decade there have been several attempts, across taxonomic groups, to
reduce overabundant prey where rare prey are being driven to extinction by predator‐
mediated apparent competition (Courchamp et al. 2003, Serrouya et al. 2011, Steenweg
2011, Wittmer et al. 2013, Wittmer et al. In press). Yet, if depensatory predation is not
accounted for while reducing the overabundant prey, these populations may decline
faster than anticipated and exacerbate switching of predators to the rare prey. The
outcome may be to unintentionally increase extinction risk to the rare prey. Given these
risks, the most prudent action may be to concurrently reduce overabundant prey and
predators, and keep prey at low numbers to reduce the need for long‐term predator
management (Serrouya et al. 2011, Chapter 4).
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APPENDIX 5.1. LINKING MOOSE ABUNDANCE TO CATCH PER UNIT EFFORT DATA.

In the treatment area, the correlation between hunter success and census population
size is 0.91. These data were collected annually in the treatment area from 2003 – 2010.
The moose population estimate was based on methods outlined in Chapter 3, and %
hunter success was estimated from hunter questionnaires (BC Ministry of Environment
data files).
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APPENDIX 5.2. ESTIMATE OF THE RATE OF DISCOVERY (A) AND HANDLING TIME (TH) FROM
HOLLING’S DISC EQUATION

Solver in MS Excel was used to estimate two parameters, a and Th, based on Holling’s
disc equation. For parameter estimation, moose density was multiplied by 1100 to
represent the actual abundance of moose in the study system, so that a and Th were
directly usable in the difference equations. a and Th were estimated with and without
the “local data” to be used in the different model scenarios (see Methods). Using
Messier’s data, a = 0.0166 and Th = 0.112. Using Messier’s plus the local data: a
=0.0175, Th = 0.111. Using only the local data, a = 0.0416 and Th = 0.135, but a is highly
non‐significant as would be expected with few data and none near the low range. The
solid line predicts the Disc equation kill rate for Messier (1994) plus the local data
collected in the treatment area. For the Type I FR models, Th was set to 0 (by definition),
thus a was estimated to be 0.0041. Note that the data here differ from Chapter 6
because these are based on kill frequency whereas in Chapter 6 an approximate
biomass correction was used.
Messier presented his winter kill rates as moose killed / wolf / 100 d, but scaled this to
an annual rate by multiplying by 3.65, then by 0.71 based on an approximation that
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summer kill rates are lower. I did the same here, so the a and Th parameters are scaled
to an annual rate. It is noteworthy that Vucetich et al. (2011) used the same 0.71 value
to calculate annual PCPRs, and suggested that it represented a suitable approximation
for wolves in Banff and Yellowstone National Parks.
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APPENDIX 5.3: DENSITY DEPENDENT COMPENSATORY PREDATION FUNCTION
In the main analysis predation was either completely compensatory, or
completely additive (Table 5.2). Yet, even though per capita predation rates can take
various forms (density dependent or independent), animals lost to predation can have a
lower impact on the population growth rate at higher prey densities, because animals
lost to predation may be nutritionally mediated (Mech 2007). In other words, a
proportion of predation may be more compensatory and higher prey density, rather
than completely compensatory or not. Vucetich et al. (2005) appeared to show that
wolf predation on elk was completely compensatory, but it is likely that such an effect is
density dependent. To account for this possibility, I used the following equation:
PC = 1.88*MA / (1 – 1.88 * MA * 19.5)
where PC is the proportion of mortality that is compensatory, and MA is moose
abundance. The value 1 was subtracted from PC, and the resultant was multiplied by the
number of deaths due to predation (Table 5.2) to obtain the adjusted predation
number, which was then considered additive. Parameters in the above equation were
estimated using Solver in Excel. For the range of moose abundance observed in the
treatment area from 2003 – 2011, the PC would vary from approximately 0.01 at 400
moose, to 0.08 at 1650 moose.
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL MOOSE REDUCTION TO COUNTERACT PREDATOR‐MEDIATED APPARENT
COMPETITION WITH ENDANGERED CARIBOU

When species colonize new areas, the consequences for native organisms can be
profound, sometimes with positive (Gleditsch and Carlo 2011) but often with negative
impacts caused by competition or predation. An exotic predator can have dramatic
effects on native prey (Smith and Quin 1996), particularly on islands where prey have
evolved few anti‐predator strategies (Sinclair et al. 1998). Similarly, extreme forms of
interference competition can have pronounced and obvious impacts, such as the
invasion of the Eurasian zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha) into North America where
it now dominates available substrate and smothers native bivalves (Ricciardi et al. 1998).
In both cases, the ecological interactions can be severe but straightforward to
document. Interactions involving indirect processes can be much more difficult to
confirm because they are not well explained by simply tracking the abundance of
individuals. One such process is apparent competition (Holt 1977), which can occur
when a novel prey species occupies a new area, stimulating an increase in the
abundance of one or more predator species. The novel prey need not be an introduced
exotic, but may be expanding its range either because of natural or anthropogenic
factors (Dawe 2011). A secondary, but native prey may then become victim of apparent
competition, usually because it is less fecund or less able to escape predation than the
novel prey. The secondary prey can be driven to extinction because there is little or no
feedback to predator numbers, given that predators are sustained by the more
abundant novel prey (Holt 1977, Latham et al. 2011). Identifying this mechanism can be
difficult because the cause of the secondary prey’s decline could be confused with other
indirect interactions such as exploitative competition.
Woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) represent a classic case of
apparent competition, especially the endangered ecotype of mountain caribou that
inhabit the interior rain forests of British Columbia and Idaho. Increases in moose (Alces
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alces) and deer (Odocoileus spp.) are the primary factors leading to the unsustainable
predation rates facing caribou. Recovery options for mountain caribou can be
summarized into three interrelated approaches (Seip 2008). The first is to reduce or
eliminate forest harvesting in caribou range because this activity increases forage for
moose and deer. Forest harvesting also reduces the abundance of arboreal lichens that
are the primary food for mountain caribou during winter. However, the option of
reducing forest harvesting, on its own, will not prevent the imminent extinction of many
caribou subpopulations (Wittmer et al. 2010) because it will take decades for natural
succession to reduce forage for moose and deer. The second option is to directly reduce
predator numbers. In numerous systems this approach has been shown to increase
caribou vital rates and population trend (Bergerud and Elliot 1998, Seip 1992, Hayes et
al. 2003). Predator reduction, however, must be continuous because if the treatment is
stopped, predator numbers recover, as long as their primary prey are still abundant
(Ballard et al. 1987, Hayes et al. 2003). Predator control is also much less acceptable to
the public than it was in the past (Orians et al. 1997, but see Boertje et al. 2010). The
third option involves reducing the primary prey that supports predator populations,
under the premise that this action will indirectly reduce predator numbers.
In 2003, the Wildlife Branch of the BC Government increased moose hunting
permits across a 6500 km2 area, primarily to increase recreational opportunities for
hunters but also to reduce browsing damage to regenerating cedar (Thuja plicata)
plantations (D’Eon et al. 2003). At this point I began working with government managers
and researchers to turn this new policy into an experiment where we could learn about
recovery options for mountain caribou. My goal was to implement some basic
principles of adaptive management, including linking managers and researchers to
identify key treatments and relevant response metrics, consider the appropriate spatial
scales to apply the treatment, predict outcomes using computer simulations, and to
coordinate research across jurisdictions and agencies. One of the contrasts I measured
was a spatial reference area, where a moose reduction was not initiated. Measuring
experimental responses in spatial reference areas are often neglected in broad‐scale
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manipulations (Boutin 1992), but help to distinguish between active vs. passive adaptive
management (Walters and Holling 1990).
The broad hypothesis I tested was whether reducing moose, the wolves’ (Canis
lupus) primary prey, to an ecological target (Chapter 3) would reduce predator
populations and thus positively affect caribou population growth. Although there is
intuitive support for this hypothesis, the life‐history traits of the main species involved
could invalidate this approach as a recovery tool. If predator numbers lag behind the
moose reduction (Mech 1977), then the ratio of wolves to prey would increase, which
could be detrimental to caribou because they would become a higher proportion of prey
available. There is increasing evidence that higher predator to prey ratios translate to
higher per capita predation rates (Vucetich et al. 2011). From a behavioural perspective,
if wolf foraging follows a “disc‐equation” functional response (Holling 1959b, Messier
1994), the prediction would be that as prey are reduced, wolves will spend more time
searching and less time handling their primary prey. More searching time could increase
encounter rates with caribou, leading to an increased predation rate. Thus, not only do
numerical aspects such as predator to prey ratios influence prey vulnerability, but so do
behavioural changes that can alter foraging patterns, and both must be considered to
properly understand the implications of complex and indirect trophic interactions.
I divided this chapter into two sections; the first addresses the numerical
response of moose, wolves, and caribou to increased moose hunting permits. The
second section focuses on changes in wolf behaviour as a result of the treatment, by
addressing their functional response based on kill rates, movement rates, their habitat
overlap with caribou, and changes in wolf diet based on scat analyses.
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CHAPTER 6A
THE NUMERICAL RESPONSE OF WOLVES AND CARIBOU TO AN EXPERIMENTAL MOOSE REDUCTION

Because ecosystems are complex, it is important to understand if management
actions designed to recover threatened species are actually working. Evaluating the
success of these actions usually involves monitoring a population‐level response. At
times, however, it may also be important to ensure the linkage between actions and
responses do fit the mechanistic hypotheses. Ideally, both the ecological processes and
abundance can be measured, but in this chapter I focus on the numerical outcome of
the treatment, and in the subsequent chapter (6b) I describe some of the behavioural
mechanisms underlying why the system responded as it did.
Recent recovery actions across the range of mountain caribou have included
protecting > 2 million hectares of old‐growth forest from logging, closing areas to
snowmobiling, and using “best management” practices for commercial backcountry
recreation. These actions occurred incrementally to existing protected areas such as
Wells Gray Provincial Park and Mount Revelstoke and Glacier National Parks. Yet,
because these management actions do not deal with proximate limiting factors, a
population response from caribou has not been observed nor should it be expected
(Serrouya and Wittmer 2010). Viability analyses suggest that under current conditions,
without any additional habitat degradation, many mountain caribou populations are on
a trajectory to extinction (Wittmer et al. 2010). Clearly this means that manipulating the
abundance of large mammals is needed, and that such actions should be implemented
across the broad spatial scales (Carpenter et al. 1995) that large mammal predator‐prey
systems are known to encompass (Hayes et al. 2003, Mosnier et al. 2008).
I was able to take advantage of a major change in policy that had the potential to
affect the population trend of moose, the dominant ungulate in the system. I evaluated
the hypothesis of whether reducing moose to an ecological target (Chapter 3) would
reduce predator populations and thus positively affect caribou population growth.
Within this broad hypothesis, there were three specific hypotheses, each contingent on
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the previous one: 1) sport hunting could be used to reduce moose to an ecological
target; 2) wolves in the Columbia ecosystem were primarily limited by moose
abundance; and 3) mountain caribou were partially limited by wolf predation.
The ability to use sport hunting to reduce ungulate populations is important
because hunter access and the fecundity rate of the prey species make some cervid
populations resilient to increased hunting (Brown et al. 2000, Lebel et al. 2012, Simard
et al. 2013). To properly test this hypothesis, I had to establish whether any observed
change in moose abundance was caused by the change in policy, or a broader ecological
process such as climate or ecosystem change that can also influence ungulate
population dynamics (Post and Stenseth 1998). A spatial reference area where moose
permits were not increased helped to resolve these potential confounds.
The hypothesis that wolves were primarily limited by moose predicts that
reducing moose will reduce wolf abundance. Descriptive studies from within the study
area suggested that wolf diets were dominated by moose (Stotyn 2008), and across a
variety of ecosystems there is a broad relationship linking ungulate biomass to wolf
abundance (Fuller et al. 2003). However, wolf populations lag, sometimes by many
years, in response to a decline in their primary prey (Mech 1977, Gasaway et al. 1983).
In addition, wolf populations may not track the availability of moose biomass, but
instead respond to the abundance of vulnerable (old) moose (Peterson et al. 1998).
These factors may result in an equivocal relationship between wolf abundance and the
moose reduction treatment, particularly at a local scale.
My final hypothesis was that mountain caribou were limited in part by wolf
predation (Wittmer et al. 2005a), and therefore my prediction was that reducing wolf
numbers would at least reduce the rate of caribou decline compared to before the
treatment and to the spatial reference area. This hypothesis has received support
across many woodland caribou subpopulations, either through manipulation (Seip 1992,
Hayes et al. 2003) or mensurative experiments (Seip 1992, Rettie and Messier 1998,
McLoughlin et al. 2003, Wittmer et al. 2005b, Latham et al. 2011). I also predicted that
caribou recruitment would increase following the treatment, recognizing that caribou
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calves might be killed by bears or meso‐predators to a greater extent than wolves
(Adams et al. 1995, Gustine et al. 2006). Again, these predictions were dependant on
the previous hypothesis, where a reduction in wolves could be achieved by reducing
moose.
In addition to evaluating support for the above hypotheses, a secondary
objective of this chapter was to compare the results of this study to a similar experiment
occurring in central British Columbia (the “Parsnip Study”; Steenweg 2011, Heard 2012),
where moose were also reduced across a broad area to try and recover endangered
mountain caribou. Although the Parsnip Study paralleled my objectives and had some
similar response metrics, it was not treated analytically as a replicate to this study.
Nonetheless, it deserves mention here because of similarities to this study, and it is
another attempt to reduce predators by reducing their primary prey.
STUDY AREA
The study area was located within two major mountain ranges in the interior of
British Columbia, the Columbia and Cariboo Mountains. The treatment area was 6500
km2 whereas the reference was 11500 km2, and they were separated by the Monashee
Mountains, a sub‐range of the Columbias with a maximum elevation of 3274 m. Both
areas were rugged and remote. Half of the treatment area was on the west side of Lake
Revelstoke and accessible only by boat (Fig. 6.1), with very little human presence. In the
reference area there was a major highway and railway, whereas in the treatment area
there was one dead‐end highway with relatively little traffic. Warm summers and cool,
wet winters with excessive snowfall (> 20 m) are typical in the central portion of these
ranges at mid elevations (1800 m a.s.l.) where caribou spend most of the winter. In
valley bottoms (400 – 500 m) snowfall averages 396 cm (n = 100 yr, SD = 120), which is
where most other ungulates and their predators spend the winter. As the snow melts in
summer, moose and deer, along with wolves, bears (Ursus spp.), and cougars (Puma
concolor), spread out in the mountains. As a rough index of moose to deer abundance,
sampling from 17 pellet transects cleared and measured each spring from 2003 to 2011
(Chapter 3) recorded 969 moose and 61 deer pellet groups.
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Below approximately 1300 m, western red cedar and western hemlock (Tsuga
heterophylla) are the typical climax tree species, whereas above this elevation the forest
transitions to Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii) and subalpine fir (Abies
lasiocarpa). Forest age classes are typically bi‐modal, with either old (> 250 yr) or young
(< 40 yr) regenerating stands following harvesting, and relatively little (<15 %) mid‐seral
vegetation. Natural shrub openings occur in avalanche paths, marshes, and at higher
elevation as the forest transitions to alpine areas.
The caribou subpopulations in the treatment area included Columbia North,
Columbia South, and Frisby‐Queest. The latter two each numbered less than 50 caribou
when the moose reduction treatment began, but Columbia North numbered c.150 when
the treatment began (McLellan et al. 2006). In the reference area, caribou
subpopulations were Wells Gray (South) and Groundhog. Although Wittmer et al.
(2005a) considered Wells Gray North and South to be one subpopulation, more recent
analyses revealed limited demographic exchange between these areas (van Oort et al.
2011, Serrouya et al. 2012, Chapter 2), so the comparison was limited to the Wells Gray
South portion (Fig. 6.1) of the larger Wells Gray subpopulation.
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Figure 6.1. Map of treatment (red) vs. reference areas (blue). Caribou subpopulations
are shaded green.
METHODS
To estimate population size, trend, recruitment, survival, mortality causes and
dispersal rates, animals were captured and fitted with VHF or GPS radio collars. Caribou
and moose were captured by aerial net‐gunning, whereas wolves were captured using
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leg‐hold traps and net‐gunning. Net‐gunning was conducted in winter when snow cover
facilitated tracking and minimized the risk of injury to animals, whereas leg‐hold traps
were used in summer for some wolf captures. Captures adhered to BC Provincial
Government and University of Alberta animal care protocols (permit # VI08‐49757, and
690905, 2004‐09D, 2005‐19D).
Animals were monitored every two to four weeks from fixed‐wing aircraft. If an
animal was not found during a monitoring session, the pilot (D. Mair, Silvertip Aviation)
scanned for these animals while en route to other projects centered 150 to 300 km away
in BC and Alberta, flying at a high altitude (> 2500 m) to maximize collar detection. If
the animal was still missing we searched a 50 – 100 km buffer around the study area
using a meandering flight path.
Study design and response metrics
The design was based on an ecosystem‐level perturbation intended to reduce
moose populations in one area (treatment) and compare the results to the reference
area where no attempt was made to reduce the moose population. In the treatment
area, a substantial increase in the number of moose hunting permits began in 2003
(Table 5.1), but no major change in policy occurred in the reference area. The reference
area was larger than in Chapter 5 because the relevant scale in this case was bounded
by the wolf ranges, and the caribou subpopulations that were measured as a response.
In the treatment and reference area I estimated moose population trend, wolf
survival and dispersal, and caribou abundance, trend, and recruitment. In the treatment
area alone, I also estimated wolf abundance, trend, and recruitment, and moose
survival (Table 6.1). Caribou monitoring began in 1992 (summarized in Wittmer et al.
2005a), so I was able to compare population parameters before and after the moose
reduction treatment began, and against the spatial reference area, conforming to a
before‐after control impact (BACI) design. Moose abundance and survival estimates
began in 2003, but trend information based on hunter harvest data could be estimated
in both areas prior to this date. Wolf survival and dispersal comparisons began in 2004,
but abundance estimates began in 2007.
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Table 6.1: Response metrics within the treatment and reference areas.
Metric
Treatment
Reference
Numerical Chapter 6A
Wolf survival and dispersal
Y
Y
Wolf abundance
Y
N
Wolf trend
Y
N
Wolf recruitment
Y
N
Moose trend
Y
Y
Moose abundance
Y
Y
Moose survival
Y
N
Caribou abundance and trend
Y
Y
Caribou recruitment
Y
Y
Functional / Behavioural Chapter 6B.
Functional response: wolf use in caribou
habitat and movement rates
Y
Y
Functional response: wolf kill rates
Y
N
Diet: scat analyses
Y
N
Moose abundance, trend, and survival
Methods to estimate moose abundance and trend were described in Chapter 3
and Serrouya et al. (2011). Briefly, in the treatment area moose abundance was
estimated using stratified random block aerial surveys (Gasaway 1986) and trend was
monitored using annual pellet transects (Serrouya et al. 2011). Catch per unit effort
hunting data were calibrated against these values (Chapter 5) and compared to CPUE
data from the reference area. In the reference area, moose abundance was estimated in
2007 in the northern third of the area (see reference area in Chapter 5), and in the Raft
River in 2009 (Klafki et al. 2009). These two point estimates were not used to estimate
population trend, which was estimated using CPUE data.
Wolf abundance, trend, and vital rates
Wolf survival, dispersal, and cause‐specific mortality rates were compared
between the treatment and reference (Table 6.1). These rates were estimated using the
Heisey‐Fuller method (Heisey and Fuller 1985). To help reduce potential biases
stemming from changing mortality risk throughout the year, I chose 12 risk periods
corresponding to each calendar month. Annual survival rates were calculated from the
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product of the 12 monthly survival rates. Monthly survival rates were calculated by
exponentiating the daily survival partitioned within each month, by the number of days
in that month. Daily survival was calculated as 1 – no. deaths / ∑ of monitoring days in
the corresponding month. With each animal treated as the sampling unit, I
bootstrapped the distribution of animals 2000 times to obtain confidence intervals and
p‐values for survival, cause‐specific mortality rates, and dispersal rates. P‐values were
based on matching each bootstrap iteration from the treatment and reference, counting
the number of times the treatment values were greater, and converting this to a
percentile. I also calculated an effective survival rate by considering a dispersed animal
to be “dead” from the study system. Cause‐specific mortality was separated into five
categories: starvation, road kill, hunting and trapping (combined), predation, and
unknown cause.
I defined dispersal as animals leaving the experimental unit (i.e. the treatment or
reference area) by at least 50 km and not returning by the time the study ended – which
was similar to the definition of dispersal used in the Parsnip study (Steenweg 2011).
However, because the reference unit was substantially larger than the treatment unit,
the opportunity for dispersal in the reference area could be negatively biased.
Therefore, I also quantified a more conservative dispersal rate from the treatment unit,
by simulating an 11.3 km buffer around the treatment unit, which made it as large as
the reference unit. The end result was that in the treatment area wolves would have to
disperse at least 61.3 km from the edge. This adjustment was likely overly conservative,
because the treatment area was bounded by large mountains so if a wolf left this area it
probably reflected an important decision to expend energy and search for resources in a
different area where its primary prey were not declining rapidly. Dispersals included
wolves that may have been lost from monitoring but were subsequently found outside
the study area (sensu Steenweg 2011, Webb et al. 2011) either because they were
harvested or were recaptured by another project. Potential dispersers were also
estimated and included animals whose radio‐signal was lost before the expected end of
the collar’s life span (Mills et al. 2008, Steenweg 2011). Annual dispersal rates were
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calculated independently from the other cause‐specific rates because including
dispersals would have caused a negative bias in the other cause‐specific rates (see
equations in Heisey and Fuller 1985), particularly since emigrants are normally right
censored from analyses. One annual risk period was used to estimate the dispersal
rates.
Wolf abundance and trend were estimated in two ways. From 2008 to 2012 each
valley below 1200 m elevation in the treatment area was surveyed within a short time
frame (2 – 4 days). Surveys began one or two days after a large snowfall, allowing fresh
tracks to be detected and easily counted (van Oort et al. 2009a). Helicopters were used
extensively, but ground work was also done simultaneously along Highway 23, and in
the large drainages on the east side of Lake Revelstoke. Flight paths focussed on areas
where tracks could be easily spotted such as forestry roads, cutblocks and wetlands.
Ground transects were surveyed using snowmobiles or trucks along plowed and
unplowed roads. An attempt was made to locate all wolves in the survey area by trailing
each pack until the group size could be counted or at least estimated from tracks (van
Oort et al. 2009a). The 2007 estimate was based on an integrated count from multiple
data sources over the second half of the winter, including 7 track transects sampled 2 –
3 times, an aerial survey, ground observations, and GPS telemetry for 3 of the 6 packs to
define pack boundaries. The aerial survey was not a complete census but focussed on
counting members of the packs with collared animals and the 3 known packs without a
collared member. This estimate was considered a minimum because only known packs
with territorial animals were enumerated (van Oort et al. 2009a). Because wolves on the
edge of the study area are more likely to move in and out across years, a buffer survey
was also conducted each year. The buffer was variable, with the Red Rock Harbour
surveyed each year, but Encampment creek was surveyed in 2008 and 2012. I report
these values as well to help address uncertainty with regards to population closure.
When trailing wolves, a minimum estimate was always produced. These
estimates were obtained from tracking evidence such as splitting of routes followed, or
from visual observations of the pack. A "maximum" estimate was also recorded which
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provided an upper limit for each pack. The maximum count was more subjective than
the minimum count. Each time we encountered a pack we checked for the presence of
a collared wolf to estimate the proportion of wolves missed during our census. This
method did not produce a sufficient sample to calculate a correction factor, but did
provide an approximate detection rate for the survey method.
Wolf recruitment was estimated only in the treatment area in 2010 and 2011
and was contrasted between a high and a low moose density zone within the treatment
area. Moose density was 2.2‐fold higher in the high zone (0.43 vs. 0.20/km2, summer
density). The objective of this comparison was to determine if this difference in moose
abundance was enough to observe a response in wolf recruitment (sensu Messier
1985a). To estimate recruitment, I placed remotely triggered cameras (Reconyx, Inc.,
Holmen, Wisconsin) within home ranges of wolves that were monitored using GPS
collars. I focused on three wolf packs with existing or recent telemetry data, which
allowed me to estimate the location of denning areas. I also placed cameras along
known travel routes that were near den sites. Three to four cameras were placed within
each territory, and were occasionally moved to help maximize detection of wolves.
Commercial wolf urine and gland lure (Kootenay Brand Lures, Kimberly, BC) was placed
near the cameras to slow wolf movements as they passed by the cameras. Cameras
were checked approximately once per month and lures were refreshed during these
checks. My metric of recruitment was the number of different pups recorded in the
photographs, as a minimum estimate of the number of pups in the pack.
Caribou population trends, abundance, and recruitment
Caribou population and recruitment estimates were compared among treatment
and reference areas, and before and after the moose reduction was initiated. Caribou
censuses were conducted every two years on average, from March to early April when
they were high in the mountains and their tracks in the open snowfields made them
highly visible relative to other times of year and to most other mammals. Their
sightability is positively correlated with snowpack depth (rs = 0.96, p = 0.002; Flaa and
McLellan 2000), with deeper snow enabling them to reach arboreal lichens in the tree
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canopy. When snow depth exceeds 300 cm at 1800 m a.s.l. (which occurs most winters),
sightability is > 90%. In the 1990s, a large sample of individuals marked with radio collars
allowed researchers to correct for missed animals and estimate precision using program
NOREMARK (details in Wittmer et al. 2005a). However, in years when the radiomarked
sample was low (i.e. after 2003), the number of caribou observed was used as the
estimate. In these years, caribou were not counted unless the snow depth reached 300
cm.
Calves were classified as a percent of the population because it was difficult to
obtain adult sex ratios without undue harassment. Ungulate recruitment has high intra‐
annual variability (Gaillard et al. 1998) so there is little reason to believe that serial
autocorrelation is important, and I pooled recruitment data before and after the
treatment, again reducing the need to correct for autocorrelation. Therefore, I used a
linear mixed effects model (LME) to test whether recruitment changed after the
treatment, by creating a dummy variable with two levels (before, after), and evaluated
this effect separately in the treatment and reference area. Caribou subpopulation was
specified as the random effect. Because some populations declined dramatically over
the monitoring period, it may be appropriate to correct for population size when
estimating recruitment, so that estimates from populations with very few numbers carry
less weight. Therefore, I repeated the previous analysis but weighted the model by
population size. Survival rates were not calculated for caribou because they have been
summarized elsewhere (Wittmer et al. 2005a) and sample sizes of collared animals were
too small to compare between treatments after the moose reduction began.
RESULTS
Moose abundance and trend
Following the increased moose harvest in the autumn of 2003 in the treatment
area, the moose population declined by 71 % from 2003 to 2011 (λannual = 0.86; Fig. 6.2).
The average density across the treatment area declined from 1.58/km2 to 0.44/km2.
However, the actual decline likely began 1–2 years after the treatment was initiated
(Fig. 6.2), so before‐after analyses were centered on 2004. The reference area also
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demonstrated a declining moose trend, but the magnitude was much less than the
treatment area. The CPUE data revealed that the slope of decline was more than five
times greater in the treatment compared to the reference area (slopes were –6.88 [–
9.02 to –4.68, 95% CI]) compared to –1.32 (–2.46 to –0.265; Appendix 6.1). Details and
mechanisms of the moose population decline in the treatment area were presented in
Chapter 5.

Figure 6.2. Moose (circles) and wolf (squares) abundance in the treatment area. Error
bars for the moose estimates represent 90% CIs. The upper error bar for the wolf
estimate show the maximum estimate, including a buffer around the treatment area.
The square represents a minimum estimate. Data updated from van Oort et al. (2009a).
Between 1994 and 2003 the moose population was estimated to have doubled
(Serrouya et al. 2011).

Wolf dynamics
From 2004 – 2010, 63 different wolves were captured on 82 separate occasions.
Five wolves were not located after capture and collar failure was suspected in each case
(they were GPS collars) so these animals were not treated as dispersers and were
excluded from analyses. Therefore, 58 wolves were available for survival and dispersal
analyses, 34 wolves in the treatment area and 24 in the reference area, with the sex
ratio evenly split in both areas. This sampling covered 32.4 monitoring years in the
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treatment, and 22.2 years in the reference area. There were 12 mortalities in the
treatment area, but one of these died after dispersing and was not monitored during
the intervening period so it was right censored. Another mortality was the result of a
management removal so it was also right censored. Eight of 34 (23.5%) wolves dispersed
from the treatment area, compared to 2 of 24 (8.3%) in the reference. If the larger
buffer (61.3 km) is considered, then the number of confirmed dispersers from the
treatment is reduced from 8 to 7. One additional wolf left the treatment area by
crossing west over the Monashee mountains and its collar was shed on a remote logging
road, but because it was only 10 km from the edge of the treatment area it was not
counted as a disperser. However, this wolf was documented to be eating very little (see
Pettipeace pack in Chapter 6b) based on kill rate estimates, and may have crossed these
mountains in search of higher moose abundance and could be considered a disperser. If
potential dispersers are included (those whose radio signals were lost unexpectedly),
then 13 of 34 (38.2%) and 6 of 24 (25%) wolves dispersed from the treatment and
reference areas, respectively. These dispersal values are presented as annual rates in
Table 6.2.
In the reference area there were eight mortalities, two of which dispersed prior
to dying (and were right censored for mortality estimation), and no other dispersals
were recorded. Thus, in total, eight animals either dispersed or died from the reference
area. Survival rates for the two areas were similar (0.726 [0.58 – 0.85] vs. 0.757 [0.56 –
0.92]; Table 6.2). In the treatment area, two wolves from separate packs starved and
one was killed by other wolves. Two non‐collared wolves from different packs were also
found to have starved in the treatment area. One was a pup found at the den site of the
collared female that had starved. The other was a subordinate male that starved weeks
after its collared pack‐mate starved. Human‐caused mortality rates (roadkills, trapping
and hunting) summed to 0.243 in the reference area but 0.129 in the treatment area
(Table 6.2).
The 2007 integrated wolf population estimate was 32 as a minimum (van Oort et
al. 2009a), but upon further re‐examination this estimate may not have been a
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minimum because of the time elapsed between the aerial census and track transects.
Based on timing of observations and the wolf GPS data, a minimum of 25 is more likely.
In February and March, while censuses were occurring, the three GPS collared packs
were never recorded crossing each other’s boundaries. Over a 2‐day period, the 3
largest packs (1 collared, 2 non‐collared) were recorded in snow transects, confirming
their separation. One pack was observed with 8 individuals while another was
estimated through tracking to be 6, while a third was seen to be at least 5. It had been
up to 7 earlier in the winter, but 5 was used as a minimum, though these visual
observations were not synchronized. Two other collared packs were reliably counted as
2 each, and a third pack at the southern end of the treatment area was seen on 3
occasions as 2, 3, and 4, so the minimum 2 was used. Therefore, the minimum was
estimated to be 25 (8, 6, 5, 2, 2, 2). This estimate does not include non‐territorial
wolves, which all subsequent estimates do. When the 2007 census is included, there is
a decline in wolf abundance, but if this year is excluded, then there is less evidence of a
decline. The most certain result indicating a decline in wolf numbers is that the
maximum counts from 2009 to 2011 were less than the minimum count from 2007 and
2008. The 2012 estimate suggests an increase. From 2008 – 2012, all collared animals (n
= 7) were recorded during the censuses.
Wolf recruitment was higher in the high moose density zone in both 2010 and
2011 (Table 6.3). Sample sizes were small however (one pack in the high and two packs
in the low zone), so no statistics were performed. In 2011, photos from the end of
September suggested that the eight pups seen in July for the pack in the high density
zone were reduced to four pups. Similarly, the pups seen from the Bigmouth and Red
Rock packs earlier in the summer were absent from photos in September that included
adult wolves.
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Table 6.2: Annual survival, mortality, and dispersal rates (95% CIs) for wolves in the
treatment and reference areas. Effective survival considers animals that dispersed to
have “died” from the area. P‐values were calculated based on a bootstrap comparison
of the difference between the two areas.
Parameter
Treatment
N
Reference
N
P‐value
Survival
0.726 (0.58 – 0.85) 34 0.757 (0.56 – 0.92) 24 0.62
Road kill
0.024 (0 – 0.07)
1
0.082 (0 – 0.21)
2
0.78
Hunt / Trap
0.105 (0.02 – 0.21) 4
0.162 (0.04 – 0.33) 4
0.74
Starvation
0.063 (0 – 0.17)
2
0
0
NA
Predation
0.028 (0 – 0.09)
1
0
0
NA
Unknown
0.053 (0 – 0.13)
2
0
0
NA
Dispersal
0.221 (0.09 – 0.39) 8
0.087 (0 – 0.22)
2
0.08
a
0.333 (0.19 – 0.50) 13 0.239 (0.08 – 0.43) 6
0.20
Dispersal (max)
Survival (effective) 0.513 (0.38 – 0.63) 34 0.586 (0.37 – 0.77) 24 0.73
a
Maximum (max) dispersal considers any animal that disappeared while being
monitored to be a potential dispersal.

Table 6.3. Maximum number of different pups estimated in the treatment area during
the summer months using remote cameras in three different wolf territories within two
zones of moose density. Moose density was approximately 0.43/km2 in the High zone
(H) and 0.20/km2 in the Low zone (L) (summer density estimates).
Photos
Pups
No. cameras Trap
with
Pack
Zone 2010 2011 Sites
nights
wolves
Gothics
H
3
8
7
727
208
b
Bigmouth
L
1
2
6
583
49
a
7
706
158
Red rock
L
0
1
a
This pup was not recorded in the camera traps but was observed alone while deploying
a camera trap along a logging road.
b
This pup was found dead at the den site with its collared mother, which also appeared
to starve.
Caribou abundance and recruitment
The two smaller caribou populations in the treatment area (Columbia South and
Frisby‐Queest) continued to decline after the treatment was initiated (Fig. 6.3). The rate
of decline increased for Columbia South, yet was consistent for Frisby‐Queest (λ = 0.92 –
0.94). The largest subpopulation in the treatment area, Columbia North, increased
following the moose reduction (Fig. 6.3), though that increase was primarily because of
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the 2013 estimate, with 32 additional animals found compared to the 2011 estimate. In
the reference area, the smaller subpopulation (Groundhog) continued to decline, and
the Wells Gray South subpopulation initially appeared to stabilize but a marked
reduction was observed in 2013 (Fig. 6.3).
There was no indication that caribou recruitment improved as a result of the
treatment (LME βbefore = 0.029, SE = 0.03, p = 0.34, n = 27, 3 groups; Fig. 6.4a). The
predicted value of recruitment was 14.6% (before) vs. 12.4% (after), and if the analysis
was weighted by population size then the values changed little, to 13.0 and 15.8%,
respectively. Recruitment improved in the reference area after the treatment began
(LME βbefore = –0.052, SE = 0.02, p = 0.04, n = 19, 2 groups; 14.0% (before) vs. 19.0
(after); Fig. 6.4b), but when population size was accounted for the difference was
negligible (15.4% to 16.7%), likely because the high recruitment value (33%; Fig. 6.4b)
from Groundhog in 2011 was discounted due to its much reduced population size (n = 9;
Fig. 6.3).

λ = 0.90

λ = 0.81
λ = 0.92

λ = 0.95

λ = 1.02

λ = 0.92

λ = 0.93

λ = 0.96

λ = 0.96

λ = 0.97

Figure 6.3. Caribou population estimates for five subpopulations, three in the treatment
area (top row) and two in the reference area (bottom row). The dashed vertical line
represents the beginning of the moose reduction treatment in 2003. Lambda values to
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the left of the dashed line represent the years 1994 to 2004 whereas those to the right
of the line represent the years 2004 to 2013. Data updated from Wittmer et al. (2005a).

Figure 6.4. Caribou recruitment (% calves) within the treatment (A) and reference areas
(B). The vertical line represents when the moose reduction began in the treatment area.
Symbols represent separate subpopulations.
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DISCUSSION
The primary hypothesis tested was that reducing moose abundance to an
ecological target would reduce the caribou’s rate of decline. Within this hypothesis was
a series of nested hypotheses and predictions that also required testing. The first
hypothesis was confirmed: moose were reduced using sport hunting, and two lines of
evidence support this conclusion. First, the population declined at a rate that was 5‐fold
greater than in a spatial reference area where hunting permits were not increased.
Second, by using predator‐prey theory, I contrasted the effects of hunting compared to
predation and found that both factors contributed to the decline, with hunting initiating
the depensatory predation rate observed in the treatment area (Chapter 5). It may seem
intuitive that increasing hunting pressure on a large herbivore would reduce its
abundance, particularly with more females harvested. However, other North American
cervids have been difficult to control using sport hunting (Brown et al. 2000, McDonald
et al. 2007, Simard et al. 2013) because of poor access, urban refuges (Polfus and
Krausman 2012), or high fecundity and immigration rates. Despite the remote nature of
much of the treatment zone with only boat access for ~40% of the area, moose were
successfully reduced using sport hunting. In one of the few other experimental attempts
to reduce overabundant ungulates, Simard et al. (2013) found that white‐tailed deer
were not successfully reduced in replicated 20‐km2 treatments on a predator‐free
island, possibly because of compensatory vital rates or immigration from surrounding
areas. Moose are less fecund than white‐tailed deer, which may explain the discrepancy
between the two systems. Furthermore, my treatment area was much (300 ×) larger,
with less chance of immigration because of the closure imposed by rugged mountain
ranges.
The second hypothesis was that wolves were primarily limited by moose
abundance, with the prediction that reducing moose would reduce wolf numbers.
Ostensibly, this hypothesis appears trivial because of established relationships between
ungulate biomass and wolf abundance (Fuller et al. 2003), but others have proposed
complimentary explanations related to the age or vulnerability of moose (Peterson et al.
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1998), or social constraints within wolf packs that limit wolf abundance regardless of
food availability (Messier 1994, Hebblewhite 2013). Nevertheless, the explicit goal of
controlling wolves by reducing their primary prey has only recently been field tested
(Steenweg 2011). In my case, this hypothesis was also supported, because wolf
numbers declined following the moose reduction. The lack of wolf census data prior to
2007 may weaken this conclusion, as would the absence of trend data from the
reference area. Nonetheless, I identified several mechanisms to explain the reduction in
wolf abundance that support this conclusion. First, the dispersal rate was greater in the
treatment area than the reference area, resulting in a relatively low effective survival
rate. At 0.51, the effective survival rate is lower than the minimum level (0.64)
estimated by Fuller et al. (2003) that is required to maintain a stable wolf population.
These results mirror those from the Parsnip study, which found dispersal to be the
primary wolf vital rate affected by the moose reduction treatment (Steenweg 2011). The
dispersal rate in the treatment area was also greater than what was estimated by Webb
et al. (2011), who reported an emigration rate of 0.13 in an adjacent population in
Alberta. Second, I found evidence of reduced wolf recruitment in areas with lower
moose densities (0.2/km2). Messier (1985a) also found that at moose densities of <
0.2/km2, wolves had difficulty recruiting pups. Third, wolf starvation occurred in the
treatment area for animals that were documented to be eating very little (Chapter 6b).
Finally, the diet analyses also supported the hypothesis that wolves were primarily
supported by moose (Chapter 6b).
Although trappers removed wolves in the area, including a hired trapper who
removed two wolves in the principal survey area in 2008, the overall trapping and
hunting rate (0.11) is low compared to adjacent study populations. In Alberta, Webb et
al. (2011) estimated that a harvest rate of 0.34 had little effect on population trend.
Few wolves are trapped or hunted in the study area because the amount of snowfall
confounds trap sets and thick cover obscures visibility for hunting. Therefore, changes
in wolf abundance can likely be attributed to bottom‐up processes and not intensive
human harvest.
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The prediction that reduced wolf numbers would reduce the rate of caribou
decline relative to spatial and temporal contrasts was not consistently supported. Three
smaller caribou populations continued to decline, regardless of the treatment. A
number of well‐documented mechanisms can negatively affect small populations
including environmental stochasticity and Allee effects (Allee 1931) resulting from
predation, and both of these processes have negatively affected woodland caribou
(Hebblewhite et al. 2010, McLellan et al. 2010).
For the two largest subpopulations (Columbia North and Wells Gray), a modest
increase was observed in the treatment area but a sharp decline in the reference area.
The 2013 population estimate was the main datum accounting for this pattern, with an
increase of 32 over 2011 values in the treatment but a decline of 52 in the reference
area. Clearly sampling variation can affect these interpretations, but I consider the
increase of 32 for Columbia North to be an actual increase, based on higher recruitment
observed during the 2013 census. Also, the 2013 value was a minimum estimate that
was greater than the upper confidence interval of previous estimates (i.e., 2002).
Additional monitoring will be required to determine if these patterns hold.
It is tempting to conclude that the experiment failed because caribou population
growth was not more immediate and pronounced in the treatment area. Several factors
would render this conclusion premature. First, a clear measure of success was that
moose numbers were reduced using a standard change in hunting regulations,
addressing a more ultimate cause of the apparent competition problem, rather than
focussing efforts solely on wolf control. Second, because moose were not reduced to
the target suggested in Chapter 3 (~303 moose), or even to the lower range of the
predicted target (lower 95% CI: 167 moose; Chapter 3), the caribou response may not
have been as strong as anticipated. As the experiment progressed, the BC Government
made a social decision to manage the moose population at 500, terming this a “social
target.” Evidence beyond the statistical analysis in Chapter 3 suggests that prior to the
1940s, moose were at even lower densities and may have been absent from the
Revelstoke area, based on a survey of local residents conducted in the 1980s (Rick
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Bonnar pers. comm.). Detailed reviews from other areas in central and southern BC
(Spalding 1990, Kay 1997, Santomauro et al. 2012) support this speculation. The
precautionary principle (Doak et al. 2008) would suggest reducing moose even lower
than 303 (biological target) or 500 (social target) to hold wolves at lower numbers.
Third, existing wolf densities range between 10 and 22 /1000 km2, still far above
Bergerud’s target of 6.5/1000 km2. Converted to summer densities (3.6 – 7.6/1000
km2), wolf numbers approach Bergerud’s target, but these figures would not include
animals recruited during the summer into autumn. Finally, the theoretical predictions
from Chapter 4 suggested an approximate 10‐year transient phase before the system
would be expected to equilibrate to the lower moose and wolf abundances, suggesting
a delay before a clear caribou response could be observed.
Wolves are highly mobile and fecund, so if their primary prey remain abundant
during a period of wolf control, ingress occurs rapidly (Ballard et al. 1987, Hayes et al.
2003, Mosnier et al. 2008). Therefore, researchers have estimated that at least an 80 %
annual reduction in wolf abundance is required to elicit a response in ungulate
population growth (Hayes et al. 2003). However, if wolf control were to be
implemented in my system, it would likely have to be less intensive and continuous
relative to other areas where their primary prey species was not concurrently reduced
(e.g. Yukon: Hayes et al. 2003; Quebec: Mosnier et al. 2008; Alaska: Gasaway et al. 1992;
British Columbia: Bergerud and Elliott 1998).
Spatial and temporal variation in predation intensity has a major influence on
population dynamics (Creel and Winnie 2005). Predation on adult mountain caribou by
wolves or cougars shifts from predominantly wolves in northern areas to cougars in
southern areas (Wittmer et al. 2005a). Bears are the second highest source of mortality
in each of the southern and northern half of caribou range, but with both areas
combined, they are the primary source of mortality. Furthermore, bears are a major
predator of woodland caribou calves where such studies exist (Adams et al. 1995).
McLellan’s (2011) meta‐analysis across 23 grizzly bear populations revealed that
densities in non‐coastal areas were inversely related to ungulate abundance (meat in
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the diet) and more closely linked to vegetative food, mostly fruit production. Because
the bears’ primary prey is vegetative, I did not expect a numerical response of bears to
the moose reduction treatment. Cougar abundance and diets were monitored
intermittently in the treatment area (Bird et al. 2010) using GPS cluster analyses
(Anderson and Lindzey 2003, Knopff et al. 2009), with moose comprising 5 – 43% of the
individuals’ diet, and the largest male cougar consumed the most moose (Bird et al.
2010). Four caribou were also consumed by a GPS‐collared cougar in one season.
However, detection of cougar predation on radio‐collared caribou only began in the mid
1990s, following the peak and collapse of deer populations (Chapter 4). After this
dynamic, cougar numbers declined and wolf predation on caribou increased (Stotyn
2008). These examples illustrate how conclusions drawn from landscape‐level field
experiments must consider how limiting factors change, often unpredictably, over space
and time (Doak et al. 2008). Nonetheless, by combining what was observed in this and
other case studies (Courchamp et al. 2003, Wittmer et al. 2013), some generalities are
being supported. In the context of apparent competition, high but especially fluctuating
populations of primary prey can enhance extinction risk for rare prey (Chapter 4).
Maintaining lower and thus more stable populations of primary prey is expected to
reduce predator switching and help maintain predators at low numbers.
In addition to this study I am aware of three other experimental attempts to
reduce apparent competition by reducing primary prey: 1) the Parsnip Study, 2) a study
where 25000 domestic sheep were reduced to 2000 to try and recover endangered
huemul deer (Hippocamelus bisulcus) in Patagonia (Wittmer et al. 2013, Wittmer et al.
In press), and, 3) the removal of feral pigs to recover the island fox (Urocyon littoralis)
on the Channel Islands of California (Courchamp et al. 2003), although periodic predator
removal of golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetos) also occurred in that case. In a fourth case,
a serendipitous experiment occurred when extensive poaching of African buffalo
(Syncerus caffer) was linked to reduced lion (Panthera leo) numbers, resulting in a
pronounced increase of impala (Aepyceros melampus; Sinclair 1995). In the Parsnip
study, results were similar to ours, with high wolf dispersal rates, and no evidence of
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improved caribou trend but no marked decline either. In the case of huemul, their
decline was exacerbated as a result of increased predation by foxes (Lycalopex culpaeus)
and pumas (Puma concolor), likely resulting from the abrupt decline in sheep
abundance. These collective findings suggest there has been no consistent response to
reducing primary prey as a recovery tool for species affected by apparent competition.
Such a conclusion will complicate the decision‐making process for management
agencies, but given the important caveats mentioned above, the evidence suggests that
this approach should not be dismissed as an option when used in concert with
addressing other proximate and ultimate limiting factors.
Historical accounts (Spalding 2000, Seip 1992) and population reconstruction
studies (McLellan 2010) suggest that mountain caribou were once at least an order of
magnitude more abundant than they are today. During this period of caribou
abundance, it is possible that the trophic interactions were reversed, where moose were
the victim of apparent competition with wolf predation and harvest by First Nations
(Kay 1997) keeping them at low numbers. Extensive wolf control using poison and
bounties occurred from 1906 – 1962 throughout BC (McLellan 2010), and this along with
climate and ecosystem change made it possible for moose to expand into southern BC.
Whether the caribou‐dominant or moose‐dominant periods represent alternate stable
states is unclear (Beisner et al. 2003), but it is becoming increasingly evident that
returning to the caribou‐dominated system will require exceeding the biological
population targets proposed by Bergerud and Elliot (1986) and Serrouya et al. (2011).
Random processes associated with small populations, Allee effects due to predation
(McLellan et al. 2010, Armstrong and Wittmer 2011), and possibly states with alternate
equilibria governed by density dependent (or depensatory) processes (Carpenter et al.
1999) will make it increasingly difficult to recover mountain caribou populations.
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CHAPTER 6B
BEHAVIOURAL CHANGES OF WOLVES TO AN EXPERIMENTAL MOOSE REDUCTION IN A MULTI‐PREY
SYSTEM: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ENDANGERED PREY

Much of predator‐prey theory is based on Holling’s disc equation, where the
upper limit of a predator’s consumption rate is set by handling time: the time it takes to
capture, ingest, and digest prey. The rate at which this upper limit is reached is dictated
by a second parameter: the instantaneous rate of discovery (Holling 1959a), or the
amount of area covered by the predator per unit time combined with the probability of
success per attack. Together, these parameters describe a specific functional response,
with a pattern of monotonic increase to an asymptote that is equivalent to the inverse
of the handling time. In a simple system with one prey and one predator species, as the
prey become less abundant the basic prediction is that predators will spend a greater
proportion of their time searching and less time consuming their prey.
These simple relationships also apply to systems with more than one prey
species. In the case of apparent competition (Holt 1977), there is often a difference in
abundance between primary and secondary prey. If the primary prey are reduced,
predators will again spend more time searching, possibly increasing predation on
secondary prey as the predators cover more area. The degree of risk will depend on
many factors, but none greater than the numerical response of the predator, because if
it is instantaneous, then the expected predation rate on the secondary prey will decline
(McLellan et al. 2010). However, if there is a lag in the numerical response, or if predator
searching behaviour changes, then the risk to the secondary prey is predicted to
increase. Clearly, there are other factors that can influence the degree of risk among
prey that share common predators, such as the amount of spatial overlap (that can
change substantially among seasons; Stotyn 2008), the probability of dying once
encountered (Hebblewhite et al. 2005) which may differ among prey species (Haber
1977), or different grouping behaviour among prey (McLellan et al. 2010). Nonetheless,
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these processes can still be viewed under the fundamental concept of a predator’s
response to differing resource availability.
The theoretical relationships just described also have applied implications for
conservation. In the case of woodland caribou, elevated predation rates are causing
their extinction as a result of increased apparent competition with abundant moose and
deer (Seip 1992, Wittmer et al. 2005b, Latham et al. 2011). One recovery option for
caribou is to reduce the abundance of moose and deer to indirectly reduce predator
numbers. This option is recently being attempted in several jurisdictions (Courchamp et
al. 2003, Steenweg 2011) as an alternative to direct predator control because the latter
has become less acceptable to the public (Orians et al. 1997); also, predator control is
only a proximate solution. What remains untested is how predator behaviour will be
affected by a reduction of their primary prey, and whether this approach to recovery
will increase or decrease the mortality risk to mountain caribou.
Recently, the concept of the functional response has expanded beyond the
classic definition of a foraging rate (Solomon 1949) to include patterns of habitat use
and selection that may change in relation to available resources (Matthiopoulos et al.
2011). This broader definition has practical utility because it is much easier to collect
information using remotely sensed data sampled intensively with GPS collars, than to
collect information on animal predation events in the field. With this technology we can
make similar predictions relevant to predator‐prey theory, in particular how movement
rates and habitat use (McPhee et al. 2012) may change as the abundance of a predator’s
prey is manipulated. Similarly, the functional response can be evaluated using diet
analyses, by examining how composition changes in relation to the changing availability
of prey (Latham et al. 2011).
During winter, wolves in mountainous systems of western North America are
restricted to valley bottoms where their primary prey, often moose, are most
concentrated. In contrast, mountain caribou are relatively safe from predation during
winter (Jan – April; Appendix 6.2) because they move high in the mountains where they
use the 2 – 5 m snowpack as a platform to access arboreal lichens. In spring and summer
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as the snow melts and moose move upslope, the spatial separation between wolves and
caribou is greatly reduced (Seip 1992, Stotyn 2008; Appendix 6.2). Furthermore, each
summer, the density of moose declines as they spread out into the mountains,
potentially having a major impact on the foraging rate of wolves over a relatively short
time frame. These seasonal patterns have several implications for my work. First,
summer is the relevant season to test concepts related to changing risk to caribou
because it is when variation in wolf foraging patterns are most likely to occur, whereas
focussing on the functional response in winter may have little bearing to how wolves
respond to changing prey biomass (Hayes et al. 2000, Metz et al. 2012). Given that
biomass intake is lower in summer at least in some areas (Peterson et al. 1984, Metz et
al. 2012), this also suggests that wolves are closer to their minimum forage
requirements in summer, and therefore more likely to make decisions that will alter
their foraging behaviour during this season. Finally, it is in summer when caribou are
subject to wolf predation, whereas in late winter such predation is virtually absent
(Wittmer et al. 2005a).
In this chapter, I describe how wolf behaviour changed in relation to the moose
reduction treatment. My primary hypothesis was that the experimental moose
reduction would alter the functional response of wolves by increasing their time spent
searching, thereby increasing predation risk to caribou. My definition of a functional
response included the classic metric of per capita consumption rates, but I also used
broader definitions that included wolf habitat use, movement rates, and diet based on
scat analyses. I evaluated this hypothesis using four predictions, each in the context of
an experimentally reduced moose population. First, I predicted that wolves would
increase their use of caribou habitat during the snow‐free months (i.e. excluding Jan –
April) because wolves are expected to travel more in search of fewer prey. This is the
season when the three species partially overlap and risk to caribou is higher (Appendix
6.2). This prediction does not necessarily imply that wolves are actively switching to
caribou, but that as wolves cover more ground to locate their primary prey (moose),
they will intersect more caribou habitat due to the interspersion between where moose
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and caribou are found. Second, I expected that wolf movement rates would increase as
a result of increased search time (McPhee et al. 2012). In both of these cases I expected
no change in wolf behaviour in a spatial reference area where moose numbers were
comparatively stable. Third, I predicted that per capita wolf consumption rates of
moose would be relatively invariant to the manipulated moose density in winter (Hayes
et al. 2000), but during summer consumption rates would be reduced (Metz et al. 2012).
Finally, I expected that wolf diets would change as a result of the moose reduction with
less moose and more alternate species eaten, and that this shift would be strongest in
summer when wolf consumption is likely most limited (Metz et al. 2012, Knamiller 2011)
in mountainous systems.
My alternate hypothesis was that the wolf functional response is relatively
invariant to prey density, and would be explained by high foraging efficiency, regardless
of season. A high foraging efficiency (i.e. a high value for a in the disc equation) has
been suggested in other large mammal predator‐prey systems (Hayes and Harestad
2000, Nilsen et al. 2009). In this case, I would predict no change in the wolves’ use of
caribou habitat or movement rates as the moose population declined, and this pattern
would be similar to the reference area where the moose population was stable.
Furthermore, moose would dominate the wolf diet independent of moose density.
Finally, the kill rate would be relatively stable across a range of prey density, both in
summer and winter. The implication of the alternative hypothesis is that as primary prey
are reduced, wolves will show little behavioural change in foraging patterns, but at
some very low prey density they either disperse or starve. If this occurs rapidly, there
would be little opportunity to record foraging behaviour during this transient phase, and
similarly, little increase in predation risk to caribou for any extended period.
METHODS
Study design
My design consisted of using spatial and temporal comparisons to estimate how
wolf behaviour changed in response to the experimental moose reduction, with
response metrics summarized in Table 6.1. Diet analyses and kill rates were only
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available in the treatment area, but were recorded over time as the moose population
was reduced. Wolf habitat use and movement rates were based on radio collar
information that was collected in both the treatment and reference area during the
period of moose reduction (Table 6.4). VHF locations were obtained 2 – 4 weeks apart,
but daily sampling was attempted during intensive sampling periods. GPS locations
were obtained every 1 to 3 hr during intensive periods and every 8 hr during the
remainder of the year. Intensive sampling occurred when kill rates were being estimated
in the field (see below). In this ecosystem, caribou undergo a bimodal annual elevational
migration, living at high elevation in late winter (Jan – April), then low elevation in spring
(May – June), high elevation in summer (June – Oct), and low elevation in early winter
(Oct – Jan; Apps et al. 2001). My analyses were stratified according to these four
biological seasons, with the exception of the scat analyses and kill rates, which were
done based on summer and winter (including early and late winter) seasons. Additional
descriptions of the study area were provided in Chapter 6a.

Table 6.4. Sampled wolf packs, time periods and the sampling area (Treatment [T] or
Reference [R]) for the analysis of wolf habitat use and movement rates. N is the total
number of individuals sampled per pack.
Pack
N
Area 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Bigmouth
4
T
X
X
X
X
X
Downie
4
T
X
X
X
X
Gothics
11
T
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Pettipeace 2
T
X
X
Red Rock
2
T
X
X
X
X
X
Adamants
1
T
Avola_Mud 5
R
X
X
X
X
X
Clearwater 1
R
X
X
Moonbeam 3
R
X
X
X
X
Raft
1
R
X
Seymour
1
R
X
Anstey
1
R
X
X
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The functional response based on wolf use of caribou habitat and movement rates
The first prediction involved determining whether wolves changed their use of
caribou habitat, because wolves are expected to search more broadly when their
primary prey become less abundant. To estimate the wolf use of caribou habitat, I
extracted the caribou habitat quality value (i.e. resource selection function; RSF
produced by Apps et al. 2001, 2007) for each wolf telemetry location. This was done for
three seasons when caribou are exposed to wolf predation: spring, summer, and early
winter (Apps et al. 2001, Wittmer et al. 2005a), with the date of each wolf location
corresponding to the appropriate RSF value for each caribou season. The late winter
(Jan – April) is when wolves and caribou are separated so there is almost no wolf
predation during that season (Wittmer et al. 2005a). The caribou RSF ranged in value (p)
from 0 to 1, and was the dependent variable for analysis, but I linearized these values
using ln [p/(1‐p)]. To predict the wolves’ use of caribou habitat, I considered three
covariates including the time since moose reduction began (TSR), the annual change in
moose abundance (absolute value), and timing of spring. Timing of spring influences
animal distribution, particularly in mountainous ecosystems where many animals are
constrained by snow to the valley bottoms during winter, but occupy approximately
three times the area (and thus 1/3 the density) as summer progresses. Therefore, this
factor should be accounted for to understand if there is a shift in habitat use by wolves. I
developed an index of spring snowmelt based on daily snow measurements taken from
an automated snow pillow station at 1850 m elevation within the treatment area (BC
River Forecast Centre 2012, station 2A06P). At this station snow accumulation usually
peaks in early May and averaged 1322 mm (snow‐water equivalent; range 883 – 2113
mm; n = 20 yr). I arbitrarily chose a threshold of 100 mm, and recorded the earliest date
when this value was achieved each spring. The date at which this threshold occurred
varied by 27 days (15 June – 12 July) during my study period (2003 – 2011), and this
variation was not sensitive to alternate thresholds ranging from 50 to 500 mm,
suggesting it was a robust index of when mountainous areas became snow free.
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The annual change in moose abundance and TSR were included as predictors to
directly assess whether the moose reduction treatment affected wolf use of caribou
habitat. I also included a quadratic term for TSR to account for the possibility that the
relationship increased then declined over time. I used model averaging techniques with
seven a priori candidate models based on the three independent factors. These analyses
were conducted using linear mixed effects in R 2.11, where the individual wolf nested
within its wolf pack was specified as a random intercept and the independent factors
were fixed. Model averaging was conducted using the MuMin package (Version 1.6;
Bartoń 2011). Correlations among the fixed effects were also evaluated to eliminate
highly correlated predictors (> 0.70). A likelihood ratio test was performed for each
analysis to determine if the global model provided a significant improvement over the
null model (with the same specified random effects). As a spatial contrast, the above
analyses were also performed in the reference area where moose populations were not
manipulated. The analysis of spring snowmelt was replicated using a snow pillow
station (1E02P) within the reference area.
My second prediction was that at lower moose density, movement rates should
increase as wolves spend a greater proportion of their time searching and less time
handling (McPhee et al. 2012), consistent with what would be expected from the disc
equation. I estimated movement as m/hr using Pythagoras’ theorem to calculate the
distance between sequential locations, divided by the hours between those locations,
but eliminated data that spanned > 24 hrs between locations. Preliminary analyses
suggested that movement rates (m/hr) may not be a relevant metric, but rather the
proportion of long movements would be more appropriate to reflect search rates.
Research in other large mammal systems suggests that animals move short distances
when consuming prey, interspersed by long distances between suitable foraging patches
(i.e. “searching”)(Anderson and Lindzey 2003, McPhee et al. 2012), and that this
measure was more sensitive to resource availability. A histogram revealed that 300
m/hr would be a suitable breakpoint to differentiate between common vs. “long”
movements. Therefore, I used logistic regression to predict the proportion of long
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movements as a function of the moose reduction treatment. The independent factors
were moose abundance, snowmelt, and season (spring, summer, early winter, with late
winter as the reference category), recognizing that females with pups would be
restricted to dens so that this metric may not be relevant in spring and mid‐summer
when wolves tend to be more localized, regardless of prey availability. Snowmelt was
not included in the late‐winter season models because its influence from the previous
spring would not be relevant. I plotted predictions from these models using the
languageR (Baayen 2007) package in R.
The functional response based on kill rates
The third prediction was that kill rates would be invariant to prey density in
winter, but kill rates would be lower in summer (Metz et al. 2012) and most sensitive to
changing prey abundance. In this chapter I use the term kill rate to mean a biomass
adjusted kill or consumption rate. Unfortunately, I did not have summer kill rate data
throughout the moose reduction period, but only from 2009 and 2010. Nonetheless, I
was able to test kill rate as a function of prey density in winter across a 5‐fold range of
moose abundance, and contrast these values with the more recent summer sampling.
This contrast allowed me to characterize whether kill rates were asymptotic (i.e. limited
by handling time) at all times of the year, or whether they varied by season.
I estimated winter kill rates using a combination of snow tracking (Huggard
1993), aerial flights, and clusters of telemetry locations, but in summer relied exclusively
on telemetry clusters. Kill rates based on snow tracking were estimated in 2004, before
downloadable GPS collars were commonly used. In 2005, a combination of snow
tracking and GPS cluster data were used to estimate the kill rate. The 2004 and 2005
data were provided by Stotyn (2008; unpublished data), and used Hebblewhite’s (2003)
ratio‐estimator method to calculate the kill rate. Clusters of telemetry locations have
been used to delineate wolf kill sites since at least 1985 (Messier 1985b), but the advent
of GPS collars has greatly advanced this technique (Anderson and Lindzey 2003, Webb
et al. 2008, Knopff et al. 2009, Metz et al. 2011). I used a time/space clustering program
to identify kill sites (SaTScan; Kulldorff et al. 2005) and tried to investigate clusters that
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potentially included a kill, plus a sample of locations that were unlikely to include a kill
(i.e. single and 2‐point clusters). A minimum of six weeks of monitoring for each pack
and season was the intended sampling period because Hebblewhite et al. (2003)
estimated that at least 25% of the winter should be sampled to obtain precise
estimates, though Knopff (2011) also included 28‐day estimates of cougar kill rates, and
I did so in two cases. In winter, collars were programmed to obtain a location every two
or three hours, and every hour in summer. However, in some cases the sampling period
extended beyond the 1 hr program schedule of the collar, into the three hour program,
and one estimate was based only on 3 hr sampling (but see results). A potential kill in
winter was defined as a meta‐cluster having a minimum of 10 locations within a 400‐m
buffer around a single location in a 4‐day period. A meta‐cluster was a group of clusters
that overlapped in a 4‐day window. The value 10 was chosen because it was the
minimum value where a moose kill was found, based on preliminary fieldwork where 54
meta‐clusters were visited and 16 calf or adult moose kills were detected (mean number
of locations where a moose kill was found = 17.6, median = 16.5, range = 10 – 26; van
Oort et al. 2009b). In summer, a sample of 174 clusters that had 6 hrs or less of wolf use
revealed that 1.1 % (N = 2; 1 beaver, 1 moose) of these contained a kill. Therefore, the
target was to visit samples that had 6 or more hr of use, but we also sampled smaller
clusters and single locations.
SaTScan parameters were set to identify clusters for locations that were ≤ 300 m
apart from each other within a maximum of 4 days apart from successive locations, as
suggested by Webb et al. (2008). Prior to 2010, a similar algorithm was programmed in
MS Excel (van Oort et al. 2009b). Cluster centers as well as individual locations were
loaded into hand‐held GPS units with the majority of sites accessed from the ground,
although nine days of helicopter time were used to locate the most remote clusters. We
navigated to the cluster centre, then to each telemetry location. If the kill was still not
found, then a buffer of at least 100 m from the outermost locations of the clusters was
searched. The GPS track file was on and examined while searching to help field crews
ensure that the area was well covered. For 10 % of kills included in the kill rate, we
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were unable to do field verification so I used equation 5 in Webb et al. (2008) to
determine if the cluster was a large‐mammal kill, and if so, considered this an adult
moose kill (Webb pers. comm.).
Pack cohesion varies throughout the year (Peterson et al. 1984, Messier 1985b)
but is lowest in summer (Metz et al. 2011). Metz et al. (2011) found that summer kill
rates would be underestimated by 32% had cohesion not been accounted for. However,
cohesion was weakest for larger packs (> 10), but nearly 100% for packs of five or less
during winter. Similarly, Jedrzejewski et al. (2002) found that cohesion was greater for
smaller packs in both summer and winter, and noted that packs of two were always
hunting and feeding together. Packs in the treatment area were most often < 5 adults
(four of 11 winter kill rate estimates were based on packs of > 5 [6, 6, 7, and 8]), and
never exceeded four adults when summer kill rates were recorded. Four of seven
summer kill rate estimates were obtained from packs of less than 3 adults. Therefore,
although I did not conduct a formal cohesion analysis (Metz et al. 2011), the small packs
in the treatment area would have minimized the biases identified by Metz et al. (2011).
Nonetheless, I applied the 32% correction factor to summer kill rates for the seasonal
kill rate comparison, in addition to conducting this analysis with the uncorrected values.
For the reasons mentioned above, I consider 32% to be conservative.
I focussed summer sampling from July to September, though sampling for one
pack began in early June. Sampling later in summer was done to avoid difficulties with
sampling ungulate neonates, and to sample the period when ungulates would be at a
lower density as a result of expanding their range into the mountains (Appendix 6.2).
This would provide a strong contrast to the winter season, when primary prey densities
were much more concentrated. Pack sizes were estimated during aerial telemetry flights
and with bed counts, but in 2010 and 2011 I also deployed infra‐red cameras (Reconyx
Inc., Holmen, Wisconsin) to assist with pack enumeration in winter but especially
summer when wolves are more difficult to spot. Cameras were placed near den sites or
typical wolf travel routes. I accounted for pups in the summer pack size estimates using
the biomass equivalent of pups to adults, which was one of the methods proposed by
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Metz et al. (2011). Pack size is needed to correct consumption rates to a per wolf basis,
but also to be included as a covariate because it has been found to be an important
influence on per capita kill rate (Messier 1985b, Hayes et al. 2000). The summer pack
structure in this area appeared to be unstable relative to others reported in the
literature (but see Messier 1985a), likely because their primary prey were declining
rapidly. Several of the smaller packs (Bigmouth, Pettipeace, and Red Rock) that lived in
the lower moose density areas appeared to share or scavenge kills at the edge of their
range, even attending kills at the same time. In certain cases for summer clusters, I
deemed it appropriate to divide the kills between these wolves, rather than assign them
completely to one pack or another. I recognize that this was subjective, but should not
affect population‐level comparisons among seasons. In certain cases I also assigned
biomass to other scavenges, for example if it appeared that a wolf had been displaced
by a bear, I reduced the biomass assigned to the wolf.
To compare summer vs. winter biomass, the kill rate was estimated as the
number of moose equivalent kills/wolf/100 d. In the treatment area, moose make up
the dominant prey of wolves in both biomass and frequency in summer and winter
(Stotyn 2008); in summer, however, moose calves and alternate species comprise a
greater proportion of wolf diets. Therefore, I converted prey to moose equivalent units,
based on estimates from Knopff (2010, Table 4.2) for juvenile ungulates sampled from
July to September and from December to March. Adult moose were considered 65%
consumable (Hayes et al. 2000). I did not differentiate sexes between adult moose, to
facilitate population dynamics modelling (Chapter 5). Beaver and porcupine were
treated as 1/15th of a moose. This was based on the assumption that a < 20 kg mammal
would be 90% consumed. Calf ungulate prey sampled in summer were converted to
adult moose units assuming that they were 90% consumed. Although these conversions
are simplifications, they were nonetheless suitable to test the predictions I outlined.
In addition to kill rates, prey density estimates are required to calculate the
wolves’ functional response. To estimate the moose density within each pack’s territory,
I calculated the proportion of wolf telemetry locations in pre‐defined moose density
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strata based on the methods of Gasaway (1986; see details in Chapter 3). These
proportions were multiplied by the estimated moose density in each strata, adjusted by
each annual moose population estimate, to obtain a moose density estimate for each
wolf pack for each season and year.
To determine how kill rate varied with prey density and season, I compared the
level of support among four different functional response models, using both winter and
summer data: Type 0 (kill rate does not vary with prey density), Type I (increases linearly
with prey density, no handling time constraint), Type II (Disc equation, increases
monotonically to the handling time limit), and a ratio‐dependent Type II (increases
monotonically but as function of the ratio of prey to predators). These were evaluated
by specifying the mechanistic equations using non‐linear mixed effects with package
nlme in R 2.11, with wolf pack as the random effect. AIC was used to discriminate
among competing models. Start values for optimizing parameters (a, Th) for the nlme
package were estimated using the non‐linear nls function in R (which ignores the effect
of pack). Because there were limited data, I could not incorporate the effect of season
into this non‐linear mixed‐effects analysis, so then considered season by repeating the
previous analysis in summer and winter, to determine if prey density influenced kill
rates in each season. Finally to contrast the relative importance of season, moose
density, or pack size at explaining kill rate, I used linear mixed effects, again with pack as
the random effect. In this case, because the effect of season was an explicit contrast, I
repeated the analysis with and without the 32% correction factor for summer kill rates.
Changes in diet based on wolf scat analyses
My fourth prediction was that wolf diets would shift from moose to alternate
prey as moose abundance was reduced, and that this effect would be strongest in
summer when wolf foraging is most constrained, and hibernating prey became
available. Wolf diets were estimated by collecting scats only in the treatment area. My
design in this case provided two contrasts, spatial and temporal. The temporal contrast
consisted of comparing wolf diets during the high phase of moose abundance (2004 –
2005; 1.1 – 1.5 moose/km2, Fig. 6.2), to the lower phase (2008 – 2010; 0.4 – 0.6
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moose/km2). The spatial contrast was to compare summer diets from 2008 – 2010 from
areas of high moose density (the Goldstream Valley 0.43/km2; summer densities), to
adjacent areas where moose densities were 2.2‐fold lower (0.2/km2 summer densities).
The spatial contrast was done to further discern if diets were affected by differential
abundance of their primary prey (Messier 1985a), and to determine if there was an
association with the wolf recruitment estimates reported in Chapter 6a. The
recruitment comparison (Chapter 6a) made use of the same spatial contrast (High vs.
Low moose density) described here.
Scats were collected at wolf kill, den, and rendez‐vous sites, but also while
travelling along roads or trails throughout the study area, or while walking hundreds of
kilometers off roads while doing systematic moose pellet sampling (Serrouya et al.
2011), hiking to wolf kill sites, or snow trailing ungulates and wolves as part of related
research (Serrouya et al. 2007). Steenweg (2011) found that scats collected at den and
rendez‐vous sites differed significantly in composition from those collected along roads,
and suggested that systematic transects would provide the most objective method of
characterizing wolf diets. Using a combination of approaches likely minimized sample
bias, but I also restricted the analyses to two scats per kill site to avoid over‐
representing those prey (usually moose) in the sample.
Some hair samples are difficult to distinguish, particularly among calf ungulates.
Genetic tests were performed at Wildlife Genetics International to validate prey
composition for ambiguous samples. Juvenile deer and caribou may be confused, but it
is important to differentiate these two species. Genetic tests could not be performed on
hair follicles, which are relatively rich in DNA, because they get digested in the wolf’s
stomach, but instead had to be done on hair shafts using mitochondrial DNA for species
identification (David Paetkau, unpublished methods). To my knowledge this is one of the
first attempts to use DNA to validate prey composition in studies of wolf scats.
Scats were autoclaved for 90 minutes at 120o C to kill any Echinococcus
granulosus and E. multilocularis eggs. Scats were then individually washed to separate
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fecal matter from hair, plant cellulose, bones, rocks, conifer needles and cones. These
scats were then dried and frozen until microscopic analyses were conducted.
Microscope analysis
Scats were dissected completely to reveal different hair types, bone fragments,
hoof or dew‐claw remains and plant matter. Twenty hairs were randomly chosen from
each scat and placed onto a slide with double‐sided tape. A compound light microscope
at 100 × magnification was used to examine the microstructure of each hair, including
the basal configuration, length, diameter, colour‐band patterns and medulla pattern
(Kennedy and Carbyn 1981, Moore et al. 1974, Jones et al. 2009). Examining these hair
characteristics at this power was often sufficient to identify some genera such as
leporids, marmots, beavers, squirrels, and bears, and separate them from cervids
(Kennedy and Carbyn 1981, Moore et al 1974, Jones et al. 2009). Once the probable
genus was identified, a few intact hairs, preferably guard hairs, were selected from the
scat and imprinted onto a slide. To identify cervid species, the imprint of the hair’s
cuticle scale pattern was examined at 400 × magnification, though white‐tailed and
mule deer could not be confidently differentiated. Juvenile cervids less than 5‐months
old could be differentiated from adults based on the medulla structure and guard hair
diameter (Kennedy and Carbyn 1981, Jones et al. 2009). Photographs and
measurements of the microscopic image of ambiguous hairs were sent to colleagues at
the University of Alberta for a second opinion. Scat bags were labelled with a sample ID
only, so that the person doing the scat analyses had no prior knowledge of location,
time period or seasons associated with each sample.
I used G‐tests (P. Hurd, unpublished R script) to compare the proportion of wolf
diet items in wolf scats among temporal and spatial contrasts, but I also bootstrapped (n
= 1000) each distribution using the scat as the sample unit to contrast differences
among individual prey items. All analyses were performed in R 2.11.
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RESULTS
The functional response based on use of caribou habitat and movement rates
For the three seasons of analysis, I collected 18,974 locations on 24 different
wolves across six packs in the treatment area, whereas in the reference area I had 6,942
locations on 12 wolves also from six packs. These data were collected from 2004 to
2011 and from 2005 to 2010 for the treatment and reference areas, respectively (Table
6.4). Each pack included at least one wolf fitted with a GPS collar. There were fewer
wolves included in this analysis compared to the survival estimates (Chapter 6a) because
I eliminated animals that contained fewer than 10 locations, which were usually wolves
fitted with VHF collars or those that died or dispersed from the study area.
In the treatment area wolves increased their use of caribou habitat as the moose
reduction progressed, and this pattern occurred during the spring, summer, and early
winter seasons. This effect diminished with time, as explained by the negative TSR2
term (Tables 6.5 – 6.7). Snowmelt was also an influential factor because earlier springs
were correlated with increased use of caribou habitat (Table 6.5 – 6.7). Predictably, the
annual change in moose abundance was correlated with TSR, but this correlation varied
from 0.24 for spring, to 0.50 for summer, and 0.10 in early winter, so I retained both TSR
and change in moose abundance in the models. There was little discrimination between
the effect of snow melt and the treatment factors (i.e. TSR or the change in moose
abundance), based on similar AIC weights among those factors. Snowmelt was not
consistently correlated with TSR (0.07, ‐0.28, 0.10, for spring, summer, and early winter,
respectively), suggesting reasonable independence between these predictors. The effect
of TSR on wolf use of caribou habitat was strongest for spring, and weakest for the
summer season (Fig. 6.5). For all three seasons, the likelihood ratio test revealed that
the global model was a significant improvement over the null model (Spring: L‐ratio =
162.6, p <0.001 ; summer: L‐ratio = 64.0, p <0.001; early winter: L‐ratio = 75.6, p
<0.001).
In the reference area, wolf use of caribou habitat in spring was unaffected by
TSR, the change in moose abundance in that area, or snow melt (all p > 0.30). During
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summer the change in moose abundance was highly correlated with TSR (0.99), so the
former was excluded from the analysis. There was a positive effect of TSR on wolf use of
caribou habitat for the global model, but the model‐averaged parameter estimate
slightly overlapped 0 (Table 6.8), and the L‐ratio test suggested a marginal improvement
over the null model (L‐ratio = 8.4, p <0.04). Furthermore, by predicting the coefficients
for the summer season, it is apparent that the magnitude of this effect was small
relative to any season in the treatment area (Fig 6.5). In early winter, the only
significant factor was TSR but the coefficient was negative (Table 6.9), meaning that
wolves used less caribou habitat over time in the reference area.
Wolf data from the treatment area began one year before and ended one year
after the reference data (Table 6.4), so to investigate the possible effect of these extra
years, I removed the data from 2004 and 2011 and repeated the analysis in the
treatment area. The results changed somewhat, but the multi‐model averaged
coefficient for TSR during summer was still positive, though weaker (β = 0.74 compared
to β = 1.76 for the full data set), and unconditional CIs overlapped 0 slightly (–0.072 to
1.56). The top model contained only TSR, was 1.9 AIC units higher than the next model,
and its effect was highly significant (β = 0.90, p < 0.001). The spring and early winter
results were similarly robust to excluding the 2004 and 2011 data but like the summer
season, the strength of the relationship was less pronounced, as expected with a
reduced sample size.
The analysis of wolf movement rates included more telemetry locations because
the late winter season was included (26678 locations in the treatment and 10258 in the
reference areas). Analyses with m/hr as the dependent were not revealing, with most
analyses producing non‐significant results. However, using long movements (>300 m/hr)
as a binary response, the effect of season was significant in both the treatment and
reference areas, with the most long movements occurring in summer (Appendix 6.3).
Therefore, each season was analysed separately, and in the treatment area, results were
mixed, with movements in spring unaffected by moose density (Table 6.10). However,
in early winter, there were more long movements as moose declined, but in late winter
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and summer long movements were positively linked to moose density (Tables 6.11 –
6.13). However, the likelihood ratio test indicated that only the early winter and late‐
winter models were significant improvements over the null model. Yet, the magnitude
of the effect was strongest in early winter, where the proportion of long movements
was about 10 % when there were many moose, compared to 40 % when there were
fewer moose (Fig. 6.6).
In the reference area snowmelt and the moose abundance index were correlated
(>0.90) so I retained the moose index in the analysis. As with the treatment area, in
spring movements were unaffected by moose density (p = 0.34). Summer movements
were also not significant (p = 0.69), but in early and late winter, there were more long
movements with fewer moose (Tables 6.14, 6.15), even though the moose population
was more stable compared to the treatment area (Appendix 6.1).

Table 6.5. Averaged coefficients for parameters used to predict the wolf use of caribou
habitat (i.e. a caribou RSF value linearized to ln[p/(1‐p)]) for the spring season in the
treatment area, 2004 ‐ 2011. Linear mixed effects models were used with random effect
as wolf (N=21) nested within pack (N=5). The effect of TSR and TSR2 is represented in
Fig. 6.5.
Parameter
Coefficient Adjusted SE Lower CI Upper CI AICω
Intercept
‐12.60
1.87
‐16.30
‐8.92
Snowmelt
‐0.19
0.03
‐0.24
‐0.13
1.00
Moose change
0.012
0.001
0.009
0.015
1.00
TSR
3.93
0.63
2.70
5.17
1.00
2
TSR
‐0.19
0.06
‐0.31
‐0.08
0.98
Snowmelt, date when the snowpack decreased to <100mm snow‐water equivalent. An
index of spring onset.
Moose change, annual change in moose abundance.
TSR, Time since moose reduction (years). Squared term is also included.
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Table 6.6. Averaged coefficients for parameters used to predict the wolf use of caribou
habitat (i.e. a caribou RSF value linearized to ln[p/(1‐p)]) for the summer season in the
treatment area, 2004 ‐ 2011. Linear mixed effects models were used with random effect
as wolf (N=22) nested within pack (N=5). The effect of TSR and TSR2 is represented in
Fig. 6.5.
Parameter
Coefficient Adjusted SE Lower CI Upper CI AICω
‐7.13
1.62
‐10.30
‐3.96
Intercept
‐0.25
0.06
‐0.36
‐0.13
Snowmelt
1.00
‐0.004
0.004
‐0.01
0.0003
Moose change
0.72
1.76
0.60
0.58
2.93
TSR
1.00
‐0.03
0.05
‐0.14
0.08
TSR2
0.39

Table 6.7. Averaged coefficients for parameters used to predict the wolf use of caribou
habitat (i.e. a caribou RSF value linearized to ln[p/(1‐p)]) for the early winter season in
the treatment area, 2004 ‐ 2011. Linear mixed effects models were used with random
effect as wolf (N=19) nested within pack (N=5). The effect of TSR and TSR2 is
represented in Fig. 6.5.
Parameter
Coefficient Adjusted SE Lower CI Upper CI AICω
Intercept
‐5.51
1.25
‐7.97
‐3.05
Snowmelt
‐0.06
0.02
‐0.09
‐0.03
1.00
Moose change
‐0.001
0.001
‐0.002
0.000
0.90
TSR
1.76
0.29
1.19
2.33
1.00
TSR2
‐0.11
0.03
‐0.17
‐0.05
1.00
Table 6.8. Averaged coefficients for parameters used to predict the wolf use of caribou
habitat (i.e. a caribou RSF value linearized to ln[p/(1‐p)]) for the summer season in the
reference area, 2005 ‐ 2010. Linear mixed effects models were used with random effect
as wolf (N=11) nested within pack (N=5). The effect of TSR and TSR2 is represented in
Fig. 6.5.
Parameter
Coefficient Adjusted SE Lower CI Upper CI AICω
Intercept
‐8.93
2.06
‐13.00
‐4.89
Snowmelt
‐0.04
0.08
‐0.20
0.11
0.41
TSR
2.83
1.61
‐0.32
5.98
0.96
2
TSR
‐0.39
0.29
‐0.97
0.18
0.76
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Table 6.9. Averaged coefficients for parameters used to predict the wolf use of caribou
habitat (i.e. a caribou RSF value linearized to ln[p/(1‐p)]) for the early winter season in
the reference area, 2005 ‐ 2009. Linear mixed effects models were used with random
effect as wolf (N=9) nested within pack (N=4). The effect of TSR and TSR2 is represented
in Fig. 6.5.
Parameter
Coefficient Adjusted SE Lower CI Upper CI AICω
Intercept
0.72
2.06
‐3.31
4.76
Snowmelt
0.03
0.04
‐0.06
0.11
0.48
Moose change
‐0.0004
0.001
‐0.003
0.002
0.14
TSR
‐2.16
0.71
‐3.56
‐0.76
1.00
TSR2
0.05
0.09
‐0.12
0.21
0.34
Snowmelt, date when the snowpack decreased to <100mm snow‐water equivalent. An
index of spring onset.
Moose change, annual change in moose abundance.
TSR, Time since moose reduction (years). Squared term is also included.
Table 6.10. Coefficients for parameters used to predict the proportion of long wolf
movements using logistic regression for spring in the treatment area. Wolves were
nested in packs as mixed effects (wolves = 15, pack = 5). The deviance for this model is
3515, and for the null model is 3520, and the likelihood ratio test indicated no
improvement over the null.
Parameter
Estimate Std. Error
z value
P‐value
Intercept
‐0.41
0.27
‐1.52
0.13
Moose density
0.16
0.26
0.62
0.54
Snowmelt
‐0.02
0.01
‐1.91
0.06
Snowmelt, date when the snowpack decreased to <100mm snow‐water equivalent. An
index of spring.

Table 6.11. Coefficients for parameters used to predict the proportion of long wolf
movements using logistic regression for summer in the treatment area. Wolves were
nested in packs as mixed effects (wolves = 16, pack = 5). The deviance for this model is
16405, and for the null model is 16409, and the likelihood ratio test indicated no
improvement over the null (p = 0.13).
Parameter
Estimate Std. Error
z value
P‐value
Intercept
‐0.88
0.23
‐3.85
<0.001
Moose density
0.41
0.20
2.01
0.04
Snowmelt
0.004
0.01
0.28
0.78
Snowmelt, date when the snowpack decreased to <100mm snow‐water equivalent. An
index of spring.
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Table 6.12. Coefficients for parameters used to predict the proportion of long wolf
movements using logistic regression for early winter in the treatment area. Wolves
were nested in packs as mixed effects (wolves = 12, pack = 5). The deviance for this
model is 3901, and for the null model is 3945 and the likelihood ratio test indicated an
improvement over the null (Χ2 = 44.3, P<0.001).
Parameter
Estimate Std. Error
z value
P‐value
Intercept
1.45
0.47
3.09
0.002
Moose density
‐1.99
0.45
‐4.38
<0.001
Snowmelt
‐0.07
0.01
‐5.71
<0.001
Snowmelt, date when the snowpack decreased to <100mm snow‐water equivalent. An
index of spring.

Table 6.13. Coefficients for parameters used to predict the proportion of long wolf
movements using logistic regression for late winter in the treatment area. Wolves were
nested in packs as mixed effects (wolves = 19, pack = 6). The deviance for this model is
10156, and for the null model is 10169 (Χ2 = 13.5, P < 0.001).
Parameter
Estimate Std. Error
z value
P‐value
Intercept
‐1.27
0.16
‐7.90
<0.001
Moose density
0.75
0.20
3.68
<0.001
Table 6.14. Coefficients for parameters used to predict the proportion of long wolf
movements using logistic regression for early winter in the reference area. Wolves
were nested in packs as mixed effects (wolves = 7, pack = 4). The deviance for this model
is 2239, and for the null model is 2250 (Χ2 = 11.2, P = 0.001).
Parameter
Estimate Std. Error
z value
P‐value
Intercept
0.08
0.21
0.39
0.69
Moose density
‐2.27
0.54
‐4.19
<0.001
Table 6.15. Coefficients for parameters used to predict the proportion of long wolf
movements using logistic regression for late winter in the reference area. Wolves were
nested in packs as mixed effects (wolves = 9, pack = 6). The deviance for this model is
4291, and for the null model is 4303 (Χ2 = 12.1, P < 0.001).
Parameter
Estimate Std. Error
z value
P‐value
Intercept
0.35
0.34
1.02
0.31
Moose density
‐2.83
0.79
‐3.60
<0.001
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A)

B)

Figure 6.5. Wolf use of caribou habitat (i.e. a caribou RSF value (Apps et al. 2001)), as a
function of the time since moose were reduced in the treatment area. Model averaged
parameters from Tables 6.5 – 6.8. Panel A) Summer season for the treatment and
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reference area: each line represents a wolf as predicted from the mixed effects model
(Tables 6.6, 6.8), with wolf (nested within packs) as the random effect. Panel B)
Prediction for the treatment and reference areas, averaged across all wolves. Only
season/treatment combinations with a significant effect are shown, and where the
effect of TSR was positive. The reference area had a significant effect of TSR in summer,
but its magnitude was small compared to the treatment area.
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A.

Late winter

Early winter

B.

Late winter
Early winter

Figure 6.6. Predicted proportion of wolf movements that were “long movements”, as a
function of moose density, in A) the treatment area, and B) the reference area. Only
seasons with significant effects are shown. See tables 6.10 – 6.15.
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The functional response based on kill rates
We visited the remains of 247 prey, 131 in winter and 116 in summer, though 16
of these were located just outside the primary treatment area. Moose remains were
found at 204 (82.6 %) sites, followed by deer (Odocoileus spp; 4.0%), beaver (Castor
canadensis; 3.6%), wolf (0.8%), bear (0.8%), marmot (0.8%; Marmota caligata and
porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum; 0.8%). One mountain goat was found at a kill site. The
remains of unknown prey were found at 13 sites, but most unknown kills consisted of
old bone fragments and likely reflect scavenging. Two clusters were caused by trappers’
bone piles or baits. Less than half the total kills investigated could be used for kill rate
estimation (many kills were from short sampling sessions from wolves that dispersed or
died, or were sampled outside the intended sampling seasons). Based on these data, a
total of 17 kill‐rate estimates were collected from six wolf packs, 11 in winter and six in
summer. An additional estimate was calculated for summer based on the collar with 3
hr intervals, but was excluded because of the relatively long fix intervals compared to
other studies (Metz et al. 2011, Knamiller 2011; though 16 kills were recorded including
eight neonates over 81 days). Two estimates are provided for the Gothics pack in 2010
because GPS collars indicated a long‐term split between members for the late summer
and fall. Sampling sessions for estimates of kill rates averaged 46.9 days (range 29 – 82).
Kill rates were collected across a 30‐fold difference in moose density (Fig. 6.7), from 0.1
to 3.0/km2, but this range was narrower for summer (0.1 – 0.3/km2) than winter (0.6 –
3.0/km2). The wolf with the lowest summer kill rate eventually left the treatment area,
and packs with the next two lowest kill rates (Fig. 6.7) included four wolves that starved
(three adults, two of which were collared, and one pup) the same summer that kill rates
were estimated (Table 6.2).
With both seasons combined, kill rates were dependent on prey density and
limited by handling time, indicating that a Type II functional response was a plausible
explanation (Fig. 6.7), but the Type 0 functional response was the most parsimonious
representation of the data (Table 6.16). When data were restricted to the winter
season, kill rates were invariant to prey density, with the Type 0 functional response
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being clearly the most supported (Table 6.17, Fig. 6.7). There were insufficient data to
repeat this analysis for the summer season.
The final approach was to use linear mixed models to contrast the effect of
season with key factors that can affect the functional response, namely prey density and
pack size. With uncorrected summer values, this analysis revealed that season was the
best predictor (Table 6.18), with winter having higher kill rates (Fig. 6.7). However,
using corrected summer kill rate values (sensu Metz et al. 2011), the difference between
winter and summer kill rates was obviously diminished because of the positive effect
that the correction factor had on summer kill rates, and no relationships were significant
(P > 0.15).

Figure 6.7. Wolf kill rates (biomass adjusted) as a function of moose density in the
treatment area, 2004 – 2011. Moose abundance was experimentally reduced from 1650
to 480 during this time period.
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Table 6.16. Functional response models to explain kill rates for winter and summer data
(combined) in the treatment area. Non‐linear mixed effects models were used to
estimate the attack rate (a) and the handling time (Th), with wolf pack as the random
effect. Standard errors are in brackets.
Model
df AICc a (se)
P‐value Th (se)
P‐value
Type 0
11 45.4 NA
NA
1.61(0.29)
<0.001
Type I
11 59.8 1.86 (0.48) 0.002
NA
NA
Type II
10 50.6 11.1 (5.2)
0.06
0.37 (0.06) <0.001
Type II ratio 10 57.0 56.8 (54.2) 0.32
0.43 (0.09) <0.001
Table 6.17. Functional response models to explain kill rates for the winter season in the
treatment area. Non‐linear mixed effects models were used to estimate the attack rate
(a) and the handling time (Th), with wolf pack as the random effect.
Model
df AICc a (se)
P‐value Th (se)
P‐value
Type 0
7
24.0 N/A
N/A
2.27(0.15)
<0.01
Type I
7
43.3 1.84 (0.50)
0.01
N/A
N/A
Type IIa
Type II ratioa
a
The nlme package could not solve these equations. The lack of a numerical solution
suggests that these models were not supported given the limited data.
Table 6.18 Linear mixed effects model used to explain wolf kill rates in the treatment
area (See Fig. 6.7).
Using corrected summer values (x 1.32) renders all effects non‐significant.
Parameter
Intercept
Moose density
Season
(Winter)
Pack size

Estimate SE
0.96
0.32
‐0.30
0.31

DF
8
8

t‐value
3.02
‐0.96

p‐value
0.02
0.37

1.15
0.13

8
8

2.84
1.26

0.02
0.24

0.41
0.10
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Figure. 6.8. Frequency of occurrence of prey items in wolf scats across two time periods and two seasons in the treatment area. Item
preceded by a “J” indicates a juvenile. The moose density was c. 3 × greater during the 2004‐05 time period. Error bars are
bootstrapped 95% CIs. Sample sizes are shown in brackets.
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Figure 6.9. Frequency of occurrence of prey items in wolf scats from 2008 – 2010 in the treatment area, stratified by zones of two
different moose densities. Items preceded by a “J” indicates a juvenile. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs. Sample sizes are shown
in brackets.
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Changes in diet based on wolf scat analyses
For the temporal contrast (2004 – 2005 vs. 2008 – 2010), 267 scats were
collected in the treatment area, with 77 of these collected during the high moose
density period (2004 – 2005), and 190 during the low period (2008 – 2010). The
seasonal breakdown was 201 scats from summer and 66 from winter. These scats were
collected from five packs, including the Gothics, Adamants, Bigmouth, Downie, and
West side. I used a subset of these scats for the spatial contrast, because I restricted the
comparison to the summers of 2008 – 2010, and added 14 scats collected just outside
the treatment area but suitable to include for the spatial contrast because of similarly
low moose densities in that area. This comparison included 179 scats, 88 from the high
moose density zone, and 91 from the low zone.
We recorded 18 different prey species (Fig. 6.8), but lumped those with fewer
than five occurrences, and small rodents (n=9), into the “miscellaneous” category.
Miscellaneous prey included mountain goat (n=1), pika (1), porcupine (1), squirrel (2),
and snowshoe hare (3). After careful examination, three samples were classified as
caribou but were later confirmed to be deer based on the mtDNA test. The adult
ungulate category consisted of samples that failed the genetic test due to insufficient
mtDNA, and were too difficult to discern with microscopic approaches. We surmise that
they were deer or caribou but were too degraded to classify.
Temporal comparison
Wolf summer diets differed significantly between the high and low moose
density time periods, (Fig. 6.8a; G = 29.1, 11 df, p = 0.002), but winter diets did not differ
between the two time periods (G = 11.1, 8 df, p = 0.20). However, adult moose were
eaten less frequently during the low density period in winter (bootstrapped CIs did not
overlap; Fig. 6.8b), even though the G‐test revealed no difference of the overall
distribution between the two time periods.
In summer, at least five diet items differed between the two time periods (Fig.
6.8a). The most notable was four‐fold increase in the consumption of calf moose and
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beaver during the low‐density period. Juvenile deer were absent from the diets during
the high moose density period, but consumed at a significantly higher frequency when
moose were reduced. In all instances, adult moose were the most common prey item,
regardless of season or time period (Fig. 6.8).
Spatial comparison
The spatial comparison of the 2008 – 2010 summer diets also revealed
differences in consumption by packs that were located in areas of high vs. low moose
density (Fig. 6.9; G = 41.1, 11 df, p < 0.001). In the low moose density zone, fewer adult
moose and beaver were consumed, but more marmots, unclassified ungulates (likely
not moose), and unclassified juvenile ungulates were consumed.
DISCUSSION
Wolves changed their foraging patterns and behaviour in response to the moose
reduction treatment. Reducing the wolves’ primary prey resulted in both a shift in diet
and a change in habitat use resulting in increased use of caribou habitat. The latter
pattern occurred in the treatment but not the reference area, strengthening the
inference that the change in behaviour was caused by reducing moose abundance. My
prediction that wolf movement rates would increase as a result of lower inter‐annual
prey density was only partially supported, with the pattern occurring in early winter in
both treatment and reference areas. In late winter in the treatment area the result was
contrary to prediction, although the magnitude of change was much less than the early
winter result (Fig. 6.6). Early winter corresponds roughly with the period when wolves
no longer use rendez‐vous sites and begin to hunt collectively as a pack (Mech 1998), so
this may explain why movements increased with less prey density during that season. In
summer wolves are constrained by denning and localize at rendez‐vous sites, perhaps
reducing the validity of this metric as a response to changing moose density. The intra‐
annual seasonal influence on movements suggested that summer produced the highest
proportion of long movements. This effect can be attributed to either a markedly lower
prey density during summer, or a lack of snow that increases mobility, and therefore
provides only equivocal support for my prediction. However, these seasonal differences
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indicate that the metric (proportion of long movements) was at least sensitive to
changing biotic (prey abundance) and/or abiotic conditions (snow) that are known to
affect wolf space use (Messier 1985a).
A number of studies have used spatial (Messier and Crête 1985) or temporal
(Latham et al. 2011) comparisons to demonstrate how wolf diets can shift in relation to
changing prey availability. In my case, the experimental moose reduction produced a
temporal shift in diet that was most pronounced in summer when consumption rates
are naturally lower, consistent with my final prediction. In situations where large
mammalian prey are scarce, wolves tend to consume smaller and more diverse prey
(Messier and Crête 1985). The switch from adult to calf moose at lower moose density
matches this pattern and could be in response to the density dependent increase in calf
recruitment (Chapter 3). My spatial comparison also suggests that wolves consumed
fewer adult moose in the low moose density zone, and more alternative prey. This
result parallels the lower wolf recruitment observed in the low moose density zone
(Chapter 6a). Collectively, these findings provide a plausible mechanism for why a
predator’s numerical response may lag behind declines in abundance of primary prey
(Mech 1977, Gasaway et al. 1983). With few exceptions, wolves are obligate carnivores,
usually consuming large mammalian prey (Fuller et al. 2003) and have relatively high
daily metabolic requirements (0.1 – 0.2 /kg meat/kg wolf/day) that are 27% greater
than theory predicts for placental mammals (Kreeger 2003). Therefore, a reduction in
their primary prey should result in a rapid and proportional reduction in wolf numbers,
either through dispersal or starvation (Chapter 6a). Yet, because wolves can also capture
less profitable prey that may be less abundant or smaller in size, they can still exist in a
given area but are less likely to have stable packs with successful recruitment (Messier
1985a, b).
Kill rates did not vary with prey density in the winter season and diets did not
shift substantially in winter despite a sharp decline in moose abundance. Therefore, it
appears that winter is the less relevant season to study food limitation in wolves
because acquiring prey is comparatively easier during that time of year (Knamiller 2011,
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Metz et al. 2012). Although summer consumption rates were lower, once corrected for
pack cohesion, the effect was not as pronounced. However, I expect that the pattern of
lower kill rates in summer to be strongest in mountainous areas where prey densities
change markedly across seasons, but may also extend to boreal systems where the rate
of effective search (a) is more efficient in winter. Studies of other carnivores in boreal
systems support the hypothesis that foraging efficiency is higher in winter (Nilsen et al.
2009), possibly because of differential mobility between predator and prey, cues that
assist with prey detection in winter, or poor body condition of prey.
It is certain that small ungulate kills were missed in summer because of a less
intensive GPS fix frequency compared to other studies (Metz et al. 2011, Knamiller
2011). However, the fact that the three packs with very low kill rates experienced
starvation or left the treatment area suggests that I did not grossly underestimate prey
acquisition. Furthermore, both the kill site investigations and the scat composition
roughly correspond to the ratio of moose to deer in the study area (~ >8:1), suggesting
that I did not underestimate the amount of small ungulate prey (i.e., deer) in the diet.
Beyond the theoretical aspect of this work, my results have practical implications
for conservation. I monitored the outcome of a change in policy that eventually became
a test to reduce the level of apparent competition between moose and caribou. In this
chapter I found that any reduction in wolf abundance may not reflect a proportional
reduction in predation risk to caribou. At least in early winter, wolves used more long
movements when there were fewer moose, had an increased use of caribou habitat
during most of the year, and consumed less moose based on diet analyses. This change
in behaviour could partially offset an effect of having fewer wolves, and may explain
why caribou population growth was not more pronounced following the treatment
(Chapter 6a). Wittmer et al. (in press) suspected a similar process when 30,000 sheep
were removed to reduce apparent competition with huemul in Patagonia, but predation
rates by pumas on huemul markedly increased following the treatment. These
behavioural changes should be considered by management agencies when attempting
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to reduce predators by reducing their primary prey, particularly when predator
reduction is not done concurrently (Chapter 4, Chapter 6a).
Despite the greater potential risk posed by wolves altering their foraging
patterns, there was no evidence that wolves increased their consumption of caribou as
a result of the moose reduction treatment. Scat analyses and kill site investigations
showed little or no use of caribou throughout the experiment. Stotyn (2008) found
similar results in the treatment area using stable isotopes, but also found that one pack
had likely recently consumed caribou (Stotyn 2008). Furthermore, the predicted use of
caribou habitat by wolves was largely determined during 2006 – 2009 period, when GPS
data were most abundant. The tail ends of the relationship (i.e. 2003 – 2005) were
based on less data and thus the extrapolations are less precise, perhaps exaggerating
the change in risk over time. Nonetheless, the comparison between the treatment and
reference area suggest that the effect of increased use of caribou habitat was most
pronounced in the treatment area.
However, I suggest that the amount of caribou in wolf diets is an imprecise
metric to gauge risk based on the apparent competition phenomenon (Boutin et al.
2012). Rare prey can still be driven to extinction even though they comprise a very small
component of the predator’s diet, due to the lack of a numerical relationship between
the rare prey and the predator that is supported by primary prey. The amount of
caribou in wolves’ diet in the treatment area may even have declined compared to the
1990s when caribou populations were 3 times more abundant. Allison (1998) found that
wolf summer diets consisted of 18.9% caribou for two wolf packs in the central portion
of the treatment area in the mid‐1990s. As an alternative to measuring predator diets,
monitoring mortalities from radio‐collared caribou provides a more objective evaluation
of risk factors (Marshal and Boutin 1999), which had been done intensively from 1992 –
2003 (Wittmer et al. 2005a) in this system. However, with declining caribou populations
and correspondingly smaller sample sizes, this approach was not possible in recent
years. A modest shift in cause‐specific mortality could have a major impact on caribou
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populations, but would be difficult to estimate precisely with limited sample sizes that
are inherent when dealing with an endangered species.
By combining the information obtained from numerical and functional aspects of
predator‐prey ecology, I gained a more complete understanding of how the system
responded to the moose reduction treatment. Numerical responses alone can provide
an incomplete picture of the complex and indirect trophic interactions in multi‐prey
systems (Krebs 2002). There appears to have been a decrease in wolf abundance caused
by dispersal and perhaps starvation, similar to what Messier (1985a), and Messier and
Crête (1985) observed in low moose density areas (< 0.2 / km2). A shift in diet and
habitat use by wolves accompanied these patterns, suggesting caution when using this
approach as a primary tool for conserving endangered prey affected by apparent
competition (Courchamp et al. 2003, Wittmer et al. in press), because of altered
foraging behaviour of predators. The main uncertainty that remains is whether the
reduced wolf numbers will outweigh the risk of having wolves cover more ground when
hunting, and whether this behaviour will change with time. Over the long term, it will be
important to continue monitoring the outcome of the moose reduction treatment, but
not at the expense of addressing proximate and ultimate limiting factors linked to high
predation rates and ecosystem change.
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APPENDIX 6.1. MOOSE POPULATION TREND COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TREATMENT AND
REFERENCE AREAS.
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The slope of decline was more than five times greater in the treatment (solid circles)
compared to the reference area (open circles; slopes were –6.88 [–9.02 to –4.68]
compared to –1.32 [–2.46 to –0.26] for the respective treatment and reference areas;
1000 bootstrapped iterations). The slopes estimated here are slightly different from
Chapter 5 because the reference area was larger to accommodate the wolf ranges and
caribou subpopulations. Nonetheless, the ratio of the slopes between the two areas
(i.e. comparing the magnitude of change between the treatment and reference) was
similar when the smaller or larger reference area was compared to the treatment area.
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APPENDIX 6.2. ELEVATIONAL USE PATTERNS OF MOOSE, WOLVES, AND CARIBOU

LW

SP

CA

SU

EW

Mean biweekly use of elevation by moose (closed circles), wolves (open circles), and caribou (squares) in the treatment area. Error
bars are 90th percentiles of use, calculated based on individual animals as the sample unit. Grey bars separate seasons. EW = early
winter, LW = late winter, SP = spring, CA = calving, SU = summer. Updated from Stotyn 2008.
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APPENDIX 6.3. THE PROPORTION OF LONG WOLF MOVEMENTS AS A FUNCTION OF SEASON

The effect of season on the proportion of long wolf movements was significant in
both the treatment (black) and the reference areas (red), with most long movements
occurring in summer. For the reference area, βsummer = 0.53 (SE = 0.051, p <0.001), and
in the treatment area, βsummer = 0.24, (SE = 0.031, p <0.001). LW = late winter (reference
category), EW = early winter, SP = spring, SU = summer. Analysis based on linear mixed
effects models with wolf nested within pack as the random intercept.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND NEXT STEPS

Science progresses slowly, particularly when studying organisms with long
generation times. This project represents the first cycle in the adaptive management
process, and it took almost a decade before conclusions could be reached, especially for
the caribou population responses following the moose reduction treatment. The cycle is
even longer if we consider the time it took to determine and agree upon the agent of
decline. In the meantime, caribou populations have continued to decline, both within
and beyond the deep‐snow mountain caribou ecotype (Boutin et al. 2012). Two
mountain caribou subpopulations have recently gone extinct, and so has a neighbouring
shallow‐snow subpopulation in Banff National Park (Hebblewhite et al. 2010). These
patterns raise the question of whether it is worth sacrificing scientific purity to conserve
a species (Krebs 2009). By purity I mean removing one limiting factor at a time to
evaluate the benefit of each option, compared to removing all suspected agents at once.
Although there is a good understanding of limiting factors, we know less about how to
recover these animals in a landscape that has been substantially altered by human
development. If recovering the southernmost mountain caribou subpopulations is a
societal goal, I reiterate the need to exceed all biological targets estimated by myself or
others, particularly for critically endangered subpopulations that are affected by
processes associated with small numbers.
I agree with Krebs (2009), who stated that it is worth compromising scientific
purity to conserve a species. I suggest that all components of the ecosystem be
addressed simultaneously, including moose and deer, and wolves and cougars. These
dynamics can change unpredictably over space and time depending upon short‐term
weather trends and management values. In the Revelstoke area, the cougar‐deer
dynamic dominated in the mid 1990s, followed by an increase in moose and likely
wolves, then the eventual moose reduction. If deer are allowed to recover, then the
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pattern may be repeated. Furthermore, climate change may be facilitating the
northward expansion of deer and cougars (Dawe 2011) at the expense of moose
(Murray et al. 2006). Maintaining primary prey at low numbers through year‐round
hunting seasons may be easier than reducing prey once they are established – and this
logic may apply biologically and socially. Furthermore, the role of bear predation has
been neglected because bears are considered to be within their natural range of
variation in these ecosystems, so there was less of an ecological rationale to control
bear numbers. Also, unlike neighbouring Alaska (Boertje et al. 2010), the social
opposition to controlling bears would be insurmountable in British Columbia. To deal
with this source of caribou mortality, at least for calves, maternity penning of pregnant
female caribou could be considered. Transplanting caribou to smaller populations may
be necessary in some cases, but only after the agent of decline – unsustainable
predation, is dealt with. Addressing the agent of decline before transplanting is an
obvious recommendation made by Caughley (1994) and recently reiterated by Pérez et
al. (2012), but this caveat is sometimes overlooked (Pérez et al. 2012).
Perhaps when Krebs (2002) was criticising the population‐based approach used
to address problems such as declining caribou numbers, he was referring to what
contemporary caribou researchers call proximate vs. ultimate limiting factors. The
perception may have been that only the proximate factors were being addressed.
However, we first had to identify the proximate factors (Bergerud and Elliot 1986, Seip
1992) before we could make correlative associations with climate (Dawe 2011) or
landscape conditions that negatively affect caribou (Schaefer 2003, Vors et al. 2007,
Wittmer et al. 2007, Sorensen et al. 2008). Both proximate and ultimate factors have
been studied intensively, and lack of such knowledge cannot be used as an excuse to
delay addressing both degrees of limiting factors, though social values will always be the
final determinant. Addressing ultimate factors such as protecting old‐growth forests will
help to make the situation “less worse” for caribou, but populations will continue to
decline unless proximate factors are also removed (Wittmer et al. 2010). Protecting old
forests may also help garner public support to deal with proximate actions such as
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predator control (Serrouya, personal observation), which are often unpopular (Orians et
al. 1997).
Although it is desirable to use ecological theory to make predictions and validate
these predictions when possible, it is important to recognize the long time scales
involved when studying organisms that reproduce slowly. Predictions from the
differential equations suggested that an abrupt reduction in primary prey could be
detrimental to caribou, and the deer – cougar case study appeared to validate this
prediction. A more gradual decline in primary prey, as in the case of the moose – wolf
reduction, was predicted to dampen the impact of wolves switching to caribou. In both
these cases however, the predicted response to caribou transitioned over at least 10
years, and often our study periods are too short to monitor the full demographic
responses. Indeed, the empirical data from Chapter 6 suggested support for the
prediction that gradually reducing moose could benefit, or at least not severely reduce
caribou abundance, but it took at least a decade to observe this pattern. Furthermore,
no major shift in consumption from moose to caribou occurred, as estimated from the
scat analyses and kill‐site investigations. More importantly, the Columbia North
subpopulation, where most of the wolf packs were located, did not experience a
pronounced decline following the moose reduction and in fact caribou numbers
increased. Again, this result suggests that wolves did not shift their foraging strategy to
caribou as their primary prey were reduced. It is likely that because moose were
gradually reduced, any potential switching effect was mitigated.
With the latest GPS, GIS, and genetic technology, it is comparatively easy to
produce an abundance of data for analysis. Since some of the initial woodland caribou
resource selection papers were published (Terry et al. 2000, Apps et al. 2001), many
others have reached very similar conclusions, even when the latest statistical advances
are incorporated. Caribou use or select old forests, and avoid most human
developments. Similarly, genetic advances such as SNPs and microsatellites have
facilitated many caribou genetic studies, including the one I conducted. It remains
unclear, however, whether these tools contribute to previously existing knowledge
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about population limiting factors. If the goal is to address caribou conservation, I
encourage researchers to engage with managers to implement active or passive
management experiments, while at the same time incorporating the important
technological improvements at our disposal (Hebblewhite and Haydon 2010).
A rewarding aspect of this thesis was the ability to test ecological theory but at
the same time address an important conservation challenge. In Chapter 2 I outlined a
potentially underappreciated aspect of landscape genetics where the role of population
size can influence spatial structure, and in Chapter 3 I addressed an applied question to
help set a management target. In the 4th chapter I made predictions based on predator
prey theory, and in the 5th I was able to directly test theory with independent validation.
The 6th chapter combined an applied experiment with theoretical predictions,
particularly the behavioural chapter where I was able to test simple predictions relating
to Holling’s disc equation (Holling 1959). Results were not always as predicted, nor as
were hoped, because some caribou subpopulations continued to decline. However,
these disparities are precisely what make science interesting, and conservation
challenging.
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